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This report summarizes the results of several systems analysis studies of space construction projects, primarily dealing with areas of space con-struction support services, construction facilities, orbit altitude and orbit transfer. The document is a study product of Task 2, System Analysis of Space Construction, Contract NAS9-l57l8, Space Construction System Analysis Study. This contract effort was conducted by the Satellite Systems Division, Space Systems Group of Rockwell International Corporation, for the National Aero-nautics and Space Administration (NASA), Johnson Space Center (JSC). 
The study was performed under the direction of Ellis Katz, Study Manager. The following persons made significant contributions toward completion of the analyses reported herein. 
Dr. E. P. French H. L. Myers H. S. Greenberg J. A. Roebuck 
J. Indrikis J. O. Sampson 
K. E. Kunz A. J. Stefan C. K. McBaine 
Major documents resulting from Part I of the contract effort are listed below: 
Space Construction System Analysis, 
Project Systems and Mission Descriptions, 
Task 1 Final Report, SSD 79-0077 
April 26, 1979 
Space Construction System Analysis, Task 2 Final Report -System Analysis of Space Construction, SSD 79-0123, June 1979 
Space Construction System Analysis, Task 3 Final Report -Construction System Shuttle Integration, SSD 79-0124, June 1979 
Space Construction Data Base 
SSD 79-0125, June 1979 
Space Construction System Analysis, Special Emphasis Studies Final Report, SSD 79-0126, June 1979 
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This report presents the system analyses of space construction which were performed as Task 2.0 of the contract study. Task 1.0 (SD 79-0077) defined three project systems to be used as models for the investigation rf alternative construction methods and processes. Task 2.0, then, contains the construction method derivations and supporting analyses required for constr~ction system definition. Specifically, Task 2.0 applies the construction requirements and strategies for each project system to (1) define construction scenarios, (2) identify critical construction functions, and (3) synthesize alternative methods for each function. The resulting methods definitions were organized and formatted into a construction data base where key ideas and knowledge of resource requirements and constraints for individual cOIl9truction situations can be easily extracted and applied to new project syst~ms. The data base is published as a separate loose-leaf volume (SSD 79-125 ) for useJ: c"nvenience and tv easily accommodate future additions from new construction studies. 
Complementary to the cenLral task of defining alterllat.ive construction methods, important interrelated issues necessary to construction system definition were investi?ated. These include construction support services, construction facility implications and the impacts of various orbit transfer propulsion modes on space construction. This report contains the results of these complementary investigations. 
Section 2.0 summarizes the project system design definitions used in the construction analyses and outlines the methods definition process. The organiza-tion and content of tp~ Construction Data Base Is also briefly discussed. 
Section 3.0 presents analyses of individual support services issues. These include: attitude stabilization and control during construction and between construction flights, thermal control of sensitive elements during const~u~tion, illumination and TV services including visual (bright source) interferenco effects and power/iJluminatio~ relatiollships and preliminary implications of individual electrical power demands and their impacts on space construction processes. 
Section 4.0 presents construction facility considerations highlighting the potential benefits of using the Space Operations Center as a construction base. Facility arrangements/characteristics which reduce or eliminate some of the limitations and constraints associated with building out of the orbiter are shown along with their improved productivity poten'i~l. 
Section 5.0 presents construction orbit trades and orbit transfer analyses. Factors affecting the selection of construction orbit altitude are discussed and the minimum safe altitude for the construction of each project system is defined. Propulsion thrust, performance and sizing characteristics covering chemical, solid and solar electric propulsion concepts are presented for LEO to GEO orbit transfer missions. Thrust loads, T/W impacts and TVC/structural stiffness interactions with lightweirht space structures are discussed. Trades of alternative techniques for delivering propulsion modules to the construction orbit are also pre8ente~. 
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This section suramarizes the construction analysis process beginning with 
the project system definitions and construction requirbments from Task 1 of 
the study and leading to the compilation of alternative constru.ction methods 
in a construction data base (SSD 79-0125). A major factor perm~ating this 
analysis process '.o/as the need to confine and focus the efforts on only the 
most important issues. The number of possible combinations of all problem 
variables (project configurations, construction strategies, construction func-
tions, construction equipment/aids, and construction procedures) cannot be 
treated in a single study. To reduce the number to a manageable level, the 
number of project systems was held to three, and only the most critical and 
most representative construction functions were selected for detailed methods 
analysis. The three project systems selected for the study are briefly summar-
ized in Section 2.1. The stream-lined construction analysis ~rocess is outlined 
in Section 2.2, and the construction data base resulting from these analyses is 
described in Section 2.3. 
2.1 PROJECT SYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS 
This section contains a brief description of the SPS test article and the 
two advanced communications platforms on which construction analyses were per-
formed. The Task 1 final report (SSD 79-0077) contains a more detailed descrip-
tion of these projects. 
2.1.1 SPS Test Article Description 
The scenario for the SPS test article specifies a 1985 time period as cur-
rently planned in the SPS Red Book. The prime objective of this project is to 
perform spacQ-to-space microwave tests, 
Operating, servicing, and growth features of the overall project scenario 
are noted on Figure 2.1-1. Within the operating scenario, a relatively high 
orbit, at least 550 km (300 nmi) altil:ude, is envisioned due to the very 10\; 
ballistic coefficient (W/CDA) ~ 1.0) of this configuration. The flight vehicle 
must also be capable of initially adjusting its orbit and stationkeeping with 
a co-orbiting rectenna. 
The servicing scenario shows manned servlclng for LEO operations and 
unmanned remot~ servicing concep~s above LEO. 
The general arrangement of the SPS test article is represented in Figure 
2.1-2. This configuration represents t~e GEO operational configuration which 
includes the installation of the Solar Electric Propulsion (SEP) orbit transfer 
engine modules. This configuration, therefore, contains all of the systems 
that must be addressed in the construction analysis task. 
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Figure 2 .1-1. SPS Test Article Scenario 
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Figure 2 . 1-2 . SPS Test Article Configuration 
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The SPS test article project consists of a ladder-type structural arrange-ment utilizing space-fabricated beam members to which 25 solar blankets are attached. The ladder structure is an assembly of beams fabricated by a single beam builder in orbit. The beam configuration is that developed by General Dynamics SCAFE study with modific.tions as required, such as increased cap gauges and diagonal cord diameters. 
All of the larger modular items such as the RCS modules and the systems module are attached to the structure via berthing purts. The berthing port concept is the three-petal, neuter concept, base lined for the Shuttle orbiter. Sm3ller units such as 'the electrical junction boxes and the solar blanket switching boxes will be secured to the structure with clamp-type devices that are compatible with the structural beam configuration and load capability. The clamping devices that secure the solar array switching boxes also provide the attachments for the individual solar array blanket3. Electrical lines are secured to the structure "ith special clips. The clips require pre-punched holes in the post members of the fabricated beams. 
The systems module "hich contains the electrical power storage batteries and controls, the C~!G' s, the TT&C equipment, and the heat-rej ection radiator is alsn the structural bridge that provides the st':uctural interface bet"een the solar array structure and the rotary joint to "..:hich the microwave antenna is attached. A similar structural bridge at the opposite end of the solar array structure provides the support for the rotary joint and the solar elec-tric propulsion modules used for growth mission orbit transfer. 
The solar array consists of 25 solar blankets. Each blanket is attached to the transverse beams of the structure. The attachment is provided with clamp-type fittlngs to "hich the solar blankets are attached at three places along the 4-m-width of the blanket. Po"er leads plug into individual switching boxes. From each of the switch boxes po"er lines run along the longitudinal beams to interface "ith the systems housing and continue on to the pm,er slip ring of the rotary joint. 
The rotary joint provides one degree-of-freedom rotation bet"een the solar array and the micrm,ave antenna. It also provides the support for the SEP mod-ules. The rotary joint as a unit is attached to the systems housing via a berthing port. A berthing port also is provided on the other end of the rotary joint unit to accept the micrmY'ave tefit antenna or other test articles. 
When grmY'th mission operations to GEO are desired, as discussed in the project scenario, the SEP modules will be installed. Each of four modules contains a mounting post which is designed to plug into the rotary joints making the structural attachment as well as the electrical pm,er and data con-trol connections. T"o additional modules are mounted to two of the module/post configurations to make tw'O 24-engine clusters which are required at the micro-wave antenna end of the SPS microwave test article. The rotary joint required 
at the other end of the solar array structure "ill be installed when the orbit transfer mode is desired. 
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The estimated "eight of the SPS micro""ve test artide in the LEO opera-
tional configuration is 37,800 kg (83,160 lb). The orbit transfer configura-
tion estimated "eight is 49,200 kg 008,250 Ib). 
2.1.2 Advanced Communications Platform Descriptions 
The advanced communications platform scenario, summarized in Figure 2.1-3, 
calls for its introduction in the 1990 time period. The concept outlined here 
"ould employ several frequency bands, each utilizing high-density frequency 
reuse techt:iques to !;reatly enlarge the communications capability associated 
1>ith a single orbiting platform. 
The operational system "ill be placed in GEO 1>ith good access 
to the U.S. The platforlll concept is appJ icable to and could ~rO\, to be global 
in natur~ witll addItional platforms placed at ot!ler locations satisfyin~ traffic 
needs in other areas. The operating system requires relatively precise pointing 
and stililility to maintain the desIred mliltill1e beam pattern coverilge of the U.S. 
Both N-S and E-h' stationkeeping are requirt:>d to hold tht. ... nnrrO\11 assigned slot 
in the clHlgested GEO orhl t and to L~lilllinatt;' major antenna pointing excursions 
whi~ll would be reqllired witllout stationkeeping. Tile large investment represented 
by tllis higll-~apacitv Il!:Jtform concept would likely call for at least a lO-year 
service life. AlStl, to m~intain tll~ very Iligll It'vel of commtlnications services 
(99.98% deppndability) we've grml111 ttl expect, it is envisioned that service 
should nllt be interrupted for stationkL'eping mnneuvcrs, Slln occultation periods, 
and (possibly) rotltine ~ervicing operations. 
'1'\110 structural arrangement concepts \I1(>re developed to impJeIl1ent the com-
munications platform rl.:'quiremclIts dist'ussed aIJl'Ve. Figures 2.1-4 and 2.1-5 
illustrate tllcse two concepts. EXl'~pt for minor v;lriations, SUCll ~lS ti,e 
~lrr.:.lllg('ment of the nntennns and the attaching l'tHlCL'pt of the SystL'1ll control 
mod'll<.~_, most of the subsystems are idt'nti~al betweL'n the t'110 concepts. '1'hl..' 
v.:lri<ltions are i.l result of the difrL~rl'tlt Btrllctural ilrrangement t'nncepts. 
2.1.2.1 Configuriltion nt'scription-Ercctablc' COlllnlllnic<1tions Platform 
Tile antenn:l pliltform l't1nt'elll ilLltstrated in Figlll·e 2.],-4 cOllsists of iltl 
cret~ti1hIL~-type structure ass<?mbled of tapL'l"l--'t! struts ,\Jith ha11 l'nd fittings 
engagi.ng receptacle-type unions. The platform is boosted to geosynchronous 
orbit "'ith lO1>-thrust chemical-fueled engines. The 16 antennas are 
arranged in t\110 groups (1) eight 4-6 CHz C-llHlld rccL'ivl'l"S .1I1d trallsmitters, 
ilnd (2) eight 12-14 GHz K-band l"t;'l'eivl;:"\1"s <lnd tr':lnsmiltL'r.S. CrtHl1lh capability 
for additional ~lntcnnaA is ,llso provided. 
During orbit tram:;fl;:'r the solar in"rHYS arL' fn1tkd ,HIrai I~l to thL' Illng.t-
tudinn! axis of the platform \l1h1cl1 is also tlw dirL'L'tion llf accl'\Qrntion. 
Each antenna horn and boom support is also retracted Juring till:' orbit tnllHlfL'1" 
mode. The rt.--'flec.tur portion of L::'rlCh antenna, htHv(>vcr, is in tilL' deployed 
position. 
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Figure 2 . 1- 3 . Advanced Communications Platform Scenario 
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The platform structure consists of double tapered tubes "ith ball-type 
end fittings. The tubes are formed from tlW conical tubes joined at their 
large ends. Most of the tube assemblies are joined to each other through a 
receptacle type of union member, creating a pinned joint. HOI,ever, the 
antenna mounting concept utilizes strut ends and receptacles that are designed 
to transmit moments. The support arrangement for the RCS pods, the systems 
module, and the orbit transfer propulsion modules utilize struts arranged to 
form A-frame reaction members. Most of the struts arc a common length and 
si?e. Hm.;rever, the t".;ro load conditions descr~.bed above use unique struts to 
fulfill their individual requirements. The s;:ruts a':-" assembled into a linear, 
pentahedral structural arrangement. 
All of the larger modular items such as Ule antennas, the GN&Cj ATT&C mod-
ule, the orbit transfer propulsion, and support structure are attached to the 
structure via berthing ports. The bertning port concept is the three-petal, 
neuter concept baselined for the Shuttl~ orbiter. 
Smaller units such as the electrical junction boxes are secured to the 
antenna-mounting unions. The electrical lines are secured to the struts ,..,ith 
clamping-type wire-supporting clips. 
The solar arrays are mounted to a rotary joint ;vhich provides a 360 0 
rotation capability perpendicular to the orhit plane. A 24° nodding capability 
is also provided to permit full sun illumination during all sun declination 
angles. A folding capability for orbit transfer is also provided. 
The battery pm"er storage system, 'vhich is sized to provide continuous 
operation during the orbit eclipse periods, is packaged into three independent 
units. Each package of batteries includes the battery chargers and controls, 
thermal control insulation and meteoroid protection~ and its own heat-rejection 
radiator system. Each unit is a replaceable item. 
The rotary joint provides for the pow"r transfer from the pOl<er generation 
system to the platform through a slip ring assembly. 
A system module containing the GN&C CHG's and sensor, the TT&C receivers, 
transmitters, antennas, etc., and a central data/signal processor is provided 
in a centrally located position on the platform. Thermal control, meteoroid 
protection, and heat-rejection radiator systems are provided as part of the 
module to support these systems. 
A communications message s\vitching control unit is centrally located 
within the C-band antenna complex and a similar unit is also centrally located 
within the K-band antenna complex. 
The last items to be installed will be the orbit transfer propulsion mod-
ules. The propulsion modules attach to the supporting structure utilizing 
berthing ports to effect the joint and to establish the lines interfaces. 
The complete platform less the propulsion modules has an estimated "eight 
of 60,500 kg (133,400 lb). 
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2.1.2.2 Configuration Description--Tri-Beam Space-Fabricated Platform 
Hany features of the tri-beam &pace-fabricated platform (Figure 2.1-5) 
are similar if not identical to those of the erectable concept. Consequently, 
this description will concentrate on those features that are unique to this 
concept. 
This concept represents an antenna platform utilizing a space-fabricated 
structure with a 10l,-thrust chemical-fueled orbit transfer system. The 16 
antennas are arranged in two groups: (1) eight 4-6 GHz C-band receivers and 
transmitters, and (2)·eight 12-14 GHz K-band receivers and transmitters. 
Growth capability for additional antennas is also provided. 
During orbit transfer, the solar arrays are folded parallel to the longi-
tudinal axis of the platform which is also the direction of acceleration. The 
antenna horn and boom support is retracted during the orbit transfer mode. The 
reflector portion of the antenna remains in the deployed position. 
The platform structure consists of members fabricated in orbit by a single 
beam bu.ilder and assembled by use of appropriate fixtures. The individual beam 
configuration and the beam builder device are from the General Dynamics SCAFE 
study concepts. 
The installation of the larger modular units utilizes the berthing port 
concept. The description of this installation concept is identical to that 
discuss~j for the erectable antenna platform concept. 
Smaller units such as the electrical junction boxes will be secured to the 
structure with clamp-type devices that are compatible with the structural beam 
configuration and load capability. The electrical lines are secured to the 
structure with special clips. The clips require pre-punched holes in the post 
members of the beams. 
The electrical pOl,er generation system, including the solar arrays and 
the pOl,er storage battery arrangement, and the rotary joint through which the 
electrical pmver is transmitted to the antennas and subsystems, are identical 
to the concept description for the erectable platform. 
The systems module contents and installation concept are identical to 
that of the erectable platform, as a.'e the communications message switching 
control units. 
The last items to be installed will be the orbit transfer support structure' 
and the orbit transfer propulsion modules. The support structure interfaces 
with the three longitudinal members of the platform structure by means of berth-
ing ports. The prop ulsion modules attach to the supporting structure in the 
same manner. 
The complete platform, less the propulSion modules, has an estimated 
weight of 61,000 kg (134,200 lb). 
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Construction analysis is an iterative process, as pictured schematically 
in Figure 2.2-1, and I~ill require more than a single cycle through the functions 
indicated to arrive at acceptable design solutions. Rockwell experience in 
this field suggests that, to develop the appropriate level of detail in co~ . 
struction analysis, it is necessary to specify the geometry, dimensions, 
materials, interfaces, and other physical properties which define the construc-
tion requirements. Thus, it is necessary to generate a concept for the con-
struction fixture which would define the situation in terms of the location of 
the I~ork and the access to the work. Indeed, the conceopt of the fixture, as 
has heen earlier suggested, needs to be integrated with the definition of the 
project system to assure that what is designed can be practically constructed. 
With the system definition and the construction fixture concept in mind, it 
is then possible to devise a construction strategy which would define in what 
sequence or order the various construction tasks 'ivould be undertaken. As an 
example, it \vould be necessary to understand 'hThether the structure is fully 
completed before equipment is installed, or whether equipment is installed as 
the structure is built. The answer to these issues can impact considerably the 
construction methods that might be candidates for the task. 
The core of the construction analysis process is to consider each construc-
tion task/f1.lnctlon and devise alternative methods for executing that function. 
These alternatives may differ in degree of automation, in the detailed sequence 
of operations, in utilization of various cc,struction equipment or aids--or in 
impact upon the project system design or construction fixture. After having 
examined the alternative methods which could be used to perform each of the 
construction functions, it is then possible to examine the entire array of 
construction functions in an end-to-end context and to select those methods 
for each function which "ould, in the aggregate, produce the most effective and 
economic employment of the materials, construction support equipment, and the 
resources of the orbiter/crew to perform the operations. The final step in 
this cycle is to define the design of the construction fixture, the construc-
tion support equipment, and the orbiter/construction facility provisions. 
These definitions could, in turn, reflect back upon the project system design, 
upon the construction strategy, and even upon the construction methods which 
could lead to further iterations of the cycle. 
A basic four-step process was applied to produce the Construction Data 
Base which was the Part I study objective. The methods evaluation/selection 
and integrated construction system design steps in the above iterative process 
will be performed in Part II of the study. The 4-step process applied here is: 
• Step I--Define a construction fixture concept for each project 
system. The concept definitions are based on trade 
evaluations of alternative fixture arrangements 'ivith 
respect to the orbiter along with the configuration 
features of the projects to be constructed . 
• Step 2--Determine a construction strategy (general sequence of 
construction operatjons) for each project system. The 
purpose of this step is to establish explicit construc-
tion scenarios for the identification of "critical 
functions." 
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• Step 3--Using the fixture concepts and strategies from the preceding steps, each project construction was IIwalked throughfl to determine those construction functions which were considered to be Ilcritical." Critical functions are those which can significantly impact the construction nupport equipment require-
ments, the operations, and/or the project system design . 
• Step 4--Analyze each critical function to drive out require-
ments and alternative c0nstruction methods. The 
objective is to define alternative methods which are 
matched to specific construction scenarios, are practical, and which are representative of funda-
mentally different approaches. 
Each of these steps is further explained in the following paragraphs. 
2.2.1 Construction Fixture Concepts 
The project construction fixture concept plays a significant role in the construction of any large space project. As such, in most applications, it is designed specifically for a particular project. The three study projects were sufficiently different in their structural and systems installation approach to require unique construction fixtures. 
Each fixture must have the capability to support the project during all phases of construction and assembly. It mus~ also provide project translation capability and orbiter revisit capability. EVA activities must be accommodated with adequate rGstraints, etc. Finally, the fixture must be packageable within the orbiter payload bay. 
In addition to these requirements, three design issues are identified: 
The orientation of the construction fixture 'toJith the orbiter 
Performing the construction activity within the local vicinity 
of the fixture 
Space fabrication construction 'toJith a single or multiple beam builder 
These requirements and issues were addrpssed 
the construction fixture concepts for each of the 
study is presented in Appendix A of this report. 
of the construction fixtures follO'toJs. 
2.2.1.1 SPS Test Article Fixture 
in a trade study that defined 
study projects. This trade 
A brief description of each 
The construction fixture concept for the fabrication and assembly of the SPS test article is illustrated in Figure 2.2-2. The fixture consists nf structure to which the test article retention arms, beam positioner, and rota-tional handling device are mounted. The rotational handling device supports 
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the beam builder during fabrication, and also supports other special construc-
tion devices. The test article translation is accomplished by rroviding artic-
ulation of the retention arms \vhich permits the cress-beams to be "stepped" 
through the retention arms during the translation operations. 
The total construction fixture is attached to the orbiter via a berthing 
port and appropriate structural members to raise the fixture to permit trans-
lation of the completed SPS test article. 
2.2.1. 2 Erec table Advanced Communica tions Plat form Construction Fixture 
The construction fixture developed for the assembly of the erectable com-
munications platform concept js shown in Figure 2.2-3. The fixture consists 
of a single post/guide rail that supports the translation L~Bdle. The guide 
rail/translation cradle assembly is supported from the orbiter. The transla-
cion cradle supports struts in their proper relationship during assembly and 
also provides the capability to translate the total platform the distance of 
one pentahedral bay. Platform supporting clamps secure the platform to the 
upper end of the support post, permitting the translation cradle to release 
the platform and return to the assembly location 
The thrust structure support cradle locates and supports the thrust module 
attach tripods in their proper relationship. A rotation capability of thrust 
structure support cradle permits the assembly of the thrust module support pods 
to ,,,i thin the reach envelope of th' orbiter RNS. 
2.2.1.3 Space-Fabricated Advanced Communications Platform Construction 
Fixture 
The construction fixture for the tri-beam structllre is illustrated in 
Figure 2.2-4, and provides the support ar:::i location of the beam builder during 
fabrication, the support and translation "'pability of the platform, the loca-
tion of the cross-beams, and the provisiollS for the attachment of the cross-
beams to th2 longitudinal beams via welding. 
The translation of the project system is accomplished by providing 
articulation of the holding arms, thus permitting the crosf,-beams to be 
stepped through the holding arms during the translation operation. 
Cross-beam positioning devices accept the fabricated beams from the RMS 
and precisely locate the beams for attachment. After the tri-beam structure 
has been completed the beam build~r support arm and the beam positioner sup-
port structure are removed, thus clearing the fixture for the installation of 
the subsystems. 
2.2.2 Construction Strategy Development 
Initial construction strategies \V'ere developed for each of the study 
projects described in Section 2.1. However, prior to the determination of 
these specific strategies, two fundamental strategy approdches or construc-
tion principles) were briefly examined. The results of this investigation 
are some\V'hat interrelated to the fixture concept definitions above and, thus, 
are presented first4 The individual strategies for each of the projec~ sys-
tems then follow. 
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Two fundamental strategy approaches were identif ~ed: (1) serial constr"c-
tion, where various types of construction processes are done serially; and 
(2) combined construction, where several types of construction processes are 
done simultaneously. 
The first option follows the more conventional method of construction, 
i.e., foundation or structure; then, utilities and Rubsystems--in that order. 
The second option constructs and assembles the structure, installs the utili-
ties and subsystems complete for a particular area of the project, and then 
moves to the next area, completing it, etc., until the total project is com-
pleted. Figure 2.2-5 schematically illustrates these two options as applied 
to the space-fabricated advanced communications platform. 
Option 1 requires the capability to translate the project through the 
construction fixture in order to assemble each subsystem on the total project. 
Consequently, an added fixture complexity is imposed. The translation capa-
bility, hOl,ever, provides a desirable degree of flexibility in construction 
not only for the planned construction sequences, but also to better accommodate 
any unplanned anomalies or contingencies. The flexibility to reconfigure the 
construction fixture to the most efficient arrangement tG accommodate a par-
ticular installation sequence is also provided with this option. Figure 2.2-6 
illustrates this capability as applied to the space-fabricated antenna plat-
form. The capability to complete the installation of a particular subsystem 
that may require special equipment and operations and then reconfiguring for 
the following installation task appears to have the potential for more effici-
ent construction operation and better productivity. 
The potential also exists with Option 1 of providing a more efficient 
cargo packaging capability by having more like materials packaged and by not 
being as restrictive in the cargo removal sequence, as may be the situation 
when utilizing the second option. Figure 2.2-7 illustrates this potential. 
The construction fixture of Option 2 would appear to be less complex than 
that required for Option 1, but would require all the fixtures and special 
equipment required for subsystems handling and installation to be available 
at the same place at the same time. This requiremer.t could also create a com-
plexity equal to or even exceeding the translation requirement of Option 1. 
Figure 2.2-8 illustrates a construction fixture arrangement that might be 
required to implement the construction of the space-fabricated antenna plat-
form by the Option 2 method. 
The strategy approach for Option 1 was selected for this study. Conse-
quently, the primary structure is fabricated and assembled, first foUm,ed by 
the installation of the utilities and subsystems, with the more sensitive 
subsystems being the solar array blankets for the SPS test article and the 
antennas of the communic&tions platforms. The discussion of this approach and 
its implications on construct;,on for each of the three projects follows. 
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The construction strategy is ,chematically illustrated in Figure 2.2-9 for the assembly of the SPS test article. As previously stated, the construc-tion fixture has the capability to translate the project so that the construc-tion activities always occur in the vicinity of the fixture. Four translations of the project are indicated to complete the operational configuration sholm. The implications of the construction support services such as pm.,er, illumina-tion, etc., and the implications of construction attitude control and the berthing/docking operations are discussed in Section 3.0 
Figure 2.2-9. Construction Sequence--SPS Test Article 
The construction sequence sho·wn was developed so that the construction fixture would be located adjacent to the microwave antenna at the completion of the assembly. This arrangement permits the fixture to be used as a berth-ing port for the installation of the micrm,ave antenna. The fixture can also be stored in this position for future use in servicing or changeout of the payload (microwave antenna). 
Erectable Advanced Communications Platform Construction strategy 
The construction strategy for this platform concept is illustrated in Figure 2.2-10. The construction sequence follOl,s the concept of assembling the strncture, the installation of utilities and subsystems, and completing the assembly with the installation of the antennas. The project is completed with the fixture being adjacent to the orbit transfer engine mounting struc.ture. This position permits the installation of the propulsion modules on the project from the orbiter. Three complete translations are indicated for the complete assembly of this erectable antenna platform concept. 
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The construction strategy 
illustrated in Figure 2.2-11 . of this antenna pla tform concept is The construction sequence developed 
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project varies slightly from the basic philosophy of fabricating and assembling the structure first. In this sequence the electrical lines are installed on the longitudinal beams as they are being fabrIcated. The electrical lines are also installed on the cross-beams before the beams are joined to the longitudinal members. This construction sequence deviation allows one less translation to occur. The sequence, therefore, only requires two translations for completion of this platform concept. 
The construction fixture in tnis concept is also located adjacent to the orbit transfer engine mounting structure at the completion of the project assembly. This arrangement permits the use of the fixture as a Shuttle orbiter berthing port for the installation of the propulsion modules. 
2.2.3 Critical Functions Identification 
Having defined construction fixture concepts and appropriate construction strategies for each of ttle three project systems, construction functions which must be performed in the construction of each project can be identified. Generic construction functions are shown in Figure 2.2-12 \vith correlation checkmarks indicating "'hat functions typically apply to the various types of project system elements. The application of thse generic functions to all elements of the project system, in the proper order and in the appropriate circumstances, results in a completed system ready for orbit transfer to its mission orbit. 
Thirty-six such function "ere originally identified for th, three project systems. This number was reduced to 22 "critical" functions by eliminating those \vhich \ .... ere basically redundant between projects, thus resulting in a more manageable number of functions for subsequent methods identification and development. 
By "critical functions" \l7e mean those functions which may pr·,)ciuce signifi-cant impacts on any or all of the following factors: project system design, construction equipment/operations, and technology requirements. These impacts could range from the sizing of structural elements and/or overall configuration dimensions to the requirement for special construction equipment and aids, either of \vhich could lead to major technology requirements in support of their development programs. 
The critical functions identified for the SPS test article are shm,n in Figure 2.2-13. The following discussion highlights the nature of each construc-tion problem and its importance to the overall process in determining the most important critical functions for the SPS project. The 11 critical functions identified for this case are numbered (Figure 2.2-13). In the case of the docking ports, (1), the problem is to gain RCCess to the ends of the transverse beams and install the ports into the fragile space-fabricated beams. In the case of the ReS modules, (2)/(3), the problem is to make the installations upon the structural assembly \vith sufficient reach/access for making the mechanical and electrical connections. The installation of attachment fittings, (4), to the structure (for subsequent attachment of power slvitch boxes and solar blankets) requires detailed operations to install these relatively small devices upon the beams, At each end of the solar array blankets there will 
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be s"itch boxes, (5), to control till' pO\,er from each blanket assembly. The installation of these switc.h boxes requires special attacnments/connections 
"ith the structure and the solar array blankets. The installation of elec-trical lines, (6), represents heavy cable bundles "hich could be difficult to handle/deploy from the cargo bay ~nd attach to the space-fabricated structure. The solar blankets, (7), represent a case of tensioning a surface between structural members, and will require special methods to deploy and tension the blankecs. The unique issue '>lith the system support housing, (8), is to install a large. module \vhich requires ttvo··point installations. The rOlary joint installation, (9), represents the specin] problem of a double-ended dock-ing device whie1l must be installed within relativel) tight tolerances. The mierm.,rave antenna, (10), requires the translation of a very large module from the cargo bay to the SPS assembly, and a multiplicity of pOl,er and data con-nections. The solar electric Ilroplilsion modules, (11), are planned for subsequent installation in a laL~r pl18se of the test program and represent a potential pust-construction servicing uperation. 
The above type of thinking \vas a LSD appl ied to the advanced communications platform projects. TIle resulting critical functionR for tllese projects are presented in Figures 2.2-14 and 2.2-15 for the erpctable and space-fabricated configurations, respectively. 
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The fourth dnd final step in the construction analysis process for this part of the study is the identification and definition of alternative construc-tion methods. The potent~ally large numbers of possibl~ methods which could be concei,ved created the ne"d for" process which focuses only on the most import-ant and most viable alternatives. To meet this need, a preliminary methods definition and screening activity \vas introduced ir.te the overall nlet:hods analysis process as shm-m in Figure 2.2-16. 
Each of the critical functions from the previous step was assigned to a project engineer (PE) who then had the responsibility for carrying the methods analysis through to its end poi'lt. The end product of the, process was two fundamentally different ways _ 'complish the constructiC'n operations implied by the critical funccion. Bott. nual and autou.atic (me:chanized) modes 'tvere considered with several ways idenLified for each. A simple prelimir.ary description for each method concept "as prepared, considering the physicol situation which involved the partial state of constru,:tion of the platform and the location and nature of the parts to be added. 
These preliminary concepts \vere presented before an internal engineering review board (ERB) by the FE. The ERB effort result~d in the selection of t,vo or three ways to be more fully defined for inclusion 1.n the data base. In a number of the ERB's, new methods 'tvere formulated and/or m0dlfications 
'-lere introduced to the preliminary concepts. The selection of those methods identified for further definition was generally based upon the desire to pro-vide a good cross-section of viable construction techniques which would be useful in future space construction analyses (including Part II of this study). 
Upon conclusion of the ERB, the PE then initiated 3 more detailed defin-ition of each selected method. Each method and its related circumstances established requirements for the various construction equipment types to be used in the exec~tion of that method. These data and the construction equip-ment characteristics were used to develop operational sequences and timeline segments. These, in turn, permitted determination of the required construction support services and the generation of resource profiles for the alternative methods, thus providing basic comparative data . 
Emphasis during this analysis activity was on the follo"ing questions: 
Does the identified method represent a fundamental solution? 
Does it represent a general class of space construction problems? 
Does it impose special or unique requirements on either the con-
struction equipment or the project system design'! 
Can the construction equipment used in this method be used in 
other methods? 
Hmv does the particular assumed constructi.on situation affect the candidate methods? 
lVhat are the special circumstances that lead to the importance 
of a given method? 
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This type of th'~l·.ing was applied throu!':hout the methods analysis tasks to 
always maintain a focus on the most important construction issues. The result-
ing individual methods data were then formatted into coded pages, as depicted 
in Figure 2.2-17, for inclusion in the Construction Data Base. 
A total of 76 methods was identified for 22 critical functions. The 
selection process of choosing two or three of the alternate methods identi-
fied in the first step of the process resulted in 47 methods being defined 
the data base. Descriptions for each of the remainine 29 method" were 
also included. 
2.3 CONSTRlICTION DATA BASE 
The preceding constIuction analysis process produced 47 construction 
methods definitions. These \.'ere compiled and formatted into a Construction 
Data Base (SSD 79-0125), which is the main product of Part I of the study. 
The data base is org,mized to permit the addition of data from future 
studies. The contents are coded to permit unlimited additions and convenient 
access to the information t,y generic project type (space-fabricated, erectable 
or deployable). Tn~ data j.ase is divided into four major sections: 
Project Systems Descri.ption (Section I) 
Construction Methods (Section II) 
Construction Support Equipment (Section III) 
Indexes (Sect:con IV; 
2.3.1 Project Systems Description (Section I) 
This section contains a brief description of each of the three project 
systems which toJere the basis for the information contained \oJithin. Sketches 
of the important subsystems/major components, and construction scenarios 
(strategies) are also included so that the user can understand the context 
in which various construction methods are applied. 
2.3.2 Construction Methods (Section II) 
This section is the core of the data base as it corltains the basic 
information concerning construction methods and is indexed by the generic 
construction process, function, and item as described in Figure 2.3-1. Since 
the understanding of what constitutes an "Assembly" and otber it(?ms can 
vary, Table 2.3-1 lists the definitions as used in the data base for each of 
the "Items." 
A review of the cesign, construction scenario, and initLal construction 
fixture concept for each of the three projects resulted in t.he identification 
of 22 critical functions or operations (e.g., How do toJe install the system 
cuntro1 module?). While these operations were identified considering a speci-
fic design and construction strategy, they are expected to be representative 
of the major operations to be performed in any construction process. 
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xx OX. I I XX. I 
L tL ___ SEQUENTIAL NUMSER OIFFERENTIATING . MULTIPLE METHODS FOR SAME OPERATION 
-
-SEQUENTIAL NUMBER DIFFERENTIATING MULTIPLE ENTRIES OF SAME FUNCTION/ITEM 
I METHOD/KEJ EQU I PMENT FUNCTION ITEM 
01 OEPLOY 01 STRUCTURAL 02 FABR I CATE ELEMENTS OJ TRANSPORT 02 ASSEHBLIES O~ POSITION OJ WIRING/LIN ES OS JOIN O~ MODIlLES 06 INSTALL OS BLAN KETSI 07 CONNECT MEHBRANES 08 SERV I CE 06 SYSTEM 09 QUALITY ASSURANCE 07 COMPONENTS 10 
OS 
EXAMPLE: 
01 OJ 06 .1 O~ 
CONSTRUCTION PROCESS: SPACE FABRICATED FUNCT I ON : TRANSPORT 
ITEM: SYSTE:t (FIRST ENTRY IN DATA BASE FOR 
"TRA 1'OS PORT SYSTEH") METHOD: R}tS (FI RST METHOD FOR THIS OPERATION tiS I NG RJ>IS 
01 EVA 
02 MM U 
OJ CIIERRY PICKER O~ RMS 
OS CRANE/BOOM 
0& SPECIAL TOOL 
07 SELF-ACTUATING 
08 ELEC. C/O TESTER 
09 MISCELLANEOUS 
10 CONSTRUCTION FIXTURE 
11 
Figure 2 .3 - 1. Construc tion Da t a Base Code Explanation 
Table 2 . 3 -1 . Item Definitions 
01 STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS - INDIVIOUAL PIE CES USED TO FABRICATE STRUCTURE OF THE SPACECRAFT. 02 ASSEMBLIES - AN ITEM WHICI' IS COMPR ISED OF SEVERAL STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS WHICH HAVE BEEN ASSEMB LED ON THE GROUND OR ON ORBIT BUT PRIOR TO BEING JOINED TO THE BASIC STRUCTURE. OJ WIRING/LINES - ELECTRICAL OR FLUIO LINES. 
O~ MODULE - ENO ITEM REPRESENT IN G A MAJOR SUBSYSTEH OR PAYLOAD ELEMENT OF THE PLATFORM . OS BLANKETS/HEMBRANES - LONG, NARROW, AND / OR THIN SURFACES. 06 SYSTEM - A PACKAGE SIMILAR TO A MODULE DUR ING TRANSPORT TO ORBIT AND INSTALLATION ON THE BAS I C STRUCTURE, BUT ONE WH I CH IS UNFOLD EO OR DEPLOYED AFTER I :lSTALLAT I ON. 0, COMPONENT - A PART (INSTRUMENT OR BRACKET) WHICH MAY BE USED INTERCHANGEABLY IN MULTIPLE APPLICATIONS ON THE PLATFORM. 
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The individual method descriptions contain several pages of general infor-
mation pertinent to each of the methods. These data include the project the 
data I<ere based upon, a simple statement of the operation, the physical situ-
ation, and a list of all the methods identified. The phYGical situation 
delineates the condition of the project at the start of the operation being 
covered, and the ground rules and assumptions as applicable. The physical 
situation is meant to clearly identify a common starting point for each of 
the methods so that a true comparison of the methods can be made by the user. 
The basic format for each of the methods includes a specific page or pages, 
as applicable, for the fo1101,ing subjects. 
1. Method Description 
2. Project Modifications-Changes to the project eonfiguration 
'tvhich are peculiar to the method being discus~ed. 
3. Operations-In additiun to the manpmoJer requirements and esti-
mated time to perform the actual operation, the "Supporting 
Activity" is also identified. This is used ia most lases to 
identify the time to perform tasks I<hich are pertinent to the 
operation ceing described but arc of a one-time nature, and 
thus are not included in the activity time for a repetitious 
type of operation. 
4. Construction Support Equipment Requirements-The basic ('on-
struction fixture has not been included as it is common to 
all methods tor a particular construction project. 
5. Support Services-The support services are those to be pro-
vided by the construction base; in this case, the orbiter. 
The electrical requirements for the basic operation of the 
fixture (I<eldi llg, transl;! t ion, etc.) and the beam machine 
have not been included, as these rertuirements can only be 
daterrnined from an integrated construction analysis. T\.,o 
numbers are shmrn for the crew requirements: the one on the 
left (top) is the number of diffel-ent individuals, and the 
one on the right (bottom) the average usage of the individ-
uals to perform the operation. The operations time is that 
required to perform the generic operation. For example, 
even though there are 16 antennas to be installed on the eom-
munications platform, the time shO\vn is ,)nly to install one. 
Thus, the data are more representativl' for other similar 
antenna installations. 
6. Summary-The data presented on these pages are of the same 
nature as that described above [or the Support Services pages. 
In some cases, additional pages have been included to provide a more complete 
package on a particular method. 
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This section includes general information regarding the major pieees of COmmon construction support equipment that were used to support the various construction methods. These include the RMS, M}ru, space fabrication beam builder, and the manned remo te I<ork s ta tion (cherr, picker). The la tes t available reference material J;V'as used in the descriptions of these important construction equipment items. 
2.3.4 Indexes (Section IV) 
This section contalns three indexes: (1) Function, (2) Item, and (3) Hethods/Key Equipmellt. These titles refer to the major headings associ-ated with the method code. The indexes are included to provide additional means of entering the data base. Thus, should a user of the data base be interested in methods af;sociated J;.,ith installation, he can look in the Function Index under "06 Install" and find nine operations, each of which includes two to three methods. 
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The support services analyses presented here are a complementary set of investigations necessary to the development of alternative constru~tion methods. S'.lpport services cC'llplement the basic construction materials and equipment to aid in the determination uf the total mission resources required for space con-struction of given project systems. They include attitude control and stabili-zat~on, thermal control, illumination and TV, electrical power, and other necessary supportive functions. Initially, as presented here, they are focused on basic construction requirements issues. Later, during Part 2 of the study, they will be directed toward integration of the construction process where pro-files of support services usages will be used in the evaluation and selection of preferred construction methods and processes. 
Four important support services issues are presented. The nature of the attitude control problem during space construction is discussed including dis-turbance effects introduced by continually changing mass properties during construction. Also treated under the attitude control subject is the revisit and berthing problem. A preliminary safe closure criterion is presented along with concepts for meeting this criterion. 
The potential need for thermal control of sensitive elements during the construction process, after installation but before syst6m activation, is discussed. 
The results of preliminary looks at the visibility/illumination problem during space construction are presented. Visual interference considerations from the sun and other bright sources are included along J;vith electrical pm\1er illumination ~.ni.errelationships. 
Preliminary electrical pmver estimates ;or various individual elements in the construction process are presented along J;"ith their implications on the integrated construction process. 
3.1 ATTITUDE CONTROL DURING CONSTRUCTION 
Construction in space of large spacecraft will result in large changes in mass distribution and configuration. Thus, the attitude control system design must meet a variety of conditions. The following discussion revieJ;vs potential control requirements and control system alternatives leading to the selection of an acceptable control method for space construction operation. Then a con-struction scenario, based on the space fabrication of an advanced communication platform, is reviel<ed in terms of the selected attitude control method with detailed analysis of the salient features of the process. 
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3.1.1 Control Requirements and ApproachEs 
Spacecraft control requirements during construction arise from the typical pointing and stability constraints of operational spacecraft and the special constraints resulting from the construction process. These are discussed in other sections of this report and are summarized on Table 3.1-1. 
From these control requirements, a number of attitude control concepts may be employed. The relative merits and disadvantages of these approaches are presented belm •. 
Spin Stabilization--Induces larger loads than the other 
and is not appropriate during docking and construction. 
rejected on this basis. 
options 
It is 
Gravity-Gradient Stabilization--Attractive in that it provides a 
relatively quiescent, disturbance-free environment f,)r delicate 
construction operations and partially built \veak structure. Hmvever, construction and environmental disturbances can induce librations, thereby posing a possible requirement for libration damping. 
Orbiter Reaction Control System (RCS)--Attractiv,· for libration damping and active orientation to stable gravity-gradient ori-
entations after orbiter docking and prior to undocking. The 
vernier ReS does not have torque couples and loses control 
authority l"hen the system mass center of gravity moves signifi-
cantly outside the payload bay. The primary RCS can continue to provide control when the structure can withstand the loads induced bv the larger thrust of this system. 
Op~(ational Spacecraft Systems--These systems may provide libration damping and complete control after installation; how"ever, their installation and the availability of pml7er 
may not be feasible until late in the construction process. 
D'2dicated Control Systems for Construction Only--It is desirable to eliminate the additional mass and cost of this class of sys-tem \l7hen possible. Hmvever, simple modular add-on systems for libration damping may be required and are relatively simple. 
_:11.:> gravity-gradient stabilization approach appears to be capable of me(,\t.-' iog the ....:onstruction requirements and has a minimal requireTl1E'.nt f0r addj.tional control equlpment. It provides a relae: ""; ~ _ (liGturbar. ~p'-free environment and is suitable for .::111 phases of construction Ul i..:h(;! ~},.;i.m~I:_e configuration. It is selected on tlds basis. 
3.1. 2 Gravity-Gradient Stabilization During C,:,ustruction 
For satellites in circular orbits and those that rely on gravity-r,radient stabilization, the principal axes of inertia must be aligned !'ith the radial, tangential, and normal axes of the orbit in order for the satellite to maintain 
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Table 3.1-1 . Attitude Con trol Requirements 
REMARKS 
• CONTINUOUS, HIGH DATA RATE COMMUNICATIONS ARE NOT MANDATORY 
• OPEN FRAMEWORK PRECLUDES EXCESSIVE SHADOWING 
TYPICAL STR UCTURE MATERIAL PROVI DES SUFFICIENT HEAT SHIELD 
• SPACECRAFT ATTITUDE AND RATE LIMITATIONS DEPEND ON SOLAR 
ARRAY GIMBAL AND GIMBA L DRIVE DESIGNS 
• SUN SHADES, FILTERS, AND PROPER SURFACE FINISHES REDUCE 
POINTING REQUIREMENTS IN SUNLIGHT 
• ARTIFICIAL LIGHTING AND LOW·LlGHT·LEVEL TV CAN BE USED IN SHADOW 
• LARG E MOMENTS AR E UNDESIRABLE DURING DELICATE 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 
• SPACECRAFT LIBRA TlONS CAN INDUCE ADDITIQNAL L. OADS 
• DOCKING METHQDS FOR LARGE SPACECRAFT ARE NOT RIGOROUSLY 
DEFINED 
• REQUIREM ENT EXISTS TO NULL ATTITUDE RATES AT END OF 
CONSTRUCTION TO FACILITATE ORBITER REVISIT FOR SUCCEEDING 
PHASE OF CONSTRUCTION . 
• NOMINAL ATTlTU,> E AT OTHER THAN DISTURBANCE TORQU E NULL 
POSITION CAN PRODUCE RELATIVELY LJ~RGE GRAVITY GRADIENT 
TORQUES WITH RESULTING LARGE PENALTIES IN CONTROL. TH EREFORE 
NULL·TORQU E ORIENTATIONS ARE HIGHLY DESIRABLE. 
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a fixed attitude in the orbiting frame. The question of stability in this 
attitude "as addressed by D. B. DeBra and R. H. Delp.l They developed the 
stability diagram sho"n on Figure 3 .1-1. This diagram shOl<s t"o regions for 
"hieh a gravity-gradient satellite is stable: Liapunov stable in the Lagrange 
region and infinitisimally stable in the delp region. 
The analysis leading to this diagram assumes that (1) the spacecraft is 
a rigid body "ith constant mass properties and geometry, (2) the only forces 
on the satellite result from and invp-rse-square gravity field, (3) the body 
is small enough that the attitude motions do not significantly affect orbital 
motion, (4) the orbit is circular, and (5) the attitude deviations from the 
equilibrium position are small. These conditions are satisfied during the 
space construction process only prior to and after the period of internal 
motion resulting from erection and fabrication of the system. During that 
period, Conditions 1, 2, and 5 are violated. HOl<ev,>.r, the stability diagram 
remains useful in establishing the orientation at th~ start of construction 
and the allmvable extent of construction in terms of ci~cJ.'ilges in moments of 
inertia. 
The salient events of space construction are now examined in terms of the 
gravity-gradient stability diagram. The constructioll scenario assumes toat a 
36,300-kg (80,000 lb), 200 m (660 ft) long space fabl'icated tri-beam structure 
is built from the Space Shuttle orbiter and five 4500-kg (lO,OOO-lb) elements 
are added to the structure. These elements repres~nt, for example, large 
communication antennas or large subsystem modules. These ~vents, selected 
because they demonstrate the significant gravity-gradient problems, are 
listed belOl<. 
Orbiter unattached to the structure. This occurs before con-
struction starts or before docking or after undocking. 
Erection and positioning of the construction fixture. 
Initial fabrication of a tri-beam assembly, 
Move the structure through the construction fixture. This 
could be for the purpose of putting the fixture at the opposite 
end of the construction or adding relatively massless items 
along the length of the structure. 
Move the structure through the fixture and add five 4500-kg 
(lO,OOO-lb) elements, equally spaced, to the structure 
The stable gravity-gradient orientation of an unattached orbiter is nose 
down, or up, and "ings parallel to the orbit plane. This orientation and the 
location of the inertial ratios (Iy - Ix) lIz and (Iy-Iz ) IIx are shOlon on 
Figure 3.1-2. The erection and positioning the consLruction fixture starts 
lDeBra, D, B., and R. H. Delp, Rigid Body Attitude Stability and Natura" 
Frequencies in a Circular orbit, Journal of the Astronautical Sciences, 
Volume,8 (January 1961) pp 14-17, 
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with the orbiter in this orientation. The process is assumed to proceed in 
four s~eps as shown on Figure 3.1-3, which also shm.,s the stability diagram 
for this operation. It can be seen that the orbiter-fixture combination 
becomes unstable because Ix, ,the orbiter I s pitch moment of inertia, becomes 
larger than I y , the orbiter's yaw moment of inertia. Attitude and rate his-
tories are ShOIVll in Figures 3.1-4 and 3.1-5. Attitude, described in terms of 
Euler angles of a pitch, roll, yaw sequence and body rates diverge in roll and 
yaw as predicted by Figure 3.1-3. 
The third case is the initial fabrication of a tri-beam assembly. Assum-
ing that the angular rates are small enough, construction can proceed trom tho; 
orientation at the end of the previously discussed event. If not, then active 
control IYould be required to damp the librations and maintain stability in 
this unstable region. An alternative would be to reorient the system into the 
stable region and then damp the residual rates to an occeptable level. In 
any case, the subsequent construction, the third event, would cause the inertia 
ratios to move into the third quadrant of the dj~gram. Although this is in 
an unstable region, slmV' 'c.hanges in the relative magnitudes of the principal 
moments of inertia and their directions relative to body fixed coc·rdinates 
will not excite large libration amplitudes. A second method of limiting these 
amplitudes is to provide active damping. This could come from operation of 
the orbIter reaction control systems in a damper mode or from the use of a 
simple and inexpensive add-on reaction control syst~m. 
The fourth case is the movement of the structure through the construction 
fixture while adding relatively massless items. Two cases were considered to 
determine the effect of speed of construction on attitude dynamics. For each 
of the cases, it is assumed that construction starts at the gravitv-gradier.c 
stable orientation as shOlm on Figure 3.1-6. The loci of the in.. 1 ratios 
are also shmvn on the figure. 
The first case (Figures 3.1-7 through 3.1-10) is for a construction speed, 
or translation of the structure through the construction fixture, of one meter 
per minute. The. second (Figures 3.1-11 through 3.1-13) is f or a construction 
speed of about 1/3 meter per minute (1.0 ft/min.). The initial conditions for 
each are such that the principal axes of iaertia are aligned with the radial, 
tangential, and normal axes of a circular orbit at an altitude of 300 nmi. 
The Euler angles describing the orientation of the body axes are 8 = -3.556', 
~ = -0.6758', and ~ = 16.18°. The initial body rates are p = 0.0175 deg/sec, 
q = 0.0602 deg/sec, and r = 0.0007 deg/sec. This places the long axis of the 
structure parallel to the local vertical and the orbiter roll axis parallel to 
the velocity vector. Construction starts at 96 minntes in each case and ends 
at 296 minutes for the fast case and at 756 minutes for the SlOl, case. 
Figure 3.1-7 sholYs the elements of the inertia matrix as a function of 
time for fast construction. The change in the elements is a result of the 
translation of the structure through the construction fixture. The moment of 
inertia history for the slow case is the same, but occurs over the longer 
period of construction. A comparison of the Euler angle historie~ for the 
fast and sloIY cases is sholVU on Figures 3.1-8 and 3.1-11, respectively. The 
Euler angle histories for the fast construction case show that the spacecraft 
is rotating in yaw with unconstrained motion about the local vertical. The 
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use of the slower construction speed elilllinateb the tumbling and reduces pitch and roll librations. Hence, it is concluded that some degree of construction speed modulation can prevent tumbling and reduce the ampl'·ude of libration and that use of gravity-gradient orientations during spac construction will permit relatively long periods of uncontrolled, disturbance-free construction. 
Figures 3.1-9 and 3.1-12 show the body rate histories for the fast and slow cases, respectively. Rates for the fast case are generally much larger than for the slow case, five times larger in roll rate and ten timns larger in yaw rate. The gravity-gradient torques about the body axes are shown in Figures 3.1-10 and 3.1-13. The torques in the fast case are larger than in the slow case, ~Yhich is exppcted because the attitude excursion and, hence, out-of-trim conditions are larger. 
The last case considered is similar to the pr?vious fast construction case with the excepl.ion that the translation motion is stopped periodically to add five 4500-kg (;O,OOO-lb) elements to the structure. Figure 3.1-14 shows the construction scenario for this case, and Figure 3.1-15 shmvs the first quadrant of the stability diagram with plots of the inertia ratios for this case as well as a detail of Figure 3.1-6. The discontinuities in the plot are due to the movement of the elements from the payload bay to the structure. Figure 3.1-16 shol<s the inertia histories, and Figures 3.1-1'7 and 3.1-18 sho,., the Euler angles and body rate histories. Figure 3.1-19 shows the gravity-gradient torque histories for this case. It can be seen that there is a large change in yal< attitude which is the axis with the weakest gravity-gradient stifiness. However, all body rates are small, not exceeding 0.07 deg/sec. 
The results of the simulations of these several cases show that, for con-struction scenarios where large changes in mass distribution and dynamic changes in configuration exist, long periods of flight are possible .tthout use of active control systems. A comparison of two identical cases with and ~vithout movement of masses from the cargo bay to the structure shows that there is an effect on the dynamits due to small inertia changes occurring periodically. 
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Large area space systems will typically require more than one ~huttle flight to complete the construction process. The project systems treated here require four or more flights. Thus, the capability for revisit and berthing to the partially completed space structure is a basic construction requirement. 
The fundamental revisit "problem" is depicted in Figure 3.1-20. It is a two-body problem with each body having its own mass properties and six-degree-of-freedom (DOF) motion. The orbiter must be flown in a fail-safe approach trajectory that eliminates the possibility of an inadvertent collision with the target system. This requires precise loY control of ti,e terminal closure path while simultaneously maintaining line-of-sight visibility to the target. This precision control is hampered by attitude control coupling with transla-tion control due to Res thruster geometry and minimum impulse, size. 
The target vehicle will typically be librating with amplitudes imd rates that could be significantly affected by plume impingement from proximity:RCS firings. The RMS must reach out, track, and engage the target structure and then arrest its relative mot jon. The capability of the orbiter/RMS combina-tion to perform this sequence is greatly affected by the mass properties, hook-up geometry, and dynamic motion of the large area system to be engaged. 
As a preliminary step in looking at this problem, a simplified model of the engagement dynamics was formulated. This model and the resulting safe engagement requirements are shown in Figure 3.1-21. In this model, the orbiter was assumed to represent an infinite mass, thereby reducing the situation to a one-body problem. The target mass properties and engagement geometry are shown in the figure .. It was further assume.d that the translation component 
of relative motion (X) must be arrested within 6 meters (20 feet). This allOl's ample time (luQ to 200 seconds) for the RMS to track and grasp the target and then stop it before it travels out of reach. Similarly, the rotational motion was assumed to be arr~sted within a rotational angle of 30 degrees, thereby allowing adequate clearance betweon the orbiter and the target structure. Further, these "stopping" actions were constrained by the 67 newton (15-pound) tip force and 800 newton-meter (600 ft-lb) joint hinge moment limits associated with the RMS. 
The resulting safe closure conditions are shOlm at the lower right of the figure. Relative X;s range from 0.03 to 0.06 mps (0.1 to 0.2 fps) in combina-tion with relative e's of 0.05 and 0.01 deg/sec. These are based on a single DOF model along with many other assumptions. Allowance fur additional degrees of freedom will likely reduce these limits. Thus, careful attention must be focused on the libratir!J motion of the partially completed space platform. 
The librations of the platform when the orbiter returns for subsequent phases of construction are a function of the orbiter's ability to damp the motion prior to undocldng plus the lib rations due to undocking disturbances. The orbiter has the capability to damp lib rations in either an attitude control limit cycle mode Dr a libration damping mode. The limit cycle amplitudes for an orientation such that the principal axes are parallel to the orbit tangential, 
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normal, and radial axes are ±0.002 deg/sec in pitch and roll rate, to.0012 deg/ sec in yalol rate, and ±O.l deg in amplitude about each axis. Hov .. ever, these amplitudes will be different when the system mass properties are different from the orbiter-only situation. The combined orbiter/platform mass >roperties of the large area space systems studied here are greatly different from the orbiter alone and, thus, accurate projections of these limit-cycle capabiJites and resulting motion are not presently available. 
The additional librations induced by the undL1L~ing disturbance are a func-tion of the unlatching loads, plume impingement, docking port location with respect to the system ce~ter of mass, and the platform orientation relative to its gravity-gradient null or "trim" orientation. These interactions reqt1ire complex modeling to determine ·heir magnitudes. Assuming they are negligibly small, then the motion limits which allow for undocking will meet the require-ments for revisit. If the amplitudes are not negligible, then a libration damper in the platform/cunstruction system would be required. 
A libration damper·could be conl"ind in a module placed near the docking port for replacement or ,-esupply as required. It must be lightweight and require minimum pm"er such that the logistics would be a minor part of the orbiter's operations and cargo capability. A simple control system to operate the damper mechanism l<1ould be required. It l<1ould need to sense attitude and rate such that the librating motion "ould be damped sufficiently near the gravity-gradient null orientation. Tl'D fundamental damping concepts for attenuating this motion, as shm<1n schematically in Figure 3.1-22, are: a mass expulsion reaction control system and a momentum storage/exchange package. 
A reaction control system placed at one end of the platform, on the con-struction fixture, \·JOuld produce large pitch and roll torques for very 10\<1 thrust levels. For a 36,000-kg (80,000-lb) tri-beam structure, 200 m (660 ft) long, and a libration rate about each axis of 0.4 deg/sec which is conserva-tively large, ten-pound hydrazine thrusters would null the motion in less than 0ne day, using 44 pounds of propellant. 
A relatively lightl<eight control moment gyro package such as the one used on Skylab would be sufficient. This weighs 170 kg (372 lb), including elec-tronics, dral"s 320 W of pOl<er, and output, 217 N-m (160 ft-lb) of torques. The momentum storage capability is 3100 N-m-sec (2286 ft-lb-sec). By applying the maximum torque in a manner to produce for'<1ard and reverse saturation of the CMG's against the librating motion, the 36,000-kg example system above could be damped from 0.4 deg/sec to null in 175 orbits or 11.7 days. 
Thus, it is concluded that (1) some form of libration damping will likely be reqllired to assure safe revisit conditions can be met, and (2) although additional analyses are required, preliminary looks at the magnitude of the required damping indicate no serious impacts on construction design or logistics. 
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As a part of the overall support services analysis related to space con-struction, two thermal control issues were briefly analyzed. The objective is to develop an initial understanding of the relative importance of thermal con-trol to the space construction problem and to determine if there are any critical factors or problems which could affect the space construction process. The two thermal control issues are: (1) construction interferenc.e with orbiter heat-rejection capability, and (2) space "cold soak" of sensitive elements installed during the construction process but before they are powered up and actjvated. The first of these issues is also a Shuttle impact consideration and thus is presented in another voluPle (Task 3, Construction System Shuttle Integration) SSD 79-0124. The "cold soak" analysis is presented in the following paragraphs. 
3.2.1 Co!d-Soak Analysis 
During the construction of large structures in space, it ,\Till be necessary to mount certain components in place 1;.]e11 in advance of their activation. For those components which have temperature limitations, there is the possibility that survival could be threatened by a long "cold soak" in space. Active space-craft avoid such dangers by a variety of thermal control techniques. It is the purpose of this study to determine ,,,hat measurE.s, if any, 1;.;rill be required to protect inactive components during lengthy periods of construction. 
The temperature history of the component is a function of many variables, which make a general solution difficult. The approach taken here is to study one component--the RCS module--in some detail, and then generalize the results for other components. 
Temperature History of RCS Module 
FOl- all large space systems considered in this study, the RCS modules are located at beam extremities on both ends of the structure. This configuration is likely to be assumed for large linear structures because it minimizes prob-lems due to plume impingement on adjacent surfaces and provides maximum ".ontrol moments for a given fuel expenditure. Accordingly, long-term shadowing of the modules by parts of the structure will not occur. The principal cause of temp-erature excursions I<ill be the periodic sequence of sunlight and shadm, pro-duced by orbital motion around the earth. 
Gravity-gradient effects ,.;rill tend to orient a long structure in an earth-pointing direction. Such an attitude "ould produce the largest temperature gradients in a component since its "top" or outer surface \l7ould be exposed alternately to full sunlight and deep space, whereas the "bottom" surface would see the earth's radiation "ith or without reflected sunlight (albedo). 
It is not at all certain that the structure \vould maintain an earth-pointing attitude, however, Recent studies using the VARMAP program (which computes the motion of a variable-mass structure in orbit) show that a typical linear struc-ture being constructed from the orbiter can swing and tumble in 101, earth orbit. Such motions ,,,auld tend to smooth out temperature excursions. Hm"ever, an 
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earth-pointing attitude "as a&Eumed for the purposes of making a "orst-case thermal analysis. 
The Res module and its simplified thermal model are shOl"" in Figure 3 .2-1. The largest thermal masses in the system are the oxidizer (nitrogen tetroxide) and fuel (monomethy hydrazine) tanks, "eighing 882 kg and 1412 kg, l2spectively, 
"hen full. The thermal capacitance of secondary tankage and structure "as neglected. Both tanks are enclosed by a micrometeroid shield "hich also func-tions as a radiation shield. In this analysis, the shield "as assumed to be so thin that its thermal capacitance could be neglected. 
The simplified model assumes that only the upper half of the shield receives appreciable direct solar radiation, and only ::he lower half receives earth radiation and reflected solar radiation. Both upper and 10lver shields lose heat to space. The propellant tanks exchange heat "'ith the shields by ra~iation and with each other by a combination of radiation and conduction. It is assumed that tank and inner shield surfaces are blackened to promote radiation exchange IYithin the compartment. Emissivity of the outer shield surface was taken as 0.4, typical of a rough aluminum solar surface. Solar absorptivit'_es of 0.4 (bright metal) and 0.8 (heavi ly anodized metal) ",ere assumed as limiting cases. 
Figures 3.2-2 and 3.2-3 shmv initial transient" and steady-state tempera-tures for a IOO-minute IDlY-earth orbit. Bright and anodized shield surfaces were evaluated, each starting at a uniform temperature of 300 K. Both solu-tions have the same characteristics. Tank temperatures go through a low-amplitude, oscillation in temperature "'hile slotvly tending toward their steady-state values. Actually, the limiting values are not steady, but periodic about orbital average temperatures. These limiting temperatures are found by solving the approximate equations. 
T 4 (1) = K (T2 - TI ) il + (FA)3 st(FA)l] A2 a S 1 + 
a (FA)3s as (FA)3 
(2) T 4 
--
K (T .- T ) II + (FA)3 st(FA)ll + A2 s E 2 1 2 
a (FA)3s as (FA) 3 
Here, K is the effective conductance between tanks 
(FA)l is the exchange factor between tank and shield 
A2 is the proj ec ted area of the shield 
(FA) 3 is the exchange factor to space 
S is the orbital average direct solar radiation 
E is the orbital avprage earth radiation 
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Table 3.2-1 compares these limiting temperatures with propellant freezing 
and boiling points (an indicator of survival limits). It appears clear that 
an appropriate choice of surface properties on the micrometeoroid shield could 
easily maintain both propellant tanks with~n their survival limits during long 
period of exposure in space. 
Table 3.2-1. ReS Propellant Survival Temperatures 
Propellant 
Nitrogen tetroxide 
Honornethyl hydrazine 
Freezing 
Point 
249 K 
221 
Boiling 
Point 
294 
361 
Survival of Nickel-Hydrogen Battery Packs 
Steady-State Temperatures 
a = O.E a = 0.4 
240 K 
233 
The detailed configuration of battery packs for large space systems has 
not been defined as \"e11 ::is in the case of the ReS modules. Preliminary 
thinking visualizes the batteries as box-like modules, each 'ivith an integral 
heat-pipe radiator for h~at dissipation. Individual mudules Iwuld be 
mounted close together iri rectangular racks so that thl:! outline \vould be a 
large parallelopiped with ~"otrud ing f in surf aces. Th" bat tery pack would be 
located at the edge of the svace structure, free of significant shadowing by 
adjacent structure. Like the Res module, the battery pack ~s a whole would 
have a large thermal capacitance. For example, the battery pack for the SPS 
test article weighs 964 kg. 
Based upon the foregoing description and results for the Res module, 
the follo'tving estimates have been r~.'lde concerning battery survivability. 
It seems likely that internal conduction ir lile pack will be better tllan within 
the Res module. The temperature gradients from "topTl to "bottom" of the unit 
will be less. This fact plus the large thermal capacitance of the (:umponent 
ensures that the battery pack will slowly approach a nearly uniform temperature 
consistent with orbital average conditions. If it were not for the presence of 
the radiators, this orbital average temperature would be similar to tile average 
temperature established for the ReS module. \';1th radiators attached, hmvever, 
there are complications. 
From an operational standpoint, the radiator heat pipes on the battery 
pack should be of the diode or variable-conductance type. However, this could 
result in dangerously 101< battery temperatures. The heat pipes Hould drain 
heat &.way \oJhenever the radiators saw a colder environf1i.ent, but would not 
replace heat during other parts of an orbit. Ordinary two-way heat pipes 
\oJGuld permit both gain and loss of heat. Thus, over,-i.ll effect \oJGuld be to 
increase the effective radiating area of the pack, resulting itl somewilat lower 
average orbital temperature. A more seriolls consequence \oJGuld be the possible 
operational constraints put on the system; for example, orientation, opera-
tional \oJlndO\oJs for charge/discharge, etc. 
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A better solution appears to be to design the battery radiators so that 
they could be thermally coupled just prior to operation, rather than integral 
«it,[ the battery structure as no« planned. Table 3.2-2 sho«s estimated b&ttery 
pack temperatures, based upon the calculated average temperatures for the RCS 
module with half of the temperature gradient. 
Table 3.2-2. Estimated Steady-State Battery Pack Temperatures 
(Radiator Thermally D~coupled) 
Section 
Top 
Eottom 
Survival 
Cold' 
238K 
238 
Limits 
Hot 2 
293K 
293 
Steady-State Temperatures 
a = 0.8 a = 0.4 
289K 238K 
273 234 
1. Approximate freezing· point of electrolyte 
2. Storage limit for long battery life 
General Consider3tions 
The preliminary analysis described above suggests that large, exposed, 
inert components cail be maintained in 1mV' earth orbit for long periods t\rithout 
exceeding reasonable temperature limits. One-way radiator heat pipes pose a 
problem, however, ,,,hen coupled to thermally sensitive components. 
Objects small enough to cool significantly in one orbit have not been 
considered. They must be examined on a case-by-case basis during later 
design phases. 
In general, the components most vulnerable during long period of time in 
orbit, are those containing fluids «hich can freeze or build up high vapor 
pressures. Such components must be systematically identified and given pro-
tective measures. 
3.2.2 Construction Interference «ith Orbiter Heat Rejection 
See Section 2.7 in the volume of the final report entitled, Task 3, 
Construction System Shuttle Integration, SSD 79-0124. 
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3.3 ILLUMINATION AND TELEVISION SUPPORT SERVICES ANALYSIS 
3.3.1 Objectives and Summary of Study Results 
The analytical effort involving illumination services and television l,as been directed toward the following obj -:tLes: 
(1) Determine potential electrical pO\ver requirements (primarily fo", darks ide illumination) lYhich coul:! drive construction methods, define requirements for illumination equipment and vision aids, and determine construction strategy. 
(2) Select general, cust-eff,:ctive approaches to illumination services, TV equipment, and vision aids for eclipse conditions. 
(3) Determine need for attitude control of space construction projects, con-sidering natural illumination and solar pOlYer requirements (primarily on sunlit side of orbit), protecti'le shading/diffusing equipment, sensors, and sensitivity of crew and TV equipment. 
(4) Develop parametric data and genp.ral guidelines for synthesizing illumina-tion/equipment power profiles, crelY lYork timelines, construction strate-gies and methods, including design of equipment. 
(5) Identify potentially effective technology development efforts related to illumination. shading, vision and TV equipment. 
As a result of the stud" effort a general approach to illumination services lYas developed for space con& ;uctiorl projects, an approach lYhiel-' recognizes the complementary but somewhat different needs for protection and vision enhance-ment for the h~an eye and for television cameras. Also considered were the integrated systems impacts of natural illumination, thermal control, attitude control, and the lighting-related equipment and procedures for large space construction projects. The major findings and characteristics of the recom-mended Syst"""S approach are summarized in Tables 3.3-1 and 3.3-2. Specific differences in illumination services and television for the three project sys-tems are not rea lily identifiable nor meaningful, since a large percentage of the recommended approaches are usable for many construction methods and app1.i-cable to nF.!arly all critical functions studied. The following discussion material outlines the analytical effort, study results, and rationale support-ing summary Tables 3.3-1 and 3.3-2. Also presented are pertinent hardware details and specific design guidelines. 
3.3.2 Discussion _ General I~sues in Illumination and TV Set'vices for Sp~ce Construction 
Space construction processes are strongly dominated by transport, joining, aligning and inspection functions, which reqUire means to accurately sense orientations and alignments, positions (especially critical clearances), rela-tive velocity dnd condition of deployment. Experience has shown that the usc of direct or aided human vision (telesc.opes, TV, etc.) to perform a majority of these critical sensing operations is generally cost effective and highly 
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Table 3.3-1. Summary of Analysis Results and Recommendations for 
Illumination and TV Services for Space 'Constn,ction-Dark Side of Orhi,t 
ANALYSIS RESULTS 
o POWER REQUIREMENTS FOR ILLUMINATION ON 
ECLIPS'~ SIDE OF ORBIT CAN BE VERY HIGH 
o CONSTRUCTION WORK SHOULD BE CONTINUED 
DURING ECLIPSE PHASE TO EFFECTIVELY USE 
CREW TIME 
o CURRENT ORBITER LAMPS NOT COMPATIBLE WITH 
FREQUENT ON-OFF CYCLES, 
o NIGHT VISION GOGGLES AND LOW LIGHT LEVEL 
TV ARE AVAILABLE, NEED FURrHER DE1r2LOPMENT 
FOR SPACE CONSTRUCTION 
o SOLAR POWER ARRAYS Qt:SE UNDESIRABLE HIGH 
DRAG IN LEO AND REQUIRE SOLAR POINTXNG 
(ATTITUDE CONTROL). AFFECTS 
o STRESS LEVELS 
oRCS FUEL 
o CMG ELECTRICAL PGl'IE": REQUIREMENTS 
APPROACH RECOMMENDATIONS 
o MINIMIZE ILLUMINATION REQUIREMENTS 
o CONCENTRATED WORK SPACE, FEW LAMPS 
o LAMPS ONLY WHERE AND WHEN NEEDED FOR CRITICAL 
TASKS 
o PORTABLE, BATTERY POI1ERED LAMPS FOR REMOTE 
WORK SITES 
o RUNNING r ~GHTS, FLASHERS AT KEY POINTS 
o ~mw LAMPS: COMPATIBLE WITH FREQUENT ON/OFF 
CYCLING, SPACE ENVIRONMENT 
o LIGHT-COLORED, FLAT FINISHES 
o RETROFLEC~ORS WHERE APPROPRIATE 
o REFLECTOR PANELS WHERE FEASIBLE 
o CHECKO~T EQUIP. IN LIGHTED P.L. BAY 
o DARK ADAPT CREW AT START OF ECLIPSE PERIOD/ 
REST TIME 
o LOW-LIGHT-LEVEL ~'V 
o NIGHT VISION GOGGLES AND SCOPES-CABIN CREW 
M;D EVA CREW 
o INDIRECT LIGHTING FOR TV 
o AS LAST RESORT, INSTALL SOLAR POWER ARRAYS EARLY 
IN CONSTRUCTION SEQUENCE TO PROVIDE MORE PO~mR 
FOR ILLUMINATION. 
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Table 3.3-2. Summary of Analysis Results and Recommendations for 
Illumination and TV Services for Space Construction--Sun Side of Orbit 
ANALYSIS RF~ 
o ACTIVE ATTITUDE CONTROL IS UNDESIRABLE AND 
PROBABLY NOT REQUIRED 
o AVOIDS RCS IMPULSE LOADS 
o MINIMIZES FUEL, E',-ABILIZE & CONTROL 
COMPLEXITY 
o UNDESIP~LE VIEWING CONDITIONS 
SHORT-LIVED 
o TV CAN ACCOMNODATE TO EXPECTED BRIGHTNESS 
RATIOS EXCEPT FOR DIRECT VIEW OF SUN OR 
SOLAR REFLECTIONS ON SPECULAR SURFACE 
o DIFFUSE LIGHT REFLECTED FROM EARTH, 
ORBITER BODY AND WING IS HELPFUL. 
o ACTIVE CONTROL, TlLT AND PAN DESIRABLE 
FOR EMS END EFFECTOR TV AND LIGHTS, REMOTE 
TV'S ON STRUCTURE, OR CONSTRUCTION FIXTURE 
APPROACH RECOMMENDATIONS 
o UTILIZE GRAVITY GRADIENT, AERO. DRAG ORIENTATION 
FOR FAVORABLE RANGE OF ORIEN~ATIONS. 
o FAVOR USE OF EARTH SHINE ILLUMINATION; ALSO 
ii'AVCF ... .B::.r: FOR BACKGROUND VIEWING 
o PROVIDE FILTERS FOR EXCESSIVELY BRIGHT CLOUDS, 
SURFACES 
o PROVIDE FLAT FINISHES, COLOR CONTRAST 
o DESIGN CONSTRUCTION PROJECT, FIXTURES AND 
EQUIPMENT TO REDuCE DIRECT VIEW OF SUN OR 
ITS REFLECTION IN SPECULAR SURFACES. 
o PROVIDE AUTOMATIC IRIS CUTOFF 0" TV CAMERAS, 
ALTERNATE TV CAMERAS 
o PROVIDE TILT AND PAN, PZ:::~'NDANT TV 
o PROVIDE T~OCAL SHADES, Di.'FUSERS FOR EVA 
CREW, TV C~£RAS 
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reliable "hen adequate illumination is provided. However, preliminary studies have identified several potentially significant problems associated "ith assur-ing adequate illumination in space, "hether tl!e light is artificially provided v: naturally recei'ied. In particular, 101,-earth orbits (LEO) involve consi-deration of frp'r~ent changes from a very derlc environment to a brightly sunlit environment (but "ith deep shado"s 1n many cases), I.hich in turn create a con-cern about I.ork interruption due to necessities of adaptation by both man and machine (TV camera). Figure 3.3-1 provides pertinent data on the "ide range of illumination fluxes and brightness conditions in LEO. 
The 101 ... arth orbit situation envisioned and the peculiar stark contrasts of deep shado" and bright sunlight in space require special lighting provisions for vision to be adequate. Ho"ever, there are differences betl.een the various methods I.hich afEect the required intensity for lighting, the location of the lamps and the resulting po"er, "eight, volume a.nd cost of the lighting and vision aspects. 
Table 3.3-3 presents an attempt to outline the most important considerations of the subject. IUth this context in mind, the follOl.ing discussion separately considers the dark (eclip~e) side of 101. earth orbit, in I.hich artificial lighting considerations dominate, and the sunlit side of orbit, primarily involving direct solar illumination and multiple reflections. 
3.3.3 Po"er Requirements for Artificial Illumination and TV on Dark Side of Orbit 
Previous studies of sp~ce construction have determined that the po"er requirements for lighting . ',\ Lhe dark side of LEO may constitute a significant portion of the total energy requirement for space construction. For example, a study by Grumman (Reference 1) indicated that lighting could require very large amounts of pm.er, from 35 1<1, to 83 kl', depending on the size of the pro-ject. Further data on these studies of pm.er requirements for differing situa-tions appear in Figure 3.3-2. Actually, such pm.er demands are well "ithiIl the capacity of po"er output from solar arrays for each of the three construc-tion projects studied during this R<)ck"ell Systems Analysis study (Reference 2). Hm.ever, in order to obtain such pot.er, the large solar arrays and storage batteries "auld have to be carried up, deployed, and connected to the con-struction fixture lighting system and other necessary lamps early in the con-struction seqJ.ience. Such solar arrays ~>1ould need to oe oriented so as to face the sun during the sunlit pe\~iod. Large areas of 10" mass, such as solar arrays. can caUse significant cirag on tha orbiting construction proj ect at 10" earth orbit altitudes. This combJ.nation of effects is generally undesirable as regards fuel usage for stationkeeping and for pointing on orbit. Also, loads on "eakly supported structure during the construction processes can be a signi-ficant problem. The SPS Test Article project represents a case of project design I.here the solar array blankets cannot be deployed until the structure is at least partially built. In such a situation, the lighting po"er must be limited to that available froru the orbiter or from other auxiliary po"er sources until some of the space construction project blankets are installed and connected to a sarvice pOl<ler system. As a re3ult of such considerations" it is recommended that lighting systems for space construction should be frugal in power demand. 
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Characteristics Affecting Space Construction 
o Wide Range of Brightness - Stars to 
Full Sun: 1010;1 
o Lighting Conditions Continually Changing 
Angle, Light, Dark 
o Eye Does Not Fully Dark Adapt During Eclipse 
Phase of LEO 
o 
o 
o 
o 
Shadows Generally Darker Than in Earth Atmos-
phere, Structure Outlines May Be Obscured 
Orbiter is Helpful as a Diffuse Light Reflector 
Bright Clouds Reflection and Direct Sun Are 
Similar in Illumination Intensity But Clouds 
More Diffuse 
Solar Orientation is Critical - Avoid Looking 
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Table 3.3-3. Summary of Vieloing and Illumination Considerations for Space Construction 
o Relatively rapid cycling from bright sunlight to darkness at low-earth orbit. 
o 
o 
o 
Power and lamp cycling questions (life, surge, thermal) Dark adaptation considerations of crew eye protection TV range of sensitivity (brightness ratios) 
o Power requirements for darks ide illumination 
o 
o 
o Overall lighting versus local lighting 
o Reflective. light colored surfaces 
o Portable versus fixed lamps 
o Continuous lighting versus cycled lighting 
Optimum viewing angles for sunlit side viewing 
o Glare avoidance - direct, veiling, contrast 
o Backlighting problems of earth and Sun 
o Diffusivity of surfaces versus glare 
o Vision requirements versus thermal requirements 
o Orientation of spacecraft and crew for self-protection disturbing light input 
o Possible use of shades and diffusers 
Vision angles requir.,d by configuration 
o View from cre~., compartment windows 
o TV camera viewing angles and positions 
o EVA vieloing positions and angles 
o \,rork interruptions versus productivity 
o Dark versus day 
from 
o Viewing cutoff by glare, intensity of light, angle, shadolOs 
o Interaction with thermal consideration 
o Interaction with communications considerations 
o Interaction IOith stability/control considerations 
o Interaction IOith orbital plane requirements, launch time, season and 
relative rate of change of S angle 
o Hardware selection and pOlOer requirements 
o 
o Incandescent lamps 
o Metal Halide 
o Beam versus Flood 
o Reflectors 
o Finishes 
o Portable versus fixed 
o Solar pOloer versus batteries 
o Orbiter fuel cells versus outside sourc"" 
Assembly sequence versus power requirements 
o 
o 
o 
Set.up power module/solar array before construction Setup solar array at end of construction Schedule operations requiring significant illumination to be performed on sunlit side of orbit. 
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A question thus arises, "Is it feasible to significantly reduce power demands for illumination?" Examination of the basis for the Grumman study indicates that it is, because the study was based on a relatively gene,ous, general and continuous flood-lighting approach, such as one might use for factory or shipyard construction site illumination. In contrast, a study by Rockwell International took a more austere and limited approach. The concept involved the use of carefully controlled, localized lighting for fine, close work and the use of reflectors, small "running lights", and variolls portable lamp devices as methods to control and minimize lighting power. The study involved smaller construction projec:ts (tl~o versions of an electronic: inail satellite) and a larger number of options in differing types of construction facility and methods (manual versus remote, automatic). Selected cases, illustrating the general variety of satellite shapes, construction fixtures and facilities, are shown in Figure 3.3-3. The continuous ?ower requirements for illumination used in these various cases are summarized in Table 3.3-4. To set these data in perspec:tive, power and energy for lighting is compared to other significant pOI~er and energy demands for several cases in Tables 3.3-5, 3.3-6 and 3.3-7. Note the relatively large percentages of energy required for illumination. Even these austere lighting concepts required power levels from 2.0 k\, to 4.8 kl', which represents from 38 to 52 l"rcent of the total system construction power requirements. Such levels of power, whp~ combined with power from normal operations, RMS, etc:., seriously tax the Shuttle Orbiter capability and indicate a potential advantage in searching for even more ~fficient 10w-pO\~er lighting concepts. 
Concepts for truly minimal illumination power do exist. A rather extreme, but promising approach is to use electronic amplification of available illumi-nation (natural and artificial), such as employed by low-light level TV cameras and by mUitary night vision goggles and scopes (Figures 3.3-4 and 3.3-5). Carried to their logical extremes, such systems could drastically reduce, perhaps even eliminate the need for artificial lighting altogether. The naturally available starlight and moonlight might then be sufficient! Clearly, some additional development would be required to use such goggles and scopes in space applications. Yet the approach seems promising, .ince the major electronics feasibility has been proven (References 3 and 4). 
The potential benefits would not be without some detriments such as the following: 
(1) Development Costs - Space rating of night vision goggles for use in the crew cabin and stowage provisions required; blackout curtains around windows; re-configuration of a night vision sys:;em for EVA usage, includ-ing helmet integration (interior or exterior?), power supply, donning/ doffing end stowage provisions. 
(2) Lacit of Color Vision - Monochrome, green image. 
(3) Color Vision "Fatigue" - Crew eyes may see brown after-images (from green phosphor color in night vision scope). 
(4) Somewhat Reduced Depth Preception - Especially with single scope, but partially dlle to optics involved. 
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Table 3.3-4 Illumination Power Requirements for Several 
Space Construct~on Approaches - Electronic Mail Satellites 
. 
POWER REQUIRED (WATTS) 
FUNCTI ON/LOCATI ON I II , III ' 
A B A B A B A 
BASIC ORB ITER 1400 1400 1400 1400 1400 1200 
RMS 200 200 400 200 400 200 
CONST. FACILITY OR . 960 1240 960 1560 1800 1400 
PAYLOAD 
TOTAL (ALL QPERATI NG) 2560 2840 2760 3160 3600 4800 
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Table 3.3-5. Energy Requirements for Electronic Mail Satellite (EMS) 
Space Construction, Case IA - EVA 
.. Flj'Jht 1 I'liqht 2 
Power l~llergy Enc~rl:1Y 
Item (kW) (k.Wh) (kWh) 
. 
Construction lighting 2.56 .! j9 239 
Charge EMU suit (2) 2 150 150 
Charge MMU (2) • 0.4 30 10 
Ilea ters - RMS 0.8 16 16 
RMS 1 15 15 
Construction equipment 
checkout 1.1 3 3 
System checkout 1.5 9 9 
-
Total required - 462 462 
Liy hting ., of total 
-
52 52 
Energy available 50 50 
+ cryo kit j - fl40 fl40 
-
B90 890 Total available _ 
Flight 3 
Encryy 
(kWh) 
:.:!LJ4 
156 
32 
21 
28 
3 
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Table 3.3-6 Energy Requirements for EMS Space Construction, 
Case IIA - Manipulators 
Flight 1 Flig:': 2 Flight 
; Power Energy Ene:::g:: Enere.v Item (kW) (kt-lh) (k',;:-J (k',ih)' 
1) Construction lighting 2,76' 285 285 219 2) Heater • R:1S 0,8 82 82 64 3) !CotS 1.0 93 93 78 4) Heater - construction 
manipulator 1.0 102 102 
-5) Construction manipulato= 1.2 80 80 
-6) Checkout - constructior. 
equipment 1.1 6 6 
-7) Checkout - system 1.5 8 8 63 
Total required 
- 656 656 424 
,Lighting % of total 
- 43 43 52 
Energy available 
- 650 650 650 + 1 cryo kit 
- 190 (840) 190 (3'-0 ) 
-
Total available 
- 840 840 650 
Table 3.3-7 Energy Requirements for EMS Space Construction, 
Case IIIA - One Beam Machine 
Flight 1 Fligh: 2 Flight 
. 
J 
Power ,Energy Energy Energ:: Item (kW) (kloih ) (k~\':i) (k\''h ) 
1) Construction lighting 3,6 36 231 318 2) Heaters (2) for manipu-
lators 1.8 9 144 227 3) }-fanipulacors (2) 2,2 li 141 167 4) Construction checkout 1.1 9 
- -5) Beam machine checkout 6,0 3 24 8 6) System test 1.5 
- 62 72 
Total required 
- 68 602 792 
Lighting 70 o~ total 
- 53 38 40 
Energy available 
- 168 650 50 + 1 cryo kit 
-
- - 840 
Total available 
- 168 650 8,~0 
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SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS 
WEIGHT: 1.9 LBS 
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FIELD OF VIEW : 400 
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Figure 3.3- 4 Night Vision Goggles for Ground Ope rati ons 
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FIRST GENERATION SMAll STARLIGHT SCOPE 
AN / PVS-2 
RANGE 400 METERS 
F.OV 10.7 
MAG . 4X 
WT . 5.75 POUNDS 
SECOND GENERATION SMALL STARLIGHT SCOPE 
AN / PVS-4 
RANGE 400 METERS 
F.O.V. 15 
MAG . 3.BX 
WT . 35 POUNDS 
Lt; . INAl P~GE I::> 
OF POOR QUALITY 
Figure 3 . 3- 5 Night Vis i on Scopes fo r Gr ound Ope r a tions 
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(5) Potentially Limited Acuity 
resolution. 
Due to nature of photomultiplier tube 
(6) Partial Dark Adaptation Desirable for persons using night vision goggles; requires some pre-usage period with minimal lighting and, therefore, represents work interruption time. 
The use of light amplification devices during the eclipse phase of orbit brings to the fore a secondary concern, that of or{('tation considerations for space construction. (In sunlight, orientation is a primary concern, to be discussed later). The naturally available starlight is comfortably diffuse and \,ide spread, covering over half of the spherical angles surrounding the orbiter/construction project. Moonlight, however, is highly directional and relatively bright compared to starlight, especially at full moon. Shadows in moonlight could become a significant consideration. However, the use of artificial lighting at relatively low levels could practically eliminate any orientation problems for dark side operations. This is in contrast \,ith the sunlit operations, whet:e (',ompeting with sunlight is impractical for artificial lighting. 
Work Cessation on Dark Side of Orbit 
In view of the foregoing complexities, it is'appropriate to raise the question, "Why do any constt'uction work on the eclipse side?" If no work is done, no lighting power is required. Closely related to this question is scheduling of unproductive (but necessary) rest periods which can be scheduled for this time, thus mitigating the effects of work cessation or at least mini-mizing lighting power duration. 
Figure 3.3-6 depicts eclipse durations at 463 km altitude versus S angle (angle between orbit plane and sun1ine). Eclipse durations are about 28 to 36 minutes at 463 km (250 nmi) and a 28.5 degree (52 degree max S angle) inclined orbit. Thus, a ten-minute rest period represents about 36 to 28 percent of the period of darkness. However, the remaining amount (18 to 2" minutes) represents about 19 to 28 percent of the total orbit period. Such percentages are not negligible. EVA operations are especially important as r~~ards maximum use of the available work time, since only about 5 hours out of a lO-hour work day are really useful. The suit donning and doffing time absorb the balance. For efficient use of crew members in the cabin or in EVA, rest periods should be no longer than actually necessary in order to get the maximum benefit of the highly limited work time. On the other hand, a 10-minute rest period could be creatively used for dark adaptation of crew member's eyes in preparation for more efficient vision. Such an adaptation period is generally compatible with effective use of night visio'n goggles. Alternately, better vision could be obtained for effective use of mi,lima1 lighting with the unaided eye. 
The foregoing considerations suggest the following general guidelines: 
(1) Construction work should not cease during the entire eclipse phase of an orbital period due to lac~ of adequate illumination unless a very short work period is required and/or other schedule factors or limited power conditions are predominant. 
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(2) Power requirements for lighting should be minimIzed by all reasonable 
means, particularly for the early phases of construction, where additional 
power cannot be brought on line until construction is well along. 
Specific Light Level Requirements and Light Sources 
Having established the above concepts, further detailed evaluation of 
"reasonable means" for minimizing po,qer requirements for lighting is appropriate. 
Potential candidates are listed in Table 3.3-8. To definitize these general 
concepts and approaches, it is now appropriate to examine some specific detail 
hardware designs and numerical requirements to be met during implementation. 
Table 3.3-9 lists some typical minimum i1lllmination level or brightness require-
ments for interior and EVA operations and for television viewing, based on 
normal vision. It is presumed that NASA recommendations for task lighting 
account for the helmet and window glass transmittance of approximately 80 per-
cent, but use of any recommendations based on earth situation experience with 
the naked eye should cOl1sider the glass transmittance limitations of the orbiter 
or other manned work station transparencies (additional detail on transmittances 
is presented later). Table 3.3-1G provides some typical lighting level recom-
mendations for large, earth-based, open-space facilities, ,qhich can be con-
sidered analogous to space construction. Obviously, these levels are only 
applicable for direct vision, and could be reduced if some type of vision 
amplification is available. 
Space construction will require several types of lamp options for specific 
and general applications. Some of these requirements may be satisfied by use 
of existing lighting in the orbiter, others by adaptations of lamps developed 
for the orbiter, Sky1ab, or even Apollo. Table 3.3-11 suggests several such 
lamp options for space construction. Figure 3.3-7 depicts the general loca-
tions of the six lamps in the Shuttle Orbiter payload bay sidewalls, as well 
as the two lamps located on the forward bulkhead and top of the crew cabin. 
Additional location coordinates detail is presented in Figures 3.3-8 and 3.3-9. 
Note that the six lamps mounted on the payload bay sidewall are very likely 
to be partially obscured by items stowed in the bay, especially at the beginning 
of the unloading period in space. 
Figure 3.3-10 illustrates two kinds of illumination proposed as standard 
provisions for the Manned Maneuvering Unit (MMa). These are potentially avail-
able for EVA operations in space construction. The major items of concern are 
the ,<ark lights located over the shoulders of the astronaut. With both lights 
on, 25 ,qatts are expended to illuminate the work space immediately in front 
of the operator. It is expected the resulting light levels should be adequate 
for most normal eye vision for close-in, manual EVA assembly tasks in space 
construction (within arms reach "f the astronaut). However, this must be veri-
fied by observation in mockups for any specific task. Note that the power 
demand of these lights as regards its impact on power demand profiles for the 
orbiter (or auxiliary power supplies for construction), is delayed until the 
period of battery recharge. Also, note tha,t the demand is controlled by the 
battery recharge rate. Table 3.3-12 provides significant power demand parametrics 
for the MMU. Again, use of night vision goggles might justify installation 
of smaller lamps, using less po;qer. On the other hand, providing a stabi1iza-
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Table 3.3-·8. Approaches to Minimize Illumination Power Demands for Large Space Construction 
EQUIPMENT 
o LIGHT COLORED, FLAT FINISHES, 
REFLECTIVE SURFACES AT KEY 
POINTS 
o PORTABLE, BA~'TERY POWERED 
LAMPS FOR REMOTE SITE INSTALLA-
TIONS 
o S!4ALL NUMBER OF FLOOD LAMPS 
AT CONCENTPATED WORK SITE. 
CONSTRUCTION FIXTURE WITH 
CLOSE-IN EQUIPMENT LOCATIONS 
o PROVIDE RMS AND REMOTELY 
CONTROLLED SITES WITH LOW-
LIGHT-LEVEL TV CAMERAS 
o PROVIDE FOR CHECKOUT IN 
LIGHTED PAYLOAD BAY 
o DEVELOP LAMPS & SWITCH SYSTEMS 
COMPATIBLE WITH FREQUENT ON-
OFF CYCLING IN SPACE 
HARDWARE 
o LIGHT COLORED, FLAT FINISHES, 
REFLECTIVE SURFACES AT KEY 
POINTS 
o PROVIDE ATTACH POINTS FOR 
PORTABLE LAMPS 
o DESIGN FOR JOINING, ASSEMBLY, 
INSTALLATIONS IN SMP.LL VOLUME 
WHICH PROJECT PASSES THROUGH 
o PROVIDE FOR TV CAMERA INSTAL-
LATIONS, LAMPS, POWER AS 
REQUIRED 
o DESIGN FOR CHECKOUT IN NORMALLY 
LIGHTED AREA OF SMALL VOLUME 
o N/A 
o PROVIDE NIGHT VISION SCOPES AND I 0 N/A 
GOGGLES FOR CABIN CREW. PROVIDE 
BLACKOUT CURTAIl,S 
o DEVELOP NIGHT VISION GOGGLES FOR 
EVA CREW 
OPERATIONS 
o SET uP REFLECTIVE SUR-
FACES ~IHERE FEASIBLE 
o CAP-RY AND SET uP PORT-
p~LE LAMPS DURING ECLIPSE 
PHASE AT REMOTE SITES, 
LOCAL WORK AREAS. 
o PERFORM WORK IN SMP.LL 
WORK SPACE TO MINIMIZE 
TRANSPORT & NUMBER OF 
LAMPS REQUIRED 
o PERFOru4 REMOTE OPERATIONS 
USING LOW-LIGHT-LEVEL TV 
DURING ECLIPSE PHASE OF 
ORBIT. AVOID EVA IF 
CHOICE EXISTS. 
o SCHEDULE REST PERIODS AND 
DARK ADAPTATION OF CREW 
FOR BEGINNING OF ECLIPSE 
PERIODS, DO VISUAL CHECK-
OUT IN PAYLOAD BAY LATER. 
o TURN LAMPS OFF ON SUNLIT 
SIDE 
o USE NIGHT VISION GOGGLES 
AS NECESSARY DURING ECLIPSF 
PERIOD, IN CONJUNCTION WITH 
CABIN BLACKOUT AND DARK 
ADAPTATION/REST PERIODS 
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Table 3.3-9 Space Construction Illumination Requirements 
- . WMINANCE 
ACTIVITY (FT. LAMBERTSJ 
EVA-TRANSFER ROUTE ~ I' V 
EVA - WORK STA. ~5' 
IiNTERIOR - GROSS TASKS -
INITIAL ENTRY, EGRESS, 
TRANSLATIONI 
IiNTERIOR - CASUAL TASKS - 2-4!TBDJ 
ACTIVATING EQUIPMENT, 
GROSS READING] 
RMS TV VIEWING 
OVERHEAD WINDOW- 2 - 4 naD) 
DOCKING APPROACH 
DETAIL ASSEMBLY & ID - 24 
INDEXING (PREFERRED) 
" 
. 
ILLUMI NATION 
FT/CNDL I LUMEN/M2 
~2 •• 22 
~ 5" 54 •• 
1-3 10.8 - 32" 
3 - 5 32 - 54" 
O. i 1.1 
3 AT 32 - 54 
30 FT. 
20 - 30 215 - 323 
REF. I 
'SC-L -0002 (REF 11) 
"MSFC-STD-512 
(REF 12) 
-
MCR 4481 LAMP 
REQU I REMENTS 
!ES'ILLUM. 
STANDARDS, 
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Table 3.3-10. Typical Exterior Illumination Recommendations for 
Earth Facilities Analogous to Space Construction 
(Reference 5) 
Minimum Minimum 
Illumination Illumination 
on Tasks on Tasks 
Area (fc) (LUX) Area (fc) (LUX) 
Building (construction) Loading and unloading 
General construction 10 108 platforms 20 215 
Excavation work 2 22 Freight car interiors 10 108 
Building exteriors Lumber yards J 11 
Entrances 
Active (pedestrian Parking areas 
and/or conveyanc~ 5 54 Self-parking area 1 11 
Inactive (normally Attendant-parking 
locked, infre- area 2 22 
quently used) 1 11 
Vital locations or Piers 
structures 5 54 Freight 20 215 
Building surrounds 1 11 Passenger 20 215 
Acting shipping area 
Central station surrounds 5 54 
Cat1<a1ks 2 22 
Conveyors 2 22 Railroad yards 1-20 11-215 
Entrances 
Generating or service Ship yards 
building General 5 54 
Main 10 108 \,ays 10 108 
Secondary 2 22 Fabrication areas 30 323 
Gate house 
Pedestrian entrance 10 108 
Conveyor entrance 5 54 
Fence 0.2 2.2 
Fuel-oil delivery 
headers 5 54 
Oil storage tanks 1 
Open yard 0.2 2.2 
Platforms-boiler, 
turbine deck 5 54 
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Table 3.3-11 Lamp Options for Space Construction 
APPLICATION 
Orbiter Payload Bay 
Sidewalls 
facing aft, on S76 bulkhead 
facing upward, between 
overhead windows 
RMS, at end effector 
EVA path,;ays and 
,"york stations 
MMU, translation and 
\.;rork station with MMU access 
Construction Fixture 
assembly stations 
Orientation (Running 
Lights) at extreme 
boundaries of structures. 
Portable I-Iorkl igh t 
hand\.,ired 
Portable Worklight 
Battery Powered 
Penlight, hand carried 
by EVA Astronaut 
DESCRIPTION 
6 - in sidewalls 
200 watts each 
metal halide 
1 - 200 watts 
metal halide 
1 - 200 watts 
incandescent 
1 - 200 watts 
incandescent 
See MSFC-STD-S12A 
Guarded incandescent 
2 each MMU, 12.SW each 
over shoulders of 
suited astronaut 
Flood type 
100 & 200 ,.atts 
Til t anel Pan controlled 
remotely. 
o 3.SW, 2.9V, 1.2A 
o 2.SW, 28V, .9A 
o SOW, Flashing 60ppm 
at 1 millisec dur. 
_800 Cone, lOOW 
Incandescent 
_800 Cone, lOW 
Incandescent 
Small 3 Volt 
flashlight 
DEVELOPMENT STATUS 
In work for Shuttle 
Orbiter 
" 
" 
" 
Skylab usage 
In work for MMU, but 
1Ion hold" until suit 
lamp selected 
100 watt type new 
200 watt type from 
Orbiter basic lamp 
Available from ILC 
'l\"'\.chnology, Inc. 
SunnY'la Ie. r.A 
New Standard 
Item Needed 
New Standard 
Item Needed 
Apollo & Skylab 
Standard Item 
COMMENT 
Standard item; may 
require shrouds te 
avoid direct view by 
T. V. cameras. 
Also to be used for 
RMS 
See Above 
Applicable for 
EVA on construction 
fixture 
Use for EVA with 
MMU - may revise to 
"headlight" concept 
Adaptation of 
rxisting technology 
planned for 200 H 
lamps. 
AJaptations of 
existing technology. 
For semi-permanent, 
handwired convenience 
lighting General 
Purpose 
For remote site 
installation & jOiniU1 
For supplementary, 
close-in, difficuIt-
access worklight 
requirements _ 
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Table 3.3-12 MMU Power Consumption Parametrics 
• Battery Capacity (full charge, both batteries) 
• Average Maximum Ml1U Operati0nal Load, 30 watts x 
6 hour mission 
• Pm<er availa!:lle for orbital operations support: 
Floodlights (2) - 25 watts total 
POt<er outlets (2) - 28V DC @ 2 amp max each 
• Typical mission - 6 hour duration 
2 floodlights operational @ worksite for 5 hrs 
camera operational @ 0.5 amp for 2 hours 
1 power tool operational @ 1.5 amp for 
5 hours 
Margin = 177 watt-hours (bat teries recharged/ 
replaced prior to next EVA) 
• Typical mission - 6 hour duration 
2 floodlights operational @ worksi te for 
1 hour 
ancillary equipment operational @ 0.5 amp 
for 3 hours 
Margin = 448 watt-hours (no battery recharge 
required prior to next EVA) 
-~-.--.-~-~-~----. ----'---, ... -.-.-~- -------,-~,~,---"' .. -~--
720 watt-hours 
180 watt-hours 
540 watt-hours 
125 watt-hours 
28 watt-hours 
210 watt-hours 
363 watt-hours 
50 watt-hours 
42 watt-hours 
92 watt-hours 
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tion point at specific work sites will permit shuttling off the rate gyros. This will obviate needs to fire thrusters. Additional energy is tllen available for illumination, within the battery capacity (Reference 6). Development of lights for the MMU is currently being delayed until a decision is made concern-ing lamps to be attached to the EMU (space suit). In cases where EVA is per-formed without use of the ~ruu, another source of work light is desirable. One possible approach is to mount lamps on the EMU back pack, substantially ae shown in Figure 2.3-11. This system was evaluated by Rockwell during mockup tests within the orbiter payload bay and found to be us. "11 (Reference 7). Recently received information from NASA's Johnson Space Center indicates that portable lights are being seriously considered for the EMU. One concept is to provide a Velcro mounting on the helmet, which permits detachment of the lamp and use by the astronaut in a hand-held mode. These lamps would require very little power, perhaps as low as 2 watts. 
The MMU typically consumes an average of 30 watts, assuming the rate gyros are on constantly. Since the ~ includes floodlights to illuminate a work area and power outlets to operate auxilliary equipment or tools, this typical load could increase dramatically during orbital operations. It should be noted that the rate gyros would normally be turned off when the MMU is at a work site and that, since thrusters would not 'orrnally be firing during this period, significant power can be saved below the nominal 30 "'att maximum. Thus, the ~ would typically consume much less than th~ 180 watt-hours shown in Table 3.3-12, and this power saved would be availa~le to operate ancillary equipment. The 540 watt-hours shown available for orbital operation is, there-fore, a worst-case estimate. 
Another construction aid which could employ built-in lighting to aid con-struction is the cherry picker, either as open or closed (pressurized cabin) ver~ions. The open cherry picker model concept under study by Grumman incor-porates two lamps mounted on stanchions above and behind the crew member to 
"pre-vide the astronaut with 20 foot candle~~ of illumination at the worksite" (Reference 8). A pan and tilt mechanism is included for each lamp (Figure 3.3-12). Another area of concern for illumination on the open cherry picker is the control/display panel which must be readable in both sunlight and darkness. The Grumman studies "'ill investigate use of lamps versus flags, edge lighted versus electroluminescent panels, shielded annunciators and a sunscreen. Such concerns may also apply to EVA - opera1:ed work stations on const~uction fixtures where they are utilized. 
TV, Lighting and Intra-Project Geometry Considerations 
Certain precautions are necessary in using television cameras for aiding space construction activity on the eclipse side of orbit. A major concern is that the light level not be too bright in the observed scene, whether seen as a rEflection or as a source. This leads to the following guidelines: 
(1) Arrange work such that the TV camera does not look directly at a bright light source, such as a lamp in the orbiter payload bay. Provide tem-porary or fixed shields if necessary. 
*20 foot candles - 215.2 lux 
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(2) Locate lamps to the rear and to the side, above or belol, TV cameras to 
avoid direct reflections into the camera lens from planar, specular sur-
faces perpendic\.1!ar to the camera axis .. 
These recommendations have been developed from Rock"ell mock-up tests 
involving EVA and remote viewing during integrated operations with payloads 
in the orbiter payload bay (References 7 and 9). 
Another aspect of interaction with TV, lights and construction geometry 
relates to the location and orientation with respect to payloads. For example, 
the standard TV camera and .light system mounted near the end effector of the 
orbiter remote manipulator system is essentially "blind" once it has been 
engaged to the side of a large module. The camera cannot "see" around or through 
the module to help the operator guide the RMS motion. Hm,ever, a tilt and pan 
system could be provided for the camera and light on the end effector, which 
may be accurately indexed at 900 pitch or yaw angle from the previous alignment. 
Thus, one can guide the module toward a target mounted on the construction site 
and aid installation of the module. Figure 3.3-13 illustrates an example 
of this concept for grappling a large structure and docking it to an Orbiting 
Service Module (OSM). Such an approach dictates location and orientation of 
grasping points on large modules . 
Alternately (and perhaps concurrently), there should be provided a set 
of remotely located TV cameras on the construction fixture, on the module 
on the construction project itself. These may be pre-positioned by the RMS, 
EVA, or other means, to aid transport and installation. Such remote cameras 
are analogous to those provided in the orbiter payload bay to aid payload Hith-
drawal and retrieval. Mockup tests at the NASA/JSC Manipulator Development 
Facility have demonstrated the value of such aids. 
3.3.4 Orientation and Natural Illumination for Sunlit Side of Orbit 
SeITeral questions cOP.cerning vision and spacecraft orientation on the 
sunlit side of low earth orbit have been raised during previous space construc-
tion studies. For example, General Dynamics analysts recommend against orien-
tations involving vie".ing conditions in I,hich the earth appears as a brightly 
lit background to the observed construction activity (Reference 10). Also, it 
is a lYell knmm fact that direct view of the solar disk is harmful to the human 
eye, and to most TV tubes. Reflection of the sun from highly specular surfaces, 
such as the radiators on the orbiter payload bay doors, also may be harmful 
to vision and to TV tubes. The latter is particularly troublesome if the solar 
rays are concentrated by the curvature of the orbiter thermal radiator surfaces. 
Finally, there are concerns about glare, high contrast and range of brightness 
(brightness ratios) batHeen sunlit surfaces and adjacent surfaces in deep 
shadolYs, a condition which tends to be accentuated in space. Each of these 
problem areas was investigated during the analysis effort, and results are 
reported herein. 
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A large area of cloud cover on the earth can provide a high-brightness 
background when sunlight is reflected from it. Also, the Shuttle Orbiter has 
many surfaces with a high reflectivity (p = .80 to .95), which could appear 
as a bright background when observed by a TV camera or EVA crew member looking 
tOl.ard those surfaces. Is this a serious problem? If the surfaces are not 
specular, the answer is generally "no", for these high-brightness conditions 
can be reduced to acceptable levels for the human eye by filters of various 
absorptivities. Table 3.3-13 provides typical transmissability data for various 
orbiter ~.indow, EMU helmet and light filter combinations, as well as the effec-
tive reduction in luminance from the sun. For the TV cameras one can use filters, 
iris diameter control and gain control to redu'oe undesirable effects of back-
ground brightness. In most cases, the more appropriate question is one of the 
ratio 9f brightness of the background to the brightness of the observed target 
(construction project). 
Brightness Ratios 
In order to see detail contour and marking information on the surfaces 
of a construction project, it is necessary that the ratio of background bright-
ness to foreground brightness be within the range of capability of the sensors. 
Hhereas the human ey" can a<.eommodate to a wide brightness range, TV cameras 
are usually more limited. Pceliminary investigations suggest that TV cameras 
might accommodate to a range between 30:1 to 50:1. An investigation was per-
formed to evaluate potential problems of brightness contrast in low earth orbit, 
and calculations were performed to estimate apparent brightness levels and 
brightness ratios under a wide range of conditions. Initially, information 
on typical light flux levels in low earth orbit Was sought from the literature. 
Since no flux level measurement data "ere found, it was necessary to calculate 
flux levels. 
Parenthetically, it appears valuable to initiate a program to measure 
typical light flux levels at different altitudes and directions in earth orbit. 
The resulting data would support analyses of future large space construction 
operations. It appears that more investigation and analysis has been performed 
in relation to other planets in the solar system than for earth itself. 
For purposes of simplifying analyses, it was assumed that all structure 
would have a coating reflectivity of 0.5. The orbiter spacecraft and construc-
tion equipment surface reflectivities "ere obtained from the best available 
information and appear in Table 3.3-14. For future reference and an.,lyses, 
reflectivity data on other selected typical surfaces for large spacecraft were 
also obtained. These data appear in Figure 3.3-14. 
In the space construction environment, many surfaces can act as either 
a light source (direct or reflected) or as a viel.ing background as shOlm pre-
viously in Figure 3.3-1. For example, the orbiter payload bay, radiators and 
wings can act as a source, by reflecting sunlight, earthshine (reflected sun-
light from clouds, sea or land), starlight, moonlight, or artificial light 
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Table 3.3-13 
Typical Transparency and Filter Combinations 
Transmissibilities and Resulting Apparent Illuminances of , 
Sunlit Surfaces 
No. Condi tion Transpar.ency/Filter Overall Surface 
Transmissibility Effect- Illuminance 
Item % Transmissabilit;2: Lux Ft-Candle 
o 
1 
Sun-Direct 
Aft Flight Deck 
A:I;t Window V;'L., 
2 Glass Panes 
2 2 Glass Panes 
plus filter 
3 Aft Flight Deck 
Overhead View 
3 Glass Panes 
3 Glass Panes 
plus filter 
EVA, Helmet 
Low Density Filter 
High Density Filter 
Low Density Filter 
EVA, Helmet 
Space 100% 
Outer Pane 
Inner Pane 
Filter 18% ! 2 Glass Panes 88% 
Outer ,Pane } Hiddle Pane Inner Pane 
Filter 18%} 3 Glass Panes 81% 
Lexan Shell 80"'} Lo-D Filter 60% 
Hi-D Filter 16+4% 
Lo-D Filter 48%} Lexan Shell 
Table 3.3-14 
100% 1. 46x105 
88% 1. 28x105 
15.8% 2.3xl04 
81% 1.18x105 
14.6% 2.06x104 
7.48% 7.00xl04 
3 5.8 to 8.46xl04 9.6% 1.40xlO 
Typical Reflection Characteristics for Orbiter 
Spacecraft and Construction Equipment 
Cargo Bay Liner 
Teflon Impregnated Glass Fabric 
Payloads - Painted S13G White 
Silver Coated Teflon 
Orbiter Radiators 
Reflectance 
85 - 90% 
85% 
95% 
90% 
13,500 
11,880 
2,133 
10,935 
1,968 
6,480 
to 783 
1,296 
(96 - 100% specular) 
Orbiter Wings (Upper Surface) and Body 
Structural Haterials 
68% 
35 - 85% 
to 
(Low Specularity Desirable) 
Solar Arrays (Cells) 2 - 40% 
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onto a construction project in process near the orbiter. Also , these orbiter 
surfaces may be seen as backgrounds to th" construction truss ,.ork or modules, 
when viewed by an EVA crew member or a TV camera looking toward the orbiter. 
In order to present succinct data on brightness ratios for !nany of the 
possible combinations of direct and reflected .lighting on structure and on 
backgrounds , a series of mat r ix charts were prepared f or this systems analysis 
study. One chart covers cases of a single source of illumination versus a wide 
range of background conditions (Table 3.3-15). For other charts, combinations 
of two sources of lighting were shown for a given specified background (such as 
bright clouds, low brightness earth, or biter payload bay, orbiter radiator or 
wing) in Tables 3. 3- 16 to 3.3-21. In these charts , the same direc t and r eflec ted 
light sources are listed hor izontally and vertically in order from left to 
right and top to bottom respectively . Brightness ratios are listed at inter-
sections of the two conditions. These lists remind us that all natural illumina-
tion except starlight comes originally from the sun. However, lighting on a 
construction project may come directly from the sun or be reflected f r om sun-
light falling on the orbite~ or from sunlight which first hi ts the earth, then 
is reflected onto the construction work or is reflec t ed onto the various sur-
faces of the orbiter and t hen reflected again onto the structure . The large 
number of potential reflectors creates an extensive analysis problem . However, 
there are many possible cases which would be either meaningless or trivial, 
rarely encountered, or known to involve obvious unacceptable viewing conditions. 
These were noted on the charts by shading or asterisks . Still, it was judged 
not cost effective to attempt to complete analysis of all possible remaining 
combinations for purposes of this study project. However, a significant number 
of important cases were examined t o ge t a sampling of expected conditions. 
The results from the approximately 50 cases analyzed showed brightness 
ratios between structure and background of generally less than 10 :1. These 
analYSis results indicate that seeing conditions fo r construction in low earth 
orbit are actually often quite favorable. In fact, the multiple diffuse reflec-
tions from the wide angle of visible earth surface may provide ver y good light-
ing conditions in many cases, par ticularly by "filling in" the deep shadows 
which are possible in airless space. The main problems will be work interrup-
tion caused by avoiding direct view of the sun (within about 20 of line of 
sight) or viewing the sun in highly specular r eflective surfaces such as the 
orbiter radiators or glass s urfaces on solar arr ays at certain unfavorable 
angles . 
Another, more s ubtle prob l em, can also occur: that of shifting from viewi ng 
a dark structure against a lighter background to viewing a lighter structure 
against a darker background . At the cross- over time, a lack of contrast may 
cause problems in discriminating outlines and details of the structure. Again , 
these conditions a r e unlikely to occur f r equently or to last long , and may be 
overcome to some degree by color contrast between s tructure and background, 
and by distinctive markings on key structural areas where visual alignment is 
required . However, it is probably valuable to develop methods to pred ic t the 
frequency and duration of t hese and other potential wo r k interruption periods 
r elated to illumination. In some cases, there may be significant impacts which 
should be controlled by shading of structur e, redesign of construction fix tures 
or even by the assembly sequence for the project. 
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Table 3. 3- 15 . Space Cons truction Natural Illumination Analysis , Single- Sour ce 
Illuminating Structure (Shuttle Orbiter Base) 
STRUCTURE 
IL LUMINATION 
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VIE~ING BAC KGROUNDS 
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RADIATOR. E. L., HI- p 
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"l NG/ BODY , SUN LIT 
WING / BODY, E. L. , HI- p 
W " IG/ BOD Y , E, L" LO- p 
WIN G/ BOOY, MOON L I T 
WING/BODY, STARLIT 
6.2 
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« 
'" 
0 
« 
0 
...J 
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« 
<>. 
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~ i >-'" 0 c:: >- 0 0 >- 0 >- « .... O%l >- « >-U %I « .... u 
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...J 0 Z 
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...J 0 
~ i .... « - - .... « 0 <>. a: 3 0 c- a: 
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·f ~/ IC,iJ .'i rq ,,~ h' 
(d) 
>-
"" 0 
'" ....
~ 
:z 
-
3 
MOO N 
'" >- 0 
~ « I-
u 
'" 
« 
... 
", 
-' 0 
-
.... « 
0 <>. 0:: 
(d) 
(d ) 
(d) 
(d) 
NOTES: Numerica l values are rat ios of brightness , hi gher ill umination 
level divided by lower. 
(a) Reflection of solar di sc in radiator is not a~=eptable viewing 
cond i ticn. 
I '" 0:: « >-
3 
'" 
' :;:; 
OK 
(b) Illuminated struc t ure probab ly much br ight p. r than s ha dowed area s , 
Brightn~ss ratios no t releva nt (addi ti ona l refl ec ted I i 9ht desired), 
(c) 
(d) 
Illumi na ted background much bri gh t e r than struc t ure. Br ightnes s 
rati os not' relevan t (additional reflected I ight on s tr u~tu r e 
desi red) . 
Con pl ex r e fl ect i on patte. rn s fr om spec ul a r rad ia to r pr eve" t s 
anal ys is a t this l eVE l, 
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Tablp. 3. 3-16 . Space Construction Natural Illumi nat ion Analysis , Double Sources on Structur e, Radiator Background Cases (Shuttle Orbiter Base) 
STRUCTURAL ILLUHINATION SOURCES 
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Table 3. 3-17. Space Cons truction Natural Illumination Analysis , Double Sources on Structure , 
Star field or Da r k Earth Backgr ound Cases (Shu t tle Orbiter Base) 
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Table 3.3-18 . Space Construction Natural Illumination Analys i s, Double Sources on Structur e Sunlit Bright Cloud Background Cases (Shuttle Orbite r Base) 
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Table 3. 3-19 . Space Construc tion Natural Illumination Analysis, Double Sources on Low- Brightness Earth Background (Sunlit) Cases (Shuttle Orbiter Base) 
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Table 3.3-20. Space Construction Natural Illumination Analysis, Double Sources on Structure 
Payload Bay Background Cases (Shuttle Orbiter Base) 
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Table 3.3-21. Space Construction Natural Illumination Analysis, Double Sources on Structure, Wing/Body Surface Background (Shuttle Orbiter Base) 
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In summary, the foregoing problems may be anticipated in some degree and avoided in the following I,ays: 
(1) Hultiple TV camera locations providing a selection of viewing angles. 
(2) Shifting the viel,ing location (for EVA crew). 
(3) Providing localized shade panels for diffusers. 
(4) Work scheduling. 
(5) Construction project re-oriem:"tion. 
The last listed option has been noted as generally undesirable because of stress loads and fuel economies. It is probably not necessary or cost effective in most cases. The constantly changing orbital conditions will tend to revise viel'ing angles in relation to the solar arrays within a short time, especially if there is no attempt to maintain a solar inertial attitude control. 
Attitude Orientation Considerations 
Foregoing considerations of vehicle and construction I,orlt orientations have dealt mainly I<ith general problems of light levels and specularity asso-ciated I<ith differing orientations rather than specific angular limits and specific tasks involving illumination and viewing with TV. It is now appro-priate to examine the geometric interaction of some specific construction acti-vity viel,ing requirements and the critical combinations of light directions impinging on the construction. Previous discussion has sh01<n that the direction of the sun's rays is the single most critical consideration affecting worl, interruption on the sunlit side of orbit. A method is needed to analyze and summarize typical viewing directions for a specific project and relate them to probable directions of the sun's rays, based upon stability analyses of the orbiting construction projects. The method used here for the summary presentation of viel<ing angles is the single-paint globographic diagram. III such a presentation it is ""sumed that all viel<ing directions originate from a common point in space. All of the critical viel<ing angles are plotted as points or areas on a sphere surrounding the common point, in terms of angles of longitude and latitude. Hith respect to the sun's nearly parallel rays of light, such an approximation is quite reasonable as a summary method. Of course, in the actual physical situation there may be a portion of the orbiter, ,oon-strucHon project or space base between the observer and the Slm, such that there is no problem of viel<ing the solar disc by an observer. Such obstructions can also be plotted for a specific eye or camera position. 
To develop a meaningful example 1<l1ich illustrates the method and presenta- I tion, a brief analysis was performed on the space fabricated tri-beam advanced communication platfo,," proj ect, I<hich is sh01m in Figure 3.3-15. The perspec-tive viel< in the 101<1!r right of the figure indicates (by "rrm<s) the principal viewing directions involved in relation to a proposed construction fixture to be used in conjunction I<ith the space Shuttle Orbiter. 
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Figure 3.3-16 provides supporting illustrations of several key construction 
operations and probable viewing directions (indicated by arrows and TV cameral 
light sets) which were identified and tabulated during the analysis. 
~,o views of the globographic summary of viewing angles for this project 
aTe shown in Figure 3.3-17. The views are a rear quarter vie" and front quarter 
view with respect to the orbiter. On the theoretical globe graduated in degrees 
elevation and azimuth, 00 of elevation and azimuth correspond to the orbiter's 
-x axis. Areas (spots) marked "ith shading slanted up"ard to the right repre-
sent an estimated range (±SO) about the nominal key vie"ingangles required for 
TV cameras or EVA cre" during construction processes. The directions indicated 
by arro"s shol<O in Figures 3.3-lS and 3.3-16 "auld intersect the globe at the 
center of these cross hatched areas. The dashed lines "hich surround the shaded 
areas suggest a wider range of angles "here sunlight impingement on a TV camera 
lens "ould be undesireable; and "here some spacial shielding may be required to 
reduce vie"ing angles. Areas shaded "ith lines slanting up"ard to the left, 
covering the top and a portion of the rear of the globe around the orbiter, are 
also shol<O. These indicate probable required viewing angles from the "indows 
of the crew cabin on-orbit stations and the payload bay TV cameras. Such angles 
"auld be used for erection operations of the construction fixture, general obser-
vations of construction processes, and occasionally for selected critical trans-
port and assembly operations. 
Kno"ing these probable vie"ing angles, one can consider selection of initial 
orientations and launch parameters for favorable average vie"ing conditions, 
especially "here some orientation control is achievable by gravity gradient 
methods. The question of desirable orientations and possible methods for con-
trolling orientations of space construction is still open, "ith many unknol<Os. 
As an introduction to the subject, some of the more obvious orientations options 
were identified and briefly evaluated. The orientations considered and result-
ing effectd from natural illumination and thermal effects are summarized in 
Table 3.3-22. It appears that the solar-fixed inertial attitude gives the best 
control of natural illumination, and is desirable if a favorable attitude can 
be maintailled. Ho,,,ever, any unfavorable aspects "auld also be maintained con-
tinuollsly throughout the sllnlit side of the orbit. In contrast, the earth-
oriented and the drifting modes have the potential advantage (as "ell as pro-
blems) of variety; any problem "hich turns up "ill likely pass a",ay shortly 
afterward. More important and specific to the selection of orientations are 
the problems previously mentioned: fuel requirements and po"er to maintain 
positive attitude control, potential loads on the structure during the vulner-
able period of construction, and the added complexity and cost of stabilization 
end control systems "hich are designed only for the construction period. The 
free-drift, semi-gravity gradient stabilizen orientations tend to reduce such 
fuel costs and complexities to a minimum. 
Based on the foregoing analyses, the follo"ing general guidelines "ere 
derived for favorable construction orientation selection in relation to the 
sunlit side of earth orbit: 
a Orient the payload bay to"ard the earth or to"ard the horizon such 
that at least half the earth disc can reflect diffuse sunlight 
reflections from earth to"ard the structure and also can be reflected 
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General Consideracions for Selecting Space Construction Orientation with Respect to Shuttle Orbiter 
ATTITUDE 
Solar-fixed inertial. 
o Nose toward sun 
o Nose toward sun 
pitch down 450 + 100 
o 
o Nose 90 from sun, wings in 
alignment with sun rays 
(across ship) 
~arth-fixed ralationshig 
o Wings toward nadir 
Nose toward pole (South or 
North as function of time of 
year, time of launch) 
o Payload bay toward 
earth 
CONS.IDERATIOI'/S FOR VIEWING AND THERMAL RADIATION 
Construction is well illuminated if above 
cargo bay or to the side of Orbiter. No 
problems of veiling luminance from sun, 
good contrast with space, not:so good for 
earth-cloud cover. Favorable:fGlr thermal 
radiation. : 
Construction is well illuminated by direct 
sunlight and wing/body reflections. Some bright reflections from Payload bay, minimal from radiators. Reduced glare from earth 
cloud cover, only from limb, low area, lot" 
reflectance. No Solar veiling luminance. 
One side of assembly fixtUre in solar shade,." but strong reflection from earth on opposite 
side helps, especially during middle of 
sunlit period. Favorable for thermal radiation. 
o General Dynamics (SCAFEDS) considers 
favorable to limit earth viewing ar.d 
sun viewing. some problems with sun 
background when coming arour.d limb of 
earth. Configurations for requiring 
over head viewing have part-time viewing 
directly at sun. Solar shadows over 
payload bay mitigated by earth reflec-
tions when belly of orbiter facing sun. 
Variable thermal radiation effects. 
o Bright solar reflections off payload bay 
at dawn and dusk of orbit. Earth back-
ground at all times, very bright at orbital 
noon, but in shadow of sun; good viewing. 
Unfavorable for thermal radiation. 
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TABLE 3.3-22 (Continued) 
ATTITUDE 
Earth-fixed relationship (Co~t.) 
o Payload bay away 
from earth 
Random - free drift 
o 
o 
Rotating mode -
undamped 
Gravity gradiant 
stabilization only. 
Limited oscillations 
"'.' 
CONSIDE~~TIONS FOR VIEWING AND THERMAL RADIATION 
o 
o 
o 
3-88 
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Very bright reflections from sun in 
payload bay. Sun background overhead 
unacceptable during large part of orbit, 
unfavorable for TV & EVA looking toward 
orbiter radiators. 
Wide variety of angles are not predict-
able. Optimum approach for vision 
would be'to erect a diffuser/reflector 
curtain over the payload bay prior to 
starting construction work, provide 
artificial illumination. However, 
radiator heat rejection is adversely 
affected. 
Attitudes under these conditions must 
be calculated. Shade or diffuser 
may be desired if attitude unfavorable. 
Location is critical to radiator heat 
rejection. Some of earth-fixed relation-
ships may be applicable, depending on 
configuration, construction strategy. 
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by the orbiter surfac~s. This attitude range tends to avoid solar reflections from the orbiter radiators. 
Alternatively, orient the orbiter and construction work so as to reflect sunlight from the wings, radiator and payload bay toward the construction work, but from behind the majority of TV cameras and EVA work stations. 
When possible, orient the orbiter and/or construction base (if used) so as to shield viewing sites from direct solar impingement when 
work is going on at the work site. 
The latter g~ide1ine suggests that the sun light should illuminate the belly or the orbiter rather than the payload bay and radiators. Applications of these guidelines are illustrated by a specific example. A preliminary stability analysis of the tri-beam, space fabricated, advanced communication platform during the construction process has indicated the probable orientation conditions, illustrated in Figure 3.3-18, and further explained as follows: , 
. 
(1) The longitudinal axis of the project (orbiter Y axis) "ill point toward the center of the earth (along the local vertical) and "ill drift approxi-mately ±15°, leading or lagging the orbiter, in the plane of orbit. The period is about 1.7 cycles per orbit. The orbiter "inge \~ill approximately lie in the plane of the orbit. 
(2) The construction project will oscillate approximately ±lOo about the local vertical in directions perpendicular to the plane of the orbit. 
(3) The orbiter should be Qriented with tail leading (but nose leading is acceptable). It "ill tend to rotate about the orbiter Y axis, approxi-mately ±lOo, in a plane approximately perpendicular to the orbital plane. 
Figure 3.3-18 also provides an example of how the previously described glob agraphic presentation can be used to describe sun impingement angles with respect to the orbiter! Since the theoretical globe is considered to be finnly attached to the orbiter, a viewer on the orbiter sees the sun trace a different path along the surface of the theoretical globe on each orbit. The path is a function of the ~ angle of the orbit plane (angle relative to sun) and the attitude drift angle status of the orbiter. View A-A in Figure 3.3-18 shows how the average elevation of the sun's path (relative to the orbiter) may vary during the winter solstice (December 21). The orbital plane ~- angle may vary from ",,2 0 to +50 , depending on time of launch during the day.* The shaded area on the theoretical globe represents the entire range of possible sun positions in angular coordinates. Figure 3.3-19 indicates how such potential sun viewing angles can be plotted on the globographic presentation (sho\~ as horizontal shaded area) and compared to the critical vie"ing angles for construction as shown in Figure 3.3-17. The resultIng comparison in Figure 3.3-19 indicates that looking at the earth (starboard) and northlVard (overhead, away from pay-load bay) are favorable directions to avoid a direct view of the sun for con-ditions stated and the project being constructed. The orientation also s~tis­fies one of the guidelines for orientation; that is, the payload bay gene. rally faces the northern horizon, so that considerable reflected light from the earth 
*See Figure 3.3-18 
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illuminates at least one side ·of the structure mounted "above" the payload bay. 
For those orbits having f3. angles of approximately 200 to 520 > the orbiter 
structure provides considerable shielding against viewing the sun, since the 
belly is oriented somewhat toward the sun. The globographic diagram can also 
be used to illustrate the favora',le range of angles to shield a specific viewing 
site from the sun. For example, Figure 3.3-20 compares the benefits of orbiter 
structure shielding to the possible r~nge of solar viewing angles previously 
described. In the example, two different work sites are assumed. One site is 
the orbiter aft cabin, where considerable head movement is assumed possible so 
as to increase the field of view out the ,~indOl~s beyond that usually shown. 
The visually obstructed area is shaded with vertical lines. The other viewing 
site is a fixed point about 20 ~eters above the center of the payload bay. The 
resulting visual obstruction area is shown shaded with horizontal lines. Figure 
3.3-20 also shows the potential r8-- 'f sun viewing angles outlined by a dashed 
line. A relatively small portioI! of 3 sun-viewing angle range is not shielded 
from the crew in the cabin (the area s".ied by dots). However, the view from 
the site above the payload bay has a much larger chance of sunlight viewing. 
If this site represents a TV camera which is primarily oriented toward the pay' 
load bay and is shaded to prevent en excessively wide range of viewing angle, 
then it could be largely protected from sun viewing by the orbiter body. 
This example of viewing angle Rnalysis suggests that relatively favorable 
natural illumination conditions could be achieved by scheduling and taking 
advantage of construction project orientations resulting from gravity gradient 
stabilization alone. The prime considerations involve freedom to select the 
season and the time of launch for a particular construction session. One should 
select launch times which place the edge of the orbit facing the sun as far 
northl~ard as is reasonably feasible. Winter operations would aid this trend. 
If the tail is leading, the sun is largely obscured by the wings and body at 
dalm and during the first half of the sunlit side of orbit, and the sun is 
behind the operator djring the second half of the sunlit period. At the same 
time, during a large portion of the sunlit period, there w;.ll be diffuse earth-
shine on one or the other side of the construction surfaces. However, opti-
mizing the intensity and variety of directions of such earthshine ,~ould tend 
to 101~er the edge of the orbit facing the sun toward a beta angle of zero degrees 
(plane of orbit parallel to sun's rays). 
If construction operations must be scheduled for the summer season, it 
appears that it would be better to orient the orbiter with the nose pointing 
in the direction of travel and to select launch times which place the edge of 
orbit toward the sun as far south as feasible. 
Thermal radiation from the orbiter radiators will be generally good in 
the attitudes described above, since there is little or no sun impingement on 
them and their orientation is primarily facing north or south, tangent to the 
earth's surface. 
Rational Rate Considerations in Natural Illumination 
Some concern may arise relating to a constantly changing visual environment 
during space construction. Poasible problems are simple annoyance, inconvenience, 
confusion of shapes or directions, disorientation and even ~otion sickness. 
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Most of these problems relate to the rates or motion experienced. In the specific example studied, the rotational rates were relatively slow, as shown in Table 3.3-23. Experience shows that such rates would generally have negligible effects on the crew as. concerns disorientation or motion sickness. Larger rates could be experienced if the construction proceeds at a faster rate, or other balance con-ditions produce instabilities. The rates shown in Table 3.3-23 are not to be considered either average nor limiting conditions. However, even if the rates were tC'l1 times those listed, there is little chance of visual disorientation for the ere\<. 
Table 3.3-23 
Rotational Rates During Space Construction of Tri-Beam, Space Fabricated Communications Platform 
(Angles Relative to Sup -- One Example Case) 
Motion Rates Satellite Axes Orbiter Axes (Degrees/Sec) 
Roll Roll 
-.07 
+.05 
Pitch Yaw +.06 
-.06 
Yaw pitch +.075 
-.070 
I 
Finish Coating' Colors and Specularity 
NOll-specular (flat) finish coatings are highly desirable for viewing on the sunlit orbit as well as on the eclipse.side. However, there is strong reason for somewhat darker (non-white) hues with lm,er reflectallces on the sunlit side than on the dark side. This type of finish would give greater assurance that structure could be seen against bright white clOUds or the white wing or payload bay surfaces on the orbiter. C. Wheelwright of NASA, Johnson Space Center, recommends colors in the yellow, yellow-green or brown range, 
J 
with the yellow-green color of zinc oxide primer considered as the ideal. Rather than widely different hues, h~ recommends varied purity and chroma for contrast in differing structures and modules. 
The cdrrently pLanned TV camera for the Space Shuttle Orbiter RMS Payload Bay is a black and white type. Possible future developments could include color for these cameras for use in sunlight and would be highly desirable for viewing complex structural trussworks with color coded surfaces. Color coding 
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could then be used to aid assembly and installation activities. However, it is recognized that such colo,r coding would not be compatible with use of current night vision goggles or 1m.1ight level TV cameras for use on the eclipse side of orbit. T\:lerefore, if such devices are to be used, it seems unlikely t.o be cost effective to actively pursue development of color coding concepts and color TV as a general case. Rather, various high contrast markings concepts should be applied, such as lines, dots, stippling and texture variations, for Itey areas which must be differentiated visually. 
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Electrical power and energy are among the most important supp,ort services. They are parbicularly important for construction concepts designed for imple-mentation out of the orbiter. Electrical power is used directly and indirectly in almost every facet of space construction. It is used for illumination and lOre,; support as well as to pm.er various types of construction equipment and aids. These characteristics make it more of a construction integration issue than a construction concept problem. Thus, power considerations will be rigor-ously addressed during part t,;o of the study. Here, emphasis is on the maj or significance of important po;;er levels and the high-po,,,er users. 
Table 3 .4-1 presents preliminary estimates of the peak pot.er requirements for various elements of the overall construction process. They inclUde current prOjections for the beam machine, remote manipulator system (RMS) and the man-ned remote work station (c~erry picker). The construction fixture and illumina-tion estimates represent a IDixture of extrapolation and buildups from preliminary data. Construction command 'and control and construction checkout tend to be dominated by the integrated 'construction process and cannot be readily defined for these early analyses. Although they are preliminary in nature the peak pm.sr levels listed here are sufficient to permit the identification of po;;er and energy issues and their implications on the overall construction process. 
Table 3.4-1. Construction Po;;er User Summary 
POWER RE 'DlMAX) SPACE FAB ERECTABLE BEAM MACHINE . 2 KW N/A CONST. FIXTURE 2-5 KW 2-3 KI<I WELDERS 
TRANSLATION 
SWING ARM 
RMS 1.8 KW 1.8 KI1 MANNED REMOTE 110RK STAT I ON 0.5 KW 0.5 KW CONST. COMMAND & CONTROL TBD TBD I LLUM I NAT! ON 2-3 KW 3 + KI,/ CONST. CHECKOUT 
-raD TBD 
Nearly all of these po;;er users tend to be intermittent, ranging from either an "off" or "standby" condition to an operate condition. Examples of this are the beam machine and the RMS. Neither are used continuously through-out the mission. How the intermittent loads dovetail is the main issue. In reviewing the possible combinations of usage the following observations can be made. When the beam machine is operated the construction fixture and the RMS would tend to be in low power modes. Similarly ,,,hen the fixture is used for performing a structure translation operation, welding cannot occur. Also, construction checkout will tend to occur at times when the construction fixture is pm.ered down. External lighting could be shut off during the daylight side 
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of each orbit. This would reduce its power utilization to the 35 to 40 percent 
range depending unon sun/or-bit geometry. Construction command and control will 
tend to be a continuous (but probably variable) function, but should not pose 
high po,qer delI"mds. 
Thus, with prudent scheduling of the construction opLrations construction 
out of the orbiter appears feasible. The 7 kli' continuous and 12 kli' peak power 
available from the orbiter should satisfy the construction needs. The key 
issue is the power-energy relationship. If construction task scheduling for 
"peak pmqer" management lengthens the mission beyond 7 days, the pmqer required 
to operate the orbiter (approximately 13 kli') becomes payload chargeable. Depend-
ing upon the duration, the required extra cryo kits may exceed the space avail-
able beneath the cargo bay. This would occur for mission durations of 10 days 
or longer. Cryo kits for mission durations exceeding this value must be instal-
led in the cargo bay thereby potentially affecting construction packaging. This 
issue ,qill be fully investigated as part of the construction integration analysis 
in part two of the study. 
Several differences are noted in Table 3.4-1 bet"Jeen the power requirements 
for space fabrication and erectable construction. These involve po,qer for the 
construction fixture and illumination. The fixture concept for erectable con-
struction is shown to require significantly less powe" than that for the space 
fabrication construction process. This is the result Gf Dasic process differ-
ences. The main functions of the erectable fixture are retention and transla-
tion of structural elements. The space fabrication fixture also has these 
functions, but must also provide for positioninp: and ,qelding of fabricated 
elements. Thus, its power demands will be higher. 
Power requirements for illumination could be graater for the erectable 
case. The basic platform structure for the erectable design is based on 12 
meter struts compared to the approximately 7 meter envelope for the space fab-
ricated tri-beam platform. Thus, the larger construction area associated with 
the bigger structural envelope of the erectable concept could require more 
power for illumination. 
The combined effects of these two factors, fixture power and power for 
illumination, depend upon the integrated construction processes for each con-
cept and cannot be finalized 'at this point in the study. However, the signific-
ant differences in fixture power coupled with no requirement for beam machine 
pmqer suggests that erectable construction concepts may require less power than 
space fabrication approaches. These are preliminary results and more analyses 
are necessary. Integrated power requirements ,qill be fully analyzed in part 
two of the study. 
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This discussion addresses the construction of a large area platform type of proj ect from a permanently manned facility in low earth orbit (LEO). The LEO facility model used in this discussion is a Space Operations Center (S.O.C.) concept developed by Jim Jones of NASA/JSC. This concept is illustrated in Figure 4.1-1. 
The purpose of this document is to discus's the S. o. C. I S construction facility potential capabilities, to indicate the implications on the facility, and to list guidelines that will permit the S.o. C. to fulfill its potential capabilities. Considerations addressed include those associated I<ith the construction effort such as the construction support equipment, services, logistics and crew issues; the effect of space construction from the S.O.C. on the Shuttle Orbiter, and the effect on the construction project. 
For purposes of this discussion the S.O.C. is assumed to be located in a 250 nmi circular orbit at an inclination of 28.5 degrees. The Shuttle Orbiter delivers construction support equipment, project components and general logistics supplies for operation of the S.O.C.. In addition to being a construction facility, the S.O.C. provides facilities for science and appli-cations experiments and for orbit transfer vehicle (O.T.V.) staging/refueling. 
The facility is permanently manned "ith the capability to accept a con-struction I<ork c;cel< for the fabrication and assembly period required for a particular construction project. 
4.2 FUNDAHENTAL POTENTIALS OF SPACE CONSTRUCTION FROM THE S.O.C. 
There are three principal subjects to be considered when discussing con-struction from a S.O.C.: (1) the orbiter logistics operations, (2) the COll-struction operations, and (3) the construction project design. 
4.2.1 Orbiter Logistics Operations 
The orbiter operations issue includes the logistics associated !;ith the construction operations and the overall Shuttle Orbiter operations considera-tions. 
!Yith all of the construction fixtures and special construction devices located and operated from the S.O.C., the orbiter becomes only a means fOl' transporting supplies to the facility. A baseline orbiter can fulfill this requirement !;ithout the necessity for any operational modification kits, with the possible exception of an Orbit Maneuvering System (OMS) kit if 
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required as a result of the operating altitude of the S.O.C. Consequently, a dedicated orbiter is not :required for constructton operations. 
This condition, therefore, allows flexibility in scheduling Shuttle oper-ations and improves the utilization of the Shuttle fleet and the ground support operations. 
Because the Shuttle Orbiter provides only a cargo delivery mode, the orbiter crew does not require any specialized training associated with space construction activities. Space construction operations training can be re-served exclusively fOl~ the S.O.C. construction cre,q. 
In summary, the orbiter and the delivery/ground operations logistics can be optimiz.,d because the orbiter provides a cargo c!elivery.mode only and, therefore, does not require a dedicated orbiter. 
4.2.2 Construction Operations 
Construction operations from the S.O.C. has the potentiel for continuous fabrication and assembly. Simultaneous/parallel construction operations can be accommodated in the S.O.C. as contrasted to limited serial operations when performing construction from the orbiter. The continuous and parallel opera-tions potential will result in more productive utilization of the facility and, consequently, minimum construction 'time and early operational status of the construction project. 
Construction from the S.O.C. appears to have the pote~.ial for more pro-ductive crew activity because (1) the crew has been specifically trained for this operation, (2) will have experience in space construction and (3) have a minimum of interruptions in the construction process. (Construction opera-tions from the orbiter are interrupted by "start-up and shut-down" activities.) Increased proficiency can also be assumed due to the more comfortable crew accommodations afforded by the S.O.C. 
The permanent construction facility as defined by the S.O.C. permits the use of more mechanized and automated construction methods. This is possible because of the available space with better visibility and the manipulator or space crane that has long reach capability. The construction fixture need not be designed to be folded for easy erection from the orbiter, but can be assembled at the S.O.C. with individual elements. This capability also allows for greater mechanization to be implemented. Electrical power for these operations is also available. 
The S.O.C. also has the potential for accommodating multiple beam builders and other universal types of construction support equipment. The beam builders can be assumed to be at the S.O.C. and available for construction operations. The availability of multiple beam builders increases the productivity and may simplify the construction/assembly process. With the beam builders on site, the orbiter need only deliver the material canisters required by the beam builders. This potential operational concept also contributes to a better pay-load bay packaging efficiency because the beam builders are not transported to and from the S.O.C. for each construction project. 
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The potential for an on-board system checkout facility may be available. 
With this capability available the transport of special units to accomplish 
this activity would not be necessary. 
4.2.3 Construction Project Design 
_.,,-." 
With the potential for greater mechanization of the construction process, 
less reach restrictions with the space crane, and overall space availability, 
design constraints of the construction project can be minimized. The design 
constraints referre~ to are those that are associated with the available equip-
ment planned for construction support such as the orbiter RMS. The reach 
envelope of the RMS influence~ the design of the overall dimensions of the 
construction project fabricated and assembled from the orbiter. The RMS 
capability also infl'uences systems installations concepts. Figure 4.2-1 illus-
trates the space fab tri-beam configuration of the advanced communications 
platform that is an example of the RMS reach constraints. The tri-beam size 
is limited by the requirement that the RMS must be able to reach the ends of 
the cross beam where antennas and RCS modules are installed. With the availa-
bility of a space crane fabrication and assembly of a construction project at 
the S.O.C. significantly minimizes these design constraints. 
The overall size of the construction project need not be constrained 
because of the construction fixture size that can be erected from the orbiter 
with minimum complexities. Figure 4.2-2 illustrates a revision to the project 
configuration of the erectable advanced communications platform assembled 
from the orbiter" in order to permit project translation with minimum construc-
tion fixture complications. ReS moment arm" however, was compromised as a 
result of the revision. The potential exists for larger fixtures to be 
assembled at the S.O.C., thus minimizing these types of project constraints. 
In summary, the construction project has less design constraints associ-
ated with the construction facility because of the S.O.C.'s potential capa-
bilities. 
Table 4.2-1 summarizes the fundamental potentials of construction from 
the S.O.C. 
4.3 IMPLICATIONS AND SYSTEM GUIDELINES 
The previous section discussed the potential capabilities of the S.O.C. 
to accomplish space construction. This section addresses the design requirements 
necessary to implement the capabilities. 
4.3.1 S.O.C. Logistics 
With the orbiter delivering cargo to the S.O.C. for the. construction 
operations, the S. o. C. must provide the capabilities to accept and sto,e tr.e 
cargo. In order to minimize the orbiter stay time the cargo should be tra~.­
ferred as rapidly as possible. This requirement suggests that the cargo be 
packaged on "pallet" type supports that can be lifted from the orbiter payload 
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Table 4.2-1. Summary - Fundamental Potentials of Space Construction 
from the S.O.C. 
ORBITER LOGISTICS OPERATIONS 
No modifications required for Orbiter 
Improved utilization of Shuttle fleet 
Potential for reduced logistics cost 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS 
Shortened construction time - earlier return on investment 
Improved productivity per space man-hour 
Improved mechanization of construction fixtures 
Inventory carry-over to other construction projects 
CONSTRUCTION PROJECT 
Reduced construction constraints - improved project design 
Larger scale projects may be accommodated 
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bay to the S.O.c •• Two areas, as a minimum, must be provided on the S.O.C. to accept these cargo pallets. One area accepts a full pallet and the other area stores the empty pallet making it available for return. 
The pallet st-Jrage areas must be near the construction site in order to reach the materials and components for assembly. A separate storage area is also required near the construction site for the storage of the beam builders when they are not being used and other standard construction support equip-ment (e.g., manned remote work station, (MRlVS), manned maneuvering unit (MMU). etc.,) and standard construction tools. 
4.3.2 Construction Operations 
In order to utilize the potential for continuous construction certain requirements are suggested. The material and c0nstruction equipment must be available in order to implement the continuous construction operation. The two storage areas described above would be utilized in order to facilitate this requirement. Since construction is only one of the functions that will be performed by the S.O.C., any required additional storage ar~a could be shared with other functions. 
Docking the orbiter in the vicinity of the construction fixture for the delivery of pallets containing construction materials and components is desir-able. By locating adjacent to the construction operations area, the orbiter RMS is potentially capable of performing the unloading task, thus freeing the space crane for construction operations without any interruptions from the orbiter delivery operation. 
The continuous construction operations also requires more crew members for an around-the-clock operation, which would suggest a three shift operation. Crew accommodations, therefore, will be required to house, feed, and maintain this crew during construction. A three shift operation also requires addit-ional design considerations for the isolation of activity and quiet areas. Sleep areas isolated from eating, exercise, and operations activity areas are desirable in order to maintain proficient crew operations. 
A construction operations control facility should contain the controls for the operation of the construction devices. con,;,;ol the illumination, and provide checkout equipment. A master control facility that would contain these functions as well as the space crane control and the shirt-sleeve en-vironment control, airlock, MMU servicing, etc., ,,,ould also be a desirable feature. This control facility would also provide the storage and servicing of the EVA suits. Communications throughout the construction operations would be controlled from the construction operations control facility with the possibility of ground communications being routed via the S.O.C. communi-cations system. Good observation of the construction operations both direct and via T.V. from the construction operations facility is necessary. 
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Transport of the construction projects to their operating altitude will require an OTV staging and assembly area faci.1ity at the S.O.C •• This area would contain berthing facilities for the propUlsion modules in such a loca-tion as to p~rmit the space crane to install them on the construction project. 
During the construction operation, the S.O.C. may be resupplied with RCS propellant to maintain the attitude control and orbit altitude. Therefore, appropriate storage and refueling capacity must be available. 
4.3.3 Construction Fixture Facility 
In order to take full advantage of the potential construction fixture flexibility afforded by the S.O.c., a universal.type platform to which the fixtures/devices can be mounted would appear to be a desirable feature. The universal mounting platform could provide the basic fixture structure. Individual supporting devices, assembly devices, etc., could be mounted to the platform. This concept could reduce t~~ number of Shuttle flights because the individual devices would package more efficiently and the basic mounting structure being on the S.O.C. would not require transport. 
Table 4.3-1 summarizes the implications and guidlines for the S.O.C. to accommodate space construction operations. 
4.4 CONCLUSION 
Space construction from a S.O.C. has the potential advantage of simplify-ing the orbiter's role to only that of a cargo transport vehicle. This permits the standard orbiter to perform this function and no individual dedicated orbiter is reqUired for space construction. Cargo secured to "pallets" appears to be a desirable concept for this operation because it permits rapid unload-ing and turn-around operations, thus minimizing stay-time and releasing the orbiter for other missions. 
The S.O.C. requires facilities to accept the cargo pallets in the vicinity of the construction operations. At least two areas for the retention of the pallets are required in order to deliver a full pallet and return an empty pallet. Storage facilities are also required for the storage of beam builders and other universal support equipment which can be retained at the S.O.C. 
The potential capability for continuous construction activities is desirable to minimize construction time, and provide more proficient opera-tions. Crew accommodations will be required for a larger crew when imple-menting this capability. 
Specialized crew training limited to construction operations, in conjunc-tion with more comfortable accommodations at the S.O.C., creates the potentj.al of developing a more proficient cre," for this operation. 
The potential capability to have more mechanized/automated construction methods with the S:O.C. is available with the inherent clear area available for construction, better direct visibility and the availability of the space crane. The available electrical power also makes the greater mechanization feasible. 
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Table 4.3-1. Summary - Implications & System Guidelines 
for Construction Operations 
LOGISTICS: 
-',:-. 
• 
• 
• 
Provide storage facilities near construction site for materials, 
components, etc., and for standard construction support equipment 
Transport cargo in removable pallets 
Provide docking facilities for orbiter near construction site 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS: 
• Provide an OTV staging/assembly area near construction site 
• Provide a space crane 
• Provide crew accommodations 
• Provide a construction operations control facility for 
Control of all construction functions 
EVA suit storage and servicing 
Communications control 
Good observation of construction -activities 
• Provide attitude control capability 
• Provide an airlock near construction site 
CONSTRUCTION FIXTURE FACILITY 
• Provide a facility to mount const~uction fixtures and various 
construction devices 
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Construction from the S;O.C. minimizes construction project design con-straints becausb of the greater reach envelopes of the space crane, and the clear area available for the construction operations. 
In summary, space construction operations from a S.O.C. facility have potential significant advantages over space construction from the orbiter as a construction facility. 
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This section presents the results of two topics of vital importance to 
space construction, but whose influences are somewhat indirect to the actual 
construction process. The first topic is construction orbit altitude 
(Section 5.1). Drag/')rbit decay, EVA radiation hazard and orbiter logistics 
performance interact to determine safe construction orbit altitudes fOI ea.ch 
type of project system.· Orbiter logistics performance can have a major ,,!'fEct 
on packaging requirements and, hence, can affect the construction sequerj.:::.e. 
The second topic is orbit transfer (Section 5.2). Various prop'.llsLm con-
cepts were analyzed to determine their suitability for LEO-to-GEO orbit transfer. 
of large area space systems. ~;mpacts of thrust loads, control frequency / 
structural stiffness interactions, and basic propulsion stage performance and 
sizing were considered. Alternative techniques for delivering propulsion 
modules to the construction orbit were also analyzed. 
5.1 CONSTRUCTI~N ORBIT ALTITUDE 
There are a number of significant factors "hich can affect the orbit 
altitude selected for space construction. These include drag/orbit decay, 
radiation environment/EVA, and orbiter delivery performance in terms of both 
weight and volume. All of these factors have a strong dependence on the 
project/configuration to be constructed. The drag characteristics are depend-
ent on the shape and area features of the particular project as is the con-
struction duration, both of which contribute to the amount of orbit decay 
likely to occur during the construction process. The particular project 
configuration will also affect the attainable packaging factor in the orbiter 
bay loading for each of the construction missions. This, combinen with Shuttle 
performance limits, restricts the construction orbit altitude to that associated 
with the "heaviest" bay loading condition for each particular project, or may intro-
duce the need for OMS kits which can impact bay packaging and the number 0 flights. 
Not all of these factors can be rigorously treatea here for all pO'lble 
projects and configurations. However, example results treating the Advanced 
Communications and SPS Test projects are presented to establish the overall 
importance of construction orbit altitude, and to illustrate the relative 
significance of these main parameters and how they are interrelated. There 
is no "optimum" orbit for all space construction activities. Each project 
1;vill have ita O'wn preferred construction orbit 1;vith specific margins and 
mission operations suitable to its particular needs. 
The following paragraphs, then, present the primary findings of this 
study. 
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5.1.1 Orbit Decay 
Satelllie Systems DivIsion 
Space Systems Group 
.... l~ Rockwell ".~ International 
One of the main concerns in selecting the orbit altitude for space con-
struction is orbit decay. The ne,. large area space systems made possible by 
the Space Shuttle are designed to be constructed in space and need only to be 
sized for very small forces and loads, and are typically very light in ,.eight. 
Hence, they tend to have very 101. ballistic coefficients (H/CDA) which can 
result in relatively high rates of orbit decay. To illustrate the severity 
of this problem, several example situations were investigated for the project 
systems defined in this study. A range of ballistic coefficients ,.ere calcu-
lated for each project, representing its different area/weight features through 
the basic construction process. These were combined to form a "drag" profile 
representing the overall construction process, including periods "ith and 
"ithout the orbiter. The ',1aximum and minimum ballistic coefficients were 
averaged to determine orbit decay characteristics associated with construction 
in a "free drift" mode in which the orientation ,wuld tend to be random. 
Actually, the orientation history would have gravity-gradient tendencies to 
oscillate about changing principal axes, as discussed in Section 3.1. HOI.ever, 
for this analysis it was presumed that the orientation excursions and rates 
associated with this dynamic motion would be sufficiently large that all 
possible "drag" orientations would occur and hence could be approximated by 
averaging the frontal area about all three body axes. 
SPS Test Article Decay Profile 
A sequence of configur:ltions representing the "build up" of the operat-
tional project system was assumed for this analysis. The actual construction 
sequence will be dependent upon future trades and evaluations of alternative 
construction methods and plCocesses, and could exhibit detailed differences 
from those assumed here. HOI.ever, for purposes of developing an initial 
understanding of orbit decay effects on construction orbit altitude, this 
preliminary configuration sequence is believed to be adequately representative. 
The assumed sequence is as follows: 
Step (1) Construct all structures and lay in electrical 
pOl.er distribution system, lines, J-boxes, etc. 
Ste~, (2) Install RCS modules 
Step (3) Install solar blankets 
Step (4) Install subsystems module and the micrOl.ave 
antenna 
These construction steps are shOlm pictorially in Figures 5.1-1 and 5.1-2. 
The operational configuration is shown in Figure 5.1-3. l.Jeights are' isted 
along ,dth the range of ballistic coefficients for each configuration. Mini-
mum maximum and average values are presented. Average values for the 
baliistic co~fficients are based on a simple sine wave averaging concept. In 
this concept the frontal areas for the major drag surfaces of each configura-
tion are averaged "ith the follOl,ing expression: Aavg = Amin + 0.6366 
(Amax - Amin) , where the constant 0.6366 is the average height of a sine wave 
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CONFIGURATI ON 2 
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- .. 
Satellite Systems Division 
Space Systems Group 
.... 1 .... Rockwell 
..... International 
Structure plus Electrical Lines 
~ 
..... 
WITH ORB! TER WITHOUT ORB IT ER 
'.". 
_ . :; t. [ :i335(: KG ( 197,000 LB ) 16,782 KG (37,000 LB ) 
(WI CDA) . ' mi n 96.1 KG/ H
2 (19.7 psF) 63.9 KG/H 2 (1 3 . 1 psF) 
(W/ CDA) 
max 
298. 1 KG/H 2 (6 1 . 1 psF) 79 .5 KG/H 2 (16 . 3 PSF) 
(W/CDA ) avg 158. 1 KG/H 2 (32 .4 psF) 68.8 KG/H2 (14.1 psF) 
Add ReS Modules ~ 
...... ~V~ <>. 
.... 
WITH ORB IT ER WITHO UT ORB ITER 
WE I GHT 94,793 KG (209,000 LB) 22 , 224 KG (49,000 LB ) 
(W/CDA)m i n 102 KG/H 2 (20 . 9 PSF ) 84.4 KG/ H2 (17 . 3 psF) 
(W/CDA) max 316.2 KG/ H
2 (64 . 8 psF) 105. 4 KG/ H2 (2 1. 6 PSF) 
(W/C DA) avg 167 . 9 KG/ H
2 (34.4 psF) 9 1.2 KG/ M2 (18 .7 PSF) 
Figure 5 .1-1. SPS Construct i on Configurations 1 and 2 
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CO NF I GURAT I ON 3 Add Solar Blankets 
WITH ORB I TER WITHOUT ORB I TER 
WE I GHT 100,236 KG (22 1,000 LB ) 27,667 KG (6 1,000 LB ) 
(W/COA) • 12.0 KGiH2 min (2.46 psF) 3.3 KG/H ' (0.68 psF) 
{W/COA)max 38.5 KG/H' (l8.9 psF) 106.4 KG/H ' (2 1.8 PSF ) 
(W/COA) 17.6 KG/H ' (3 .60 psF) 5 .1 KG/H ' ( 1.05 psF) avg 
CONF I GURAT I ON 4 Add SS Modu Ze and Micr o ",ave An tenna 
WI TH ORBITER WITHOUT ORB I TER 
WE I GHT 560,0 19 KG (254,000 LB) 42,634 KG (94,000 LB) 
(W/COA) . mi n 13.2 KG/H ' (2.7 PSF) 5 .1 KG/H' (1 . 04 PSF) 
(W/COA) ma x 108.3 KG/M' (22.2 PSF) 127 . 4 KG/H ' (26.1 psF) 
(W/COA) 20. 1 KG/M ' (4. 12 PSF) 7 . 6 KG/M ' (1 . 56 psF) avg 
Figure 5.1-2. SPS Co ns truc tion Conf i gurations 3 and 4 
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CONF I GURAT-I ON 5 
Satellite Systems Division 
Space Systems Group 
Operational Configuration 
WITHOUT ORBITER 
WE I GHT 37,78 1 KG (8 3,300 LB ) 
(W/COA) . 
min 4.4 KG/H 2 (0.9 PSF ) 
(W/COA ) 
max 
156. 1 KG/H 2 (32 .0 PSF ) 
7 . 0 KG/H 2 ( 1.44 PSF ) (W/COA) avg 
.41~ Rockwell p.~ International 
Figure 5 . 1- 3 . SPS Test Art icle Opera tiona l Configuration 
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with an amplitude of 1. O. Although this expression would be exact only for a flat plate surface, it was felt to be sufficiently accurate for the preliminary analyses here that it l~as applied to the three-dimensional shapes herein. The basic data used in the ballistic coefficient calculations are su~arized in Table 5.1-1". 
Several orbit,decay profiles "ere generated based on this configuration sequence and its drag characteristics. These profiles "ere based on the decay rates sho"n in Figure 5.1-4. This shows the decay time (days) required for a . 10-percent drop in orbit altitude as a function of altitude and ballistic coefficient. These data are for a nominal solar maximum atmosphere as shOlm on the insert in Figure 5.1-4. 
The al tude drop for each step in the construction sequence was determined with these decay rate data. The resulting end altitude for each step "as used as the initial altitude for the next step. Each step or segment of the overall construction sequence l~as assumed to be comprised of t .. o basic parts. The first is a seven-day interval "ith the orbiter attached in .. hich the actual construction operations are performed. The second part is a 23-day interval representing the coast time bet"een Shuttle revisits .. here the drag configur-ation does not include the orbiter. Thus, an overall construction process involving Shuttle launches on 3D-day centers .. as assumed. This is slightly conservative over the 14-day turnaround currently projected for Shuttle opera-tions, but "as felt to be appropriate for these preliminary analyses directed tOlMt"d identifying the drivers affecting orbit altitudes for space construction. 
The resulting decay profiles are shOlm graphically in Figure 5.1-5. Three initial altitudes .. ere analyzed: 555 km (300 nmi), 509 km (275 nmi) , and 463 km (250 nmi). In addition to the basic construction sequence described above, ttvD additional factors 'tvere considered. First, a 30-day system checkout interval "as added to the end of the decay profile to a1101" for verification of a properly completed construction process. The drag configuration for this segment of the decay profile "as assumed to be that of the operational vehicle system (Figure 5.1-3), \~/CDA = 7.03 kg/m 2 (1.44 Ibm/tt 2 ). The second addi-tional factor t"as the insertion of a 60-day IIcontingencyll phase bet'tveen the third and fourth step in the basic construction sequence. This could represent the occurrence of some type of problem within the construction process or lvithin the orbiter turnaround operations. In a broad sense, it could also represent the cumulative effects of several smaller delays scattered along the construction sequence. These contingency extensions utilized the ballistic coefficients associated "'ith the end of Step 3, "'hich is lV/CDA = 5.12 kg/rn 2 (1.05 Ibm/ft 2 ) and are shOlm as dashed lines in the decay profiles (Figure 5.1-3). 
Nominal end construction altitudes are shO\,," to range from 526 krn (284 nmi) to 354 km (191 nmi) for initial orbit altitudes of 555 Ion (300 nmi) and 463 Ion (250 nmi), respectively. Extending the construction duration "ith the 60-day contingency period greatly affects the decay problem. For the 463-km (250-nrni) initial altitude case, the 60-day extension causes the orbit to decay completely. Thus, an initial altitude of 463 Ion is too 10'" for space construction of t!,e SPS test vehicle 'tl1ithout some concept for orbit makeup and/or orientation control to minimize drag during construction operations. 
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Table 5.1-1. Basic Data for Ballistic Coefficients 
ORBITER WEIGHT = 72,570 KG (160,000 LB) 
ORBITER :RA:' 
~-1 
SPACE FABRICATED BEAM DRAG AREA 
AREA PER UNIT LENGTH 
DRAG COEFFICIENT: 
CD = 2.0 BASED ON FRONTAL AREA 
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Figure 5 . 1-4 . Pa r ametric Orbit Decay Charac t e ri s ti c s 
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To illustrate how pOl;erfu1 the effect of drag/orientation can be on the 
decay profile, a special minimum drag case was generated. In this case the 
orientation for each step of the construction was assumed to correspond to 
the minimum drag values (maximum ballistic coefficient) g' .• n in Figures5.l-l 
and 5.1-2. The resulting decay profile is shOlm in Figurr- 5.1-5 along with 
the three "average" drag decay profiles previously discussed. The decay rate 
for this case (initial altitude of 463 krn) is only about 10 percent of the 
nominal profile and even with the 60-day contigency exter:sion the final con-
struction orbit altitude is 354 krn (191 nmi). Thus, attltude control during 
construction can have very significant effects on the deGay profile and, hence, 
on construction orbit altitude. These altitude/orientation benefits with atti-
tude control must be weighed against the RCS propellant required to maintain 
attitude and possible complications in the construction process to accommodate 
RCS thruster induced loads and/or disturbances. 
Advanced Communications Platform Decay Profile 
To further explore the factors affecting constrJction orbit altitude, the 
decay profile for a second project system-the Advanced Communications Platform 
-was also investigated. This case serves to illustrate the differences .that 
can exist due to individual project configurations. 
The same basic incremental orbit decay process, based on a sequence of 
construction steps, was applied to the decay profile for this configuration 
as was used for the SPS test vehicle discussed previously. Hm;ever, a new 
six-step construction sequence suited to the communications platform configur-
ation was synthesized. This generalized sequence is summarized as follmvs: 
Step (1) Construct all structure and lay in electrical pm;er 
distribution system, lines, J-boxes, etc. 
Step (2) Install rotary joint assembly and battery system 
module. 
Step (3) Install solar array canister assemblies and two 
ReS modules 
Step (4) Install eight antenna modules. 
Step (5) Install eight more antenna modules. 
Step (6) Install two RCS modules and the systems 
control module. 
These construction steps are shm;n pictorially in Figures 5.1-6 through 5.1-8. 
Heights are listed along with the range of ballistic coefficients for each 
configura:.:ion. 
I'n addition to these specific construction steps, two additional post-
construction operational phases were considered. First, a 3D-day checkout 
period 't-las introduced in which the configuration 't-las assumed to be that of 
the operational platform, top of Figure 5.1-9. The solar arrays and antenna 
systems «ould be deployeu and the configuration "auld fly '''ith the long axis 
perpendicular to the orbit plane. The average ballistic coefficient for this 
phase is; I.J/CDA = 22.5 kg/m' (4.62 psf). 
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CONF I GURATION 1 Structure plus Electrical Lines 
WITH ORB I TER WITHOUT Oi\RITER 
WEIGHT 94,6 12 KG (208,000 LB) 22,043 KG (48",00 LB) 
(W/COA) . 73.7 KG/H 2 ( 15. 1 psF) 36. 1 KG/H 2 (7 . 4 psF) mi n 
(W/C oA) 19 1. 8 KG/H 2 09.3 psF) 52.2 KG /H 2 (10.7 PS F) 
(W/COA ) 94.7 KG/H 2 ( 19.4 PSF) 40 . 5 KG/H 2 (8 . 3 psF) 
CONF I GURATI ON 2 Add Rotary Joint and Battery Modu.Zes 
\11 TH ORBITER WI THOUT ORB ITER ! 
WEIGHT 103,682 KG (228,600 LB 31 , 11 7 KG (68,600 LB) 
(II/COA) . 
.mln 77.6 KG/H
2 ( 15 . 9 PSF) 46.8 KG/H 2 (9.6 PSF ) 
(W/COA) 
max 
204 KG/H 2 (4 1.8 psF) 71 .2 KG/H 2 ( 14.6 PSF ) 
(W/COA) 100 KG/H 2 avg (20.5 PSF ) 53.7 KG/H Z (1 1 . 0 psF) 
Figure 5 . 1- 6 . Pla tfo r m Construction Configurations 1 and 2 
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CONFI~~~4TION 3 Add Solar Array Canisters and 2 RCS Modules 
WITH ORB ITER WITHOUT ORB ITER 
WE I GHT 115 ,475 KG (254,600 LB) 122,097 KG (269,200 LB 
(W/COA) 81 KG/M2 (16.6 psF) 57 .6 KG/M 2 (11.8 psF) 
(W/COA) 216.6 KG/M 2 (44.4 psF) 93.2 KG/M 2 (19. 1 PSF) 
(W/COA) 1034 KG/M 2 (2 1.2 PSF) 65.4 KG/M2 (13.4 psF) 
CONF IGURATI ON 4 Add 8 Antenna Modules 
WITH ORB ITER WI THOUT ORBITER 
WEIG HT 122,097 KG (269,200 LB) 49,528 KG (109, 200 . LB) 
(W/COA) 76 .6 KG/M 2 (15 .7 PSF) 53.7 KG/M 2 (11.0 psF) 
(W/COA) 178 . 1 KG/M 2 (36.5 PSF) 95 .2 KG/M 2 (19.5 psF) 
(W/ COA) 98 .1 KG/11 2 (20. I psF) 62.5 KG/M 2 (12.8 PSF) 
Figure 5.1-7 . Platform Construction Configurations 3 and 4 
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CONF I GURAT I ON 5 Add 8 More Antenna Modules 
WITH ORBITER 
WE I GHT 128.7 19 KG (283.800 LB) 
(W/C oA) max 72.7 KG/H
2 ( 14.9 PSF) 
(W/COA) min 172 . 2 KG/H 2 (35.3 psF) 
(W/C A) 93.2 KG/H2 ( 19. 1 psF) 
0 avq 
CON FIGURATION 6 Add Systems Module and 
2 Res Modules 
WITH ER 
WE I GHT 23 7. 790 KG (303.800 LB) 
(W/COA) max 75.1 KG/H
2 ( 15 .4 PSF ) 
(W/COA )min 177 . 6 KG/H2 (36.4 PSF ) 
(W/C oA) avg 96 .1 KG/H
2 ( 19. 7 psF) 
WITHOUT ORB I TER 
56. 150 KG ( 123.800 LB ) 
96.5 KG/H 2 ( 19. 8 PSF) 
51. 2 KG/H2 (10.5 psF) 
60 . 5 KG/H 2 (12.4 psF) 
WITHOUT ORBITER 
65.22 1 KG ( 143 .800 LB) 
56 KG/H 2 ( 11. 5 PSF) 
106 . 9 KG/~\ 2( 21.9 psF) 
66.8 KG/H 2 ( 13 . 7 psF) 
Figure 5.1- 8 . Pla tform Construction Configurations 5 and 6 
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Operational Configuration 
WE IGHT 
(W/CDA) . min 
(W/COA) 
max 
(W/COA) 
avg 
WI TH ORB IT ER WITHOUT ORBITER 
137,790 KG (303,800 LB) 60,686 KG (133,800 LB) 
. I KG/H 2 (7 .2 PSF) 22.4 KG/H 2 (4.6 PSF) 
CONF I GURATI ON 8 Orbi t Transfer 
Configuration 
WITHOUT ORB I TER 
WE I GHT 60,685 KG (133, 800 La) 199,565 KG (440, 000 LB ) 
(W/COA) . 61.0 KG/H 2 (12.5 psF) min 
(W/COA) 205.4 KG/H 2 (42. 1 psF) max 
(W/COA) 133.2 KG/H 2 (27 . 3 psF) avg 
Figure 5 . 1- 9 . Platf orm Con f igura t i ons for LEO Checkout and Orbit Transfer 
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The second post-construction phase '.as the orbit transfer propulsion 
build-up operation. During this build-up activity, five fully fueled propul-
sioT' modules '<Quld be delivered and installed on the completed communications 
platform. The five-module propulsion system is required for transporting the 
platform to its operational geosynchronous orbit position. The platform ,.as 
assumed to be in a 10N drag configuration during this phase as shOl<O at the 
bottom of Figure 5.1-9. The solar arrays ,.ould be folded back along the tri-
beam structure in the position they '<Quld occupy for the orbit transfer man-
euvers. The communications antenna system ,.ould be partially deployed, ,.hich 
is their orbit transfer configuration also. The reflector dishes Nould be 
open but the feed system masts Nould be retracted. The vehicle orientation 
,.ould be ,.ith the long axis in the orbit plane and aligned N!th the velocity 
vector. As propulsion module "eight is added to the configuration, the 
ballistic coefficient changes from H/CnA = 61 kg/m 2 (12.5 psf) to 205.4 kg/m2 
(42.1 psf), ,.ith an average value of 133.2 kg/m' (27.3 psf). A propulsion 
delivery schedule of one module every 20 days ,.as assumed. 
The resulting overall decay profile is shm<o in Figure 5.1-10 for an 
inHial altitude of 463 krn (250 nrni). Both a nominal case and an extended 
case, al101,ing for a 60-day contingenr~' betNeen construction steps 5 and 6 
are shOl<O. During the assumed nom~nal ,"onstruction period of 291, days, the 
orbit is shm.n to decay to 402 km (217 nmi). An additional 16 km decay 
increment to 386 km (209 nmi) is shm<o for the 60-day contingency extension 
case. Thus, even for a significantly longer contruction interval, 284 days 
including propulsion u"livery-compa"(ed to 127 days for the SPS test vehicle-
the decay increment for an initial construction orbit altitude of 463 km 
(250 nmi) is acceptable for the I...'ommunications platform. The SPS test vehicle 
could not be constructed w'ith "':'Jnfidence at this altitude. These data, then, 
illus tra te the d iff erences ltl fJrbi t decay and cons true tion orbi t a1 t i tude tlw t 
can occur due to variations in the configuration of the systems being 
constructed. 
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5.1.2 Radiation Environment Impacts 
Satellite Systems DivisIon 
Space Systems Group 
.... 1 .... Rockwell ~.~ International 
The natural radiation environment is another factor which could potentially 
affect orbit'altitudes for space construction. Of particular concern is the 
increased exposure during EVA activity and the possible need for designing 
automated c.onstruction tec.hniques and process-=s which minimize the use of manned 
EVA participation. The nature of the radiation hazard and the preliminary orbit 
altitude limitG for various EVA cases are briefly discussed below. 
For 28° inclination circular orbits, only Van Allen belt electrons and pro-
tons are significant. Solar flare particles are excluded by the geomagnetic 
field (cutoff energies :::3 GeV) and galactic (cosmic ray) particles c.ontribute 
$10-' rad/day ind~pendent of shielding (for $100 gm/cm'). In the absence of 
man-made nuclear radiation, therefore, only the Van Allen belts need be 
considered. 
The Space Shuttle orbiter has an effective shield thickness for the crew 
of -3 gm/cm'. Thus, the cutoff energies are -50 HeV for protons and -5 HeV 
for electrons. For EVA operation the typical space suit provides -0.2 gm/cm' 
effective shielding, which has cutoff energies of -11 ~leV (protons) and 
-0.45 HeV (electrons). The particle fluxes of interest are those «ith ener-
gies above these cutoff energies. 
Calculations have been carried out to obtain the Van Allen particle 
fluxes and tissue dose rates as a function of altitude for 28° inclination 
circular orbits. The SREP computer code «as used to calculate the daily 
electron and proton fluxes, "ith the flux-to-tissue dose conversions being 
accomplished by hand calcul.-tions. The results obtained «ere tissue doses for 
0.2 and 3 gm/cm' shielding as functions of altitude. 
The Van Allen belt skin dose rates as a function of altitude are shOl·m 
in Figure 5.1-11 for t"o shielding thicknesses-0.2 gm/cm' and 3 gm/cm'. 
These are daily averages for circular orbits with an inclinatiun of 28°. 
At the altitudes of interest (::;1000 km) most of these doses will be received 
in the South Atlantic anomaly. Since the spacecraft passes through this 
anomaly only 3 to 7 orbits per day, depending upon altitude, it may be 
possible to schedule short-term ($6 hr) EVA during the orbits «hen the South 
Atlantic anomaly "ill not be encountered. No account of this effect (<<hich 
is not important above -1000 km altitude) "as taken in this analysis. 
Hhlle there are no "official" radiation dose limits for astronauts, the 
National Academy of Sciences recommendations are often used for mission anal-
ysis studies. These recommendations, listed in Table 5.1-2 «ere used on this 
study. For small shield thicknesses (e.g., an EVA suit) the skin dose limits 
are the overriding factor, but for large shield thicknesses usually the bone 
marro" dose limits determine the mission limit (duration or altitude). The 
tissue dose rates for the skin, eyes, and bone marrmv are shmvn in 
Figure 5.1-12. 
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Table 5.1-2. Recommended Astronaut Dose Limits 
Hission Duration 
30 days 
90 days 
180 days 
1 year 
Career limit 
'00 
10 
10.1 
200 <Xl 
I 
200 
Figure 5.1-12. 
Dose Limit (rad) 
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In order to estimate the maximum altitude for the 7-, 10-, and 3D-day 
missions, the 30-day dose limits of Table 5.1-2 were used. These are 75 rad 
(skin), 37 rad (eyes), and 25 rad (bone marrow). The numbers used to estimate 
maximum altitude for astronauts in the Shuttle orbiter cabin are listed in 
Table 5.1-3. The first part of the table lists the allm.able dose rates 
(rad/day) permitted for the bone marrow, skin, and eyes. These numbers are 
merely the 25, 75, and 37 rad limits from Table 5.1-2 divided by the mission 
durations. The second part of the taille lists the altitudes from Figure 
5.1-12 for the dose rates in the top part of the table. It is seen that bone 
marrow is the limiting organ for all three mission durations. 
Table 5.1-3. Maximum Altitude for Astronauts inside the Orbiter 
Mission Duration 
(days) 
7 
10 
30 
Mission Duration 
(days) 
7 
10 
30 
Bone Marrow 
3.57 
2.50 
0.833 
Maximum Altitude 
Bone Marrow 
1000 
920 
680 
Skin Eyes 
10.7 5.29 
7.5 3.7 
2.5 1.23 
inside Orbiter (km) 
Skin Eyes 
1230 1060 
1130 970 
860 730 
The corresponding numbers for EVA are listed in Table 5.1-4, except only 
the skin was used since it will be the limiting factor inside thp. 0.2 gm/cm2 
EVA suit. If continuous (24 hr/day) EVA were necessary, the maximum altitudes 
Mission 
Duration 
(days) 
7 
10 
30 
Mission 
Duration 
(days) 
7 
10 
30 
Table 5.1-4. Maximum Altitudes for EVA Operation 
Allowable 
Skin Dose Rate 
(rad/day) 
10.7 
7.5 
2.5 
EVA 
Duration 
(days) 
1. 75 
2.5 
7.5 
<"C', 
Maximum Continuous 
EVA Altitude 
(km) 
710 
620 
430 
AIlO\.able Skin 
Dose Rate 
(rad/day) 
43 
30 
10 
Maximum 
EVA Altitude 
(km) 
940 
860 
620 
" 
1 
I 
. , 
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(read from the top curve of Figure 5.1-11) vary from SOD krn (7 days) to 430 krn (30 days). However, by limiting EVA to 6 hr/day, the maximum altitudes can be increased to 1030 km ~7-day missions) to 6S0 krn OO-day missions). The numbers 
'viII be decreased somewhat to allOlv for the radiation doses received from the IS hr/day IVhen the astronauts are inside the cabin. 
For example, on a 10-day mission, the astronaut will spend 2.5 days of EVA at a skin dose rate of -lOX and 7.5 days inside the cabin at a bone marrolV dose rate of -X. The total dose IVill be -32.5X to the skin and -lOX to the bone marro,v. (The bone marrolV dose rate is approximtely the same for EVA and cabin occupancy.) Therefore the value L X for the skin is 75/32.5 = -2.3, so that the EVA skin dose rate should be -23 rad/day and the in-cabin dose rate to the bone marrOlv should be -2.3 rad/day. These numbers lead to an EVA altitude of 
-S60 krn (from Figure 5.1-11) and an in-cabin altitude of -900 km (from Figure 5.1-2). To check, if the orbit altitude is the smaller of the tIVO numbers (S60 krn), the skin dose rate will be 23 rad/day x 2.5 days = 57.5 rad during EVA and 2.5 rad/day x 7.5 days = lS.7 rad during cabin occupany (total 76.2 rad, slightly above the 75 rad allowed). The bone marrow dose will be -2 rad/ day x 10 days = 20 rad, less than the 25 rad allowed. This S60-krn altitude is less than the 930 krn allowed (on the basis of the EVA alone) or the 920 krn allowed on the basis of cabin occupancy alone. 
In this Hay (by iteration), the maximum altitudes for 7-, 10-, and 3~-day missions with 25% EVA and 75% cabin (Shuttle orbiter) occupancy were calculated to be 940, 860, and 620 krn, respectively. These are high enough that atmos-pheric drag will not unduly limit orbit lifetime. It is possible to increase the orbit altitudes somewhat by using a heavier space suit, but the difficulty of working in a heavier suit outlVeighs the slight orbit altitude increase. For example, increasing the EVA suit to 3 gm/cm 2 (the same shielding as the orbiter provides) would only increase the orbit altitude permitted by -100 krn. 
If the orbit inclination were decreased to 0°, the environment decreases fo~ orbit altitudes ~ 900 krn but increases for altitude ~OO krn (Figure 5.1-13). The effect of other orbit inclinations can also be seen. In the low altitude region of interest for space construction, the 30- to 60-degree orbit inclin-. ation band has the most severe radiation environment (due to the South Atlantlc anomaly). Thus, the EVA altitude limits defined in the pr~ceding tables ~re applicable to all orbit inclinations and, in fact, offer hlgher dose marglns in the equatorial and solar inclination regions. 
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5.1.3 Orbiter Performance 
In addition to orbit decay and radiation hazard, Shuttle delivery perform-
ance is the third major factor which must be considered in selecting suitable 
orbit altitudes for space construction. Shuttle payload capability is shown 
in Figure 5.1-14 as a function or orbit altitude. These data are for payload 
deliveries with rendezvous which 110uld be typical ,for space construction of 
large area systems requiring more than one Shuttle flight. Superimposed on 
these performance curves are upper and lm.er altitude limits imposed by the 
radiation hazard on the high side and drag effects on orbit lifetime on the 
1011 side'. Radiation hazard bounds are sho= for both EVA and the orbiter crew 
cabin. fuo limits for minimum altitude due to orbit decay are also shmm. One 
corresponds to the higher decay rates associated l1ith random unconstrained 
orientations and the other (lm,est limit, "'370 Ian) reflects 1011 decay rates 
associated with orientation continuously constrained to maintain minimum drag 
values. The region between the "radiation" and "orbit decaylt limits ~vould be 
suitable for space construction. 
This region tends to be centered on that portion of the Shuttle perform-
ance envelope which requires the inclusion of a single OMS kit. Thus, many 
construction payloads, depending upon packaging characteristics, Imuld require 
the use of OMS. This 110uld be particularly true for high drag configurations 
such as the SPS test vehicle. The intrusion of the OMS kit into the available 
cargo bay volume must therefore be considered in planning construction cargo 
manifests. LOl1er drag configurations might possibly be constructed at 1011 
enough altitudes that some of the construction flights, those l1ith cargoes 
that are "volume limited"', could be performed "tvithout the need for OMS. 
(Experience has indicated construction mission payloads tend to be volume-
limited rather than l1eight-limited.) 
Detailed analyses are required on the integrated construction process to 
adequately determine the actual drag history and orbiter bay packaging of the 
individual construction flights to more accurately determine the construction 
orbit altitude requirements for a given project system. These could be further 
refined by inclusion of solar cycle effects on atmospheric density for the 
projected project system schedules. Hm,ever, the preliminary analysis reported 
here serves to identify the key factors affecting construction orbit altitude 
and highlights their significance to the specific project systems contained 
in the study. 
5.1.4 Conclusions 
The follol1ing principal observations/conclusions were derived from the 
preceding construction orbit analyses: 
1. Shuttle payload performance and orbit decay due to lightweight/ 
high-·drag space construction configurations are the main drivers 
affecting construction orbit alt:itude. 
2. Construction orbit altitude is project-dependent because orbit 
decay is affected by the configuration and construction time, 
both project-dependent. 
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3. Large projects involving multiple Shuttle flights l,ill likely 
require OHS kits to meet the minimum altitude limits for 
orbit decay. 
4. Attitude control to minimize drag effects can significantly 
reduce minimum altitude limits for space construction, possibly to the point "here OHS kits are not required. 
5. The radiation hazard does not appear to be a driver on con-
struction orbit altitude. Radiation altitude limits are 
significantly above the limits due to orbit decay. For 
construction orbit altitudes below 500 km (275 urni), more than 100 EVA construction missions could be flOlffi "ithin 
career dosage limits. 
6. The minimum construction orbit altitudes for the project 
systems considered in the study are: 
SPS test vehicle, 510 km (275 urni) 
• Advanced '~,ommunications platform, 460 km (250 urni) 
l~ith drag control orientations (minimum drag), both projects could be constructed at altitudes as 101< as 
the 370-380 km range (200+ nmi). 
7. Trades of ori::ntation drag control vs. orbit makeup vs. high construction orbits are required to optimize the 
construction orbit altitude for each project system. An altitude range of 450-500 km (250-275 nmi) appears 
satisfaetory for use in initial analyses of most projects. 
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Sizing analyses presented later in this section have sho,on propulsion 
system weights to greatly exeed the weight of the systems to be transported. 
For LEO-to-GEO orbit transfers, propulsion weights can range from 2-1/2 to 
6 or 7 times the transported weight for chemical propulsion systems. For 
solar electric propulsion concepts, very large solar arrays will be required. 
Thus, orbit transfer propulsion can represent major fractions of the logistics 
requirements for large area space systems and will po~e significant challenges 
to the build-up, assembly, and integration of propulsion systems into space 
constructed systems. 
In addition to size. there are several other major factors of concern in 
the integration of propul.sion systems with the new types and scope of space 
systems lvhich are designed to be construe ted in space. These include concen-
trated thrust loads and T/\V effects, structural stiffness interactions with 
thrust vector control, tec.hniques for the delivery of propulsion modules/ 
sytems to the space construction site, and the special implications associated 
with solar array size andLEO-to-GEO trip times attendant with solar electric 
propulsion concepts. 
Thus, the orbit transfer analysis presented here includes technology/ 
sizing considerations for various types of propulsion systems along with 
preliminary assessments of the other main integration issues. Emphasis is 
on the identification of drivers which can have significant impacts on the 
construction and design of large area space systems rather than O~ propulsion 
optimizations. 
The space-fabricated tri-beam configuration for an advanced communications 
platform (Figure 5.1-9) «as used as the reference configuration for comparing 
various advanced propulsion concepts. This project system is 230 m long and 
weighs approximately 61,000 kg (134,000 lb). 
5.2.1 Advanced Cryogenic Propulsion Concept 
:he advanced cryogenic propulsion concept used in the study utilizes 
liquid oxygen (LOz) and liquid hydrogen (LHz) propellants at a mixture ratio 
of 6 in a cluster of high-pressure, staged-combustion engines (Figure 5.1-1). 
5.2.1.1 Technology Considerations 
Types of cryogenic propellant engines may be categorized to include the 
follmving engine cycle descriptors: expander, gas generator, staged combus-
tion, and hybrid (plug cluster, etc.). The performance variations in terms 
of specific impulse «ith L0 2 /LH 2 varies from 444 sec to 473 sec, depending 
upon the particular engine cycle, chamber pressure, and nozzle expansion ratio. 
For this study, a scaled-do,.u staged-combustion cycle engine was selected based 
on the Rocketdyne 20 Klb thrust (90K ne«ton) Advanced Space Engine (ASE) in 
technology development for NASA-LeRG. The characteristics of the scaled version 
used herein are summarized in Table 5.2-1. 
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Table 5.2-1~ Engine Performance Summary 
Thrust 
Chamber pressure 
NozzJe expansion area 
Propellants 
Mixture ratio, OfF 
Specific impulse 
Overall length 
Nozzle exit diameter 
Weight 
22,240 N (5000 Ib) 
10,342 Id'a (1500 psia) 
400:1 
L02/LH2 
6:1 
4580 N-sec/kg (467 sec) 
1.32 m (52 in.) 
0.76 m (30 in.) 
49.9 kg (110 Ib) 
The 22,240-N (5000-1b) engine thrust level allowed the use of a multiple 
engine installation which provided (1) flexibility in eontrolling thrust-to-
weight (T/W) by sequential engine shutdown (step-throttling), (2) thrust 
vector control (TVC) by two-axis gimbaling of multiple engines installed on 
multiple propulsion modules, and (3) shorter engine lengths withcut the need 
for nozzle ::-etraction provisions. This flexibility was obtained at the 
expense of some perf"r'1lance, since this scaled-down specific impulse was 
reduced from the full-scale ASE lsp of 473 sec. 
Another technology consideration affecting design and performance was 
the stage mass fraction of the low-thrust propulsion module. A stage mass 
factor of 0.879 was used, and it is defined as the propellant weight divided 
by the total stage weight. The stage weight includes the inert weight of sub-
systems such as structure, thermal control, avionics, propulsion, residual 
fluids and contingencies. The mass fr.action value used stemmed from current 
OTV design studies which are based on many pr.,vious design studies including 
the NASA Tug and USAF Orbit-to-Orbit Shuttle (ODS). 
The current propulsion module is shown in Fjgure 5.2-1 with some details 
and overall dimensions. A single oxidizer tank, fuel tank, and helium 
pressurization gas tanks are located within a structural shell that acts as 
a micrometeoroid shield. The design features the use of non-integral propel-
lant tallks with multi-layer insulation and fiberglass tank supports for con-
trol of boiloff. 
5.2.1.2 Overall Sizing 
The propulsion module was sized to take full advantage of the current 
Space Shuttle orbiter payload capability and to minimize the number of orbiter 
flights and ·operational costs, since multiple mod'.lles are indicated from the 
magnitude of the platform weight involved. A maximum gross weight for the 
orbit transfer propulsion module of 28,800 kg (63,500 lb) was established. 
The required number of mOdules is determined by the platform weight require-
ments, the velocity increments for orbit transfer, and propulsion specific 
impulse values. Propellant off-loading can Le used in matching the platform 
weight requirements with the basic module. A platform weight of 60,500 kg 
(133,400 lb) is used as an example for the following discussions. 
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The propulsion module design weight summary ,~ith maximum propellant load-
ing is sholm in Table .'i. 2-2. 
Table 5.2-2. LTP Haximum Propellant Load Condi1:ions 
Maximum gross ,~eight 
Maximum p~opel1ant load 
Inert ,~eigh t 
Stege maSa fraction 
6% propellant boiloff 
Usable propellant 
(after boiloff~ 
5.2.1. 3 Boiloff Hanageme~: 
.!sa 
28,803 
25,317 
3,486 
1,519 
23,798 
0.879 
i!U 
(63,500) 
(55,815) 
( 7,685) 
( 3,349) 
(52,466) J 
Propellant storability is a requirement for the entire elapsed time ft'om 
propellant tanldng to burnout. The use of cryogenic propellant requires ade-
quate insulation for tanks to minimize boiloff propellant losses. Transit 
times to LEO and, subsequently, to GEO are relatively short (measured in hours), 
so that the elapsed time that impacts boiloff the greatest is the time required 
in LEO to accumulate the necessary number of propulsion modules. This elapsed 
tir:.~ may be on the order of eight weeks, based on the follOl~ing simplified 
scenario: 
Hultiple flights are requ;t'ed to transport material and subsystem 
modules to LEO • 
• The orbiter requires a t"o-l~eek turnaround period between flights. 
A total of five propulsion modules are required, thus requiring 
four two-week periods betl"een the delivery of the first and 
f itth modules. 
From this example, it can be seen that the fifth module arrives in LEO eight 
lOeeks after the first module. Contingencies and margin allOl'ances may be 
accounted for by assuming all modules have eight lOeeks of propellant boiloff, 
although only the first module has experienced the entire eight-.. eek holding 
period. 
Insulation concepts from p"10r studies (Ref. 2, 3, and 4) of L02iLH2 
pr"flulsion modules include the use of multi-layer insulation externally 
applied to non-integral propellant tanks t.hat are supported lOithin an outer 
shell by fiberglass struts that act as heat blocks. Insulation materials 
such as layers (3/4 to 1 inch total thickness) of double aluminized Hylar 
and use of fiberglass tank supports "ill limit boiloff rates to 1.04 kg/hr 
(2.3 Ib/hr) for t",nks designed to contain 25,400 kg (56,000 Ib) of L02ILH2. 
This results in boUoff rates of 0.7% per "eek ,dth 120 kg (265 Ib) of insul-
ation. For the eight-lOeek holding period, il bolloff al101,anee of 6% "as used 
w'ith the above insulation concept. Al ternu t ive insula tion materials, such as 
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layers of double goldized Kapton, "auld provide Im.er boiloff rates and less 
insulatiotl '.eight for an increase in material costs. This latter concept may 
prove more de,sirable for single module applications .. ith reusable requiremm:ts. 
5.2.1.4 T/w Trade 
The T/I~ impact on vehicle "eight and the effects of T/IV on delta-V require-
ments enter a tradeoff relationship that "as investigated during the study. In 
addition, the T/w effect on engine burn time requirements is also shmm. 
Del ta-V Vs. Tlr., 
The effect of T/lv on delta-V is sho"n over a "ide range of values in 
Figure 5.2-2. For application to the cryogenic propulsion module, a narrm.er 
range of T/IV is of more interest, such as that shOlm plotted to an expanded 
scale in Figure 5.2-3. It is recognized that the single perigee burn c1,,~~ 
accentuates the effect of T/IV values less than 0.1, compared to multiple burn 
effects; nevertheless, the trend 1;.;rould rewdill the same-that is, a mBL'ked 
increase in velocity increment is required at v8.lues less than 0.1 g. 
In addition, it should be noted that for determining the propellant "eight 
requirements, the delta-V requirements used here are exprpssed in terms of an 
average T/IV value. "Average" refers to an average bet"een the initial and 
burnout conditions, "hereas, the maximum TIll' value (usually at burnout condi-
tions) is of interest to the structural designer. A correlation bet"een 
average and maximum T/IV values for a typical platform system is illustrated 
in Figure 5.2-4, "hich also relates this correlation to generic types of engine 
thrust control. Variable throttling to 101. levels "auld be required if a con-
stant T/I~ is needed. The maximum T/lv value "ill determine the thrust require-
ments at burnout, and impact engine requirements for either the use of multiple 
engines "ith sequential shutdOlm to control T/I~ as propellants are consumed, 
or the use of fewer engines but "ith throttling requirements for T/IV cuntrol. 
f"eight Vs. Tlw 
In addition to the aforementioned delta-V impact of T/I~, "eight penalties 
"ill also grOl. for large space systems i!: the T/I~ is too great. A small regime 
of appropriate TIl< is indicated, to avoid both the profellant and systen; ",,,~ght 
penalties of high delta-V (T/I~ too 101.) and the structural "eight penaltv of 
too large a T/IV value. This is illustrated for a large advanced commu;lications 
satellite (fabricated of graphite composite material) in Figure 5.2-5, "hich 
shOl's the satellite "eight as a function of the maximum design T/IV for tl<O 
types of structure. IVhen this T/IV effect is combined I<ith the delta-V effect, 
an optimum T/!; is indicated at 0.28, as shmm in Figure 5.2-6, for the erect-
able pentahedral truss-type structure. A maximum nesign T/!; "f 0.2 ""s 
selected for this partiLul"r spacecraft. The curve is relatively f:'.at b~tl<een 
T/!; values of 0.2 and 0.4 g. A total of five propulsion modules is also 
indicated from the fip,ure. Six "auld be required I<ith T/H's beIDI. approxi-
mately 0.12. 
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The burn time of low-thrust engines operating on long missions at 1m. 
T/I'I ratios will impose a new technology requirement for future space engine 
developments. For example, the effect of T/lv on engine burn time for the 
example LEO-to-GEO one-way mission is illustrated in Figure 5.2-7. At T/lv 
values of 0.1 to 0.2, burn times of 1200 to 2200 secunds are required. Thus 
far, burn durations per mission of this ma£nitude have not been required for 
bi-propellant thrusters, although lm.er performance, 10l.-thrust, mono-propellant 
thrusters have fired for hours, such as for the ATS-6 satellite. The actual 
burn times, including effects of throttling or engine shutdmm, would be 
increased somel;"rhat over those shown on the figure, Hhich was based on a simpli-
fied approach. This example, hm.ever, does illustrate ho', burn time is affected 
by mission-related parameters of T/1' and delta-V. 
From a feasibility vie''Point, the actively cooled engine concepts being 
considered have essentially an unlimited burn time capability. Active cooling 
concepts for staged combustion engines include combinations of dump cooling, 
regenerative cooling, and transpiration cooling with the hydrogen fuel. 
The primary impact of long burn time design requirements would be on 
development costs, and possibly weight. lVeight growtr during developmental 
phases could result from the accumulation of tolerances and margins allowed 
in design in those areas where long-duration experimental data are unavailable. 
Also, the developmental costs could be impacted by the developmental and quali-
fication testing required to demonstrate the long burn time engine design. 
5.2.1.5 Throttling Considerations 
A variable thrust level may be desirable for limiting the burnout accel-
eratiOll, (T/IV), g-level for lightweight, flexible large space structures. 
Throttling may be accomplished by variable throttling a single engine by 
limiting the propellent flow rate and reducing the chamber pressure to operate 
at a reduced thrust level, such as 50 percent of full thrust. Throttling 
may also be accomplished by step-throttling or the sequential shutdOlID of a 
number of fixed thrust engines. These considera tions l;.;rere mentioned earlier 
in discussions of technology considerations and delta-V versus T/I'. 
In addition, throttling techniques have potential use in minimizing 
structural load amplification in the engine. sterting transient phase of thnst 
build-up. The rate of app; . cation of propuls'.ve thrusting force to "soft" 
structural platform designs is of importance to avoid excess weight penalties. 
The thrust rise time during the engine starting transient must be long enough 
to keep the structural load amplification fnctor as cl ',·e to a value of one 
as possible, since a value of 2, for ex".nple, could result in a 25% to 40% 
structural 'tveight increase of the vehicle. The interaction betl;.]een the engine 
thrust rise time and the amplification of structural loading is shown in 
Figure 5.2-8. Amplification factors varying from 1 to 2 can occur, depending 
on the shape of the thrust/time relationship (see inset), and the ratio of 
the period of thrust buildup, T, to the period of the structure, T. The 
structural period, T, is associated «ith the Im.est modal frequency. The 
Imvest amplification factor results from a linear thrust rise shape, a = O. 
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For a linear buildup of thrust in time, T, and with the function T/T greater than 2, thp amplification' factor will not exceed a value of 1. 2 
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THRUST RISE TIME FUNCTION 
Figure 5.2-8. Thrust Rise Time Effects on Amplification Factor 
The implications of these relations for the propulsion system are that deep throttling and/or multiple 10l,-thrust engines are required. Additional study effort is required in this technical area to define the engine starting transients required to avoid excessive load amplification, and determine starting sequences for multiple fixed thrust engines, and define the variable throttling capability of pump-fed and pressure-fed engines. 
5.2.1.6 Thrust Vector Control/Structural Stiffness 
A linear analysis of a conceptual, single-axis, thrust vector control system was made to determine potential velocity penalties at the end of orbit transfer as a function of control system frequency and center-of-gravity offset. 
'rtvo control systems tv8re considered. The first contains rate plus position feedback and the second adds to this a steering loop. The block diagram is shown in Figure 5.2-9. The gains were selected for a critically damped system and the T/l'! used was assumed to be a constant ,"alue of 0.17. 
The total velocity penalty, or root sum square of the in-line and cross-axis components, as a function of control frequency is shOl,n on Figure 5.2-10. The addition of the steering loop reduces the control frequency for a given velocity penalty or dramatically reduces the velocity penalties for a given control frequency. 
It is de'sirable to separate the control frequency from the 10l,est struct-ural frequency, which is also shown (Figure 5.2-10). For a control frequency 1/5 or 1/10 the structural frequency, which is sufficient separation to assure stable control, the system with steering provides a much lower velocity penalty or larger center-of-gravity offset. As shOlm in the figure, the total velocity penalty for the example communications platform configuration is of the order of 1 to 3 meters per sec(md for a total LEO-to-GEO tranFrer delta-V of 4300 meters per second. Thus, cGntrol frequencies can be safely reduced to uncouple the control dynamics from the structural bending modes and adequate stiffness can be designed into large area space systems without significant affects on 
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5.2.1. 7 Alternate P.opulsion Deli""el."), Concepts 
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Once the large st.ucture pl~tform is completed in the Low Earth Orbit (LEO) 
the propulsion modules that will eventually boost the placform to an equatorial 
geosynch.onous orbit (GEO) must be delivered in a safe and efficient manner. 
Atmosphe.ic d.ag considerations can limit the platform corstruction altitude to 
altitudes above 300 nmi. F.om this altitude approximately 144,000 kg (317,500 
pounds) of c.yo~enic p.opulsion modules are .equired to boost a 60,500 kg 
(133,000 Ib) platform to geosynch.onous orbit. 
The.e are three fundamentally diffe.ent techniques for delivering the pro-
pUlsion modules to the use. system (Fif'u.e 5.2-11). The fi.st and most sl:.aight 
forward method is to delive. the propulsion modules by direct Shuttle Orbiter 
fli~hts to the construction altitude. The spcond l:p.chnique is one that uses 
the propulsion modules themselves to propel and dock the module to the construct-
ed payload platfo.m. This technique is called the "self" delivery technique. 
And finally, the third concept involves the use of a "teleoperator" concept to 
either deliver the propulsion modules to the construction site o. b.ing the fully 
constructed payload platform down to an altitude that maximizes Shuttle payload 
delivery. 
Direct shuttle Delivery concept 
The direct Shuttle delive.y of the propulsion modules to the const.uction 
o.bit .epresents what might appea. to be the easiest and simplest technique to 
implement. The O.bite. alreadv incorporates all the necessary capability that 
is required for orbital transfer, rendezvous, and docking. There would be no 
need to develop a "teleoperator" vehicle nor an additional "intelligent" module 
to perform these tasks. All orbit transfer, rendezvous, and docking maneuvers 
would be performed by the manned Orbiter. 
The Space Shuttle capability for payload delivery with and ',ithout rendez-
vous for orJits up to 650 km (350 nmi) altitude is shown in Fi~ure 5.2-12. For 
the direct Shuttle delivery concept the lower values, i.e., delivery with ren-
dezvous, must be considered. In this mode, with only the integral OMS tanl<;age 
the maximum pavload of 29,500 kg (65,000 Ib) can be delivered only up to approx-
imately 350 km (190 nmi). Drastic delivered payload reduction as a function of 
altitude is shown for altitudes above 403 km (218 nmi). The addition of one 
OMS kit reduces the usable payload bay length from 18.3 meters to approximately 
15 meters. Hm,ever, 21,800 kg (48,000 Ib) of payload (including necessary 
cradles) can still be delivered to an altitude of 610 km (330 nmi). To facili-
tate rapid comparison of the various nropulsion module delivery techniques this 
altitude (610 km) will be assumed to represent the construction orbit through-
out the remainder of the propUlsion module delivery analysis. 
For the above conditions and assuming a reasonable cradle weight, nearly 
seven Shuttle flights would be required to deliver the 144,000 kg (317,500 Ib) 
of propUlsion modules. Each of the seven propulsion modules would then weigh 
only 20,600 kg (45,400 lb) allowing up to 1,180 kg (2,600 lb) for the cradle. 
Orbiter payload center-of-grayity envelope requirements that also must be 
met are shmrn in Figure 5.2-13. 
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For the self delivery concept, as illustrated in Figure 5.2-11, the Shuttle delivers the maximum payload (delivery only - no rendezvous) to an altitude of anproximately 405 km (220 nmi). This is consistent with the Space Shuttle cap-ability shown in Figure 5.2-12 or 5.2-14. At this altitude the propulsion module is denloyed by the Orbiter for self-transfer to the construction alti-tude. The ~V for this transfer maneuver to 610 km (330 nmi) is 125 mps (415 fps) , ,;hich includes 15 mps (50 fps) for final rendezvous and docking. There are no return flight requirements for this delivery technique. 
The self delivery concept takes advantage of the higher structural effi-ciency and much better specific impulse of the propulsion modules to gain an advantage over the direct Shuttle delivery concept. Also, the weight of the orbiter need not be carried to the construction orbit in this mode, thereby yielding additional delivery performance benefits. The wei~ht that can be delivered to altitudes above 405 km by this technique is shown in Figures 5.2-14 and 5.2-15. 
The effect of rend~zvous and docking 6Vs un to 30 mps (100 fps) is minimal on the weight delivered throu?hout the altitude range considered (Fifure 5.2-14). Even the effect of lower specific impulse is not serious. In Figure 5.2-15 it can be seen that for the self delivery concept, even us in? Isp's associated with ?aseous H.102, approximately 390 sec, the weight delivered to the 610 km (330 nmi) construction altitude is still above 27,900 kg (61,600 lb). This weight, however must also include the additional weight of the guidance, docking and vernier ~V unit that is necessary for each of the propulsion modules. This requirement, in addition to lowering the useful propellant weight of the pro-pUlsion module would impose additional development costs. 
For the seH delivery concept it appears that six Shuttle flights ,;ould be required to deliver the 144,000 kg (317,500 lb) of propulsit~ modules. Each of the six propulsion modules would then weigh only 24,000 kg (~3,OOO Ib), allow-ing up to 3,900 kg (8,600 Ib) for the necessary rendezvous capability. 
The problems of platform structural integrity as a result of docking impact as well as plume impingement during the final rendezvous maneuvers must be con-sidered with this delivery concept. 
Teleoperator Delivery Concepts 
The teleoperator delivery concept includes all techniques where an auxil-iary independent propulsion stage (other than the payload propulsion modules themselves) is used for the orbit transfer, rendezvous, and dockin~ maneuvers. Most often such a unit will be reusable and contain all the necessary "intel-lil'ence" that would be reauired to perform the orbit transfer, and more impor-tant, the delicate final rendezvous and dockin? maneuvers. The term "teleoperator" will be applied to all these types of units in general. 
Four techniques were considered under the teleoperator delivery concept. The first of these mploys individual teleoperators (based on the Martin conc<'pt for Sky lab reboost) to deliver each propulsion module separately. The second technique involves a teleoperator farm, where a single lIintel1igent IT core unit may be 
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PERFORMANCE DATA 
GROSS WEIGHT (WET) 
BASIC CORE (WET) 
4 BASIC PROPULSION 
KI TS (WET) 
DRY WE I GHT 
BASIC CORE 
4 PROPULSION KITS 
PROPELLANT: CORE 
9,900 LBS 4,490 KG 
2,300 LBS 1,040 KG 
7,600 LBS 3,450 KG 
3,440 LBS 1,560 KG 
1 ,870 LBS 850 KG 
1,570 LBS 710 KG 
25,000 LB, SEC. 
SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS 
24 NOZZLE GUIDANCE AND ATTITUDE 
CONTROL SYSTEM 
-6 DEGREES OF FREEDOM 
STRAP-ON PROPULSION KITS (4) 
DOCKING PROBE SYSTEM 
• COMMUNICATION AND DATA 
MANAGEMENT 
MANUAL CONTROL CAPABILITY 
RMS GRAPPLING FIXTURE; ASE FITTING 
TV CAMERAS (2); ILLUMINATION 
SYSTEM 
THERMAL CONTROL SUBSYSTEM 
(NzH4) KITS (4) 1,350,000 LB. SEC. 
1375000 = 212.85 SEC. PROPULS ION KIT THRUST (EACH) 300 LBS 1,330 NEWTONS 
RF LINK RANGE 300 MILES 550 KM 
I = t:.J';!n sp 
FOR BASELINE OSM + P/L ~V = 170 TO 190 MPS (570 TO 630 FPS) 
Figure 5.2-16. Te1eoperator Characteristics 
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teleoperator placement within the bay. Thus, for the four teleoperator com-binatiDll tt"o teieoperators would have to fit in a 275 inch length to stay within the forward c.g. limit. This would allow 137.5 in. for each teleoperator giving 7.5 in. of end clearancs. With only three teleoperators in the bay each individual unit could occupy as much as 220 in. of the payload bay length giving up to 90 in. of end clearance • 
• Te1eoperator Farm Concept 
The delivery of more than one teleoperator by a single Shuttle flight immediately establishes a te1eoperator garage or farm ready to take delivery of any subsequent payloads. It is also obvious that unless there is a need to perform a number of delivery missions at the eame time, only one "intelligent" core unit is really reqUired. This reduces tb~ total equipment weight that is needed at anyone time in Ol:bit. 
Thus, the operation of a te1eoperator farm would differ from individual te1eoperator operation in that only a single "intelligent" core vehicle would be used. The required propellant r>ay be either space stored :Ln a single "gas station" craft that would refuel the te1eoperator vehicle after each delivery mission. Or as an alternate technique the propellant could already be stored in plug-in replacement tanks for the core vehicle. In this later method the used empty propellant tallks could be either discarded or returned to Earth to be refilled and reused. The plug-in tank concept seems to offer a lower tech-no10gv risk than the propellant transfer in orbit. 
The farm would have to remain in orbit for the duration of the delivery phase of the mission (the delivery of five propulsion modules). The location of such a farm would primarily be driven by the relative precession of the two orbits of interest, i.e., the f~rm orbit and the platform construction orbit. Although the orbits would be at the same inclination, their different altitudes wi)'l cause differences in nodal precession rates thereby leading to an out-of-plane or relative inclination condition. An example relative inclination history is shown in Figure 5.2-21. The orbits are both at 28.5 deg. inclination, but their altitudes are 370 km (200 nmi) and 610 km (330 nmi) respectively. The rate of change of the relative it.c1ination angle between the two orbits is approximately 0.38 degrees per day for the first 100 days. The relative incli-nation rate between the construction orbit and potential teleoperator farm orbits is given as function of the farm orbit altitude in Figure 5.2-22. These rates are only valid when relative inclination is less thall 30 degrees. As can be seen in Figure 5.2-21 eventually the two orbits will again be coplanar, but the time period I"hen this would reoccur is much longer than the postulated mission period. 
The increase in transfer velocity for relative inclinations of less than 4 degrees is shown in Figure 5.2-23. Although the inclination difference is small the transfer velOCity increase is considerable, approximately doubling for M of less than 2 deg"~"s. 
In order to have the relative inclination between the farm and construction orbit to remain essentially fixeJ, i.e., the orbits to remain coplanar, the teleoperator, farm must be located at the same altitude as the platform, pos-sibly even berthed to the platform. The teleoperators then would always be 
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coplanar with the platfonn and it ~~ould be up to 
guarantee a nearly in plane rendezvous mission. 
proper choice of the Shuttle launch time. 
the Shuttle launch control to 
This would be achieved by 
A pictorial reprEJsentation of the teleoperator farm concept mission pro-
file is sho~m in Figure 5.2-24. A fully loaded teleoperator at the construc-
tion site altitude would descend and rendezvous with an Orbiter at 350 km 
(190 nmi) that has just brought up one propul<)ion module. The propulsion 
module is deployed by the Orbiter and handed over to the awaiting teleoperator. 
The teleoperator then delivers and berths the fully loaded propulsion module 
to the platform. The nearly spent te1eoperator then completes the mission 
cycle by returning to the fann. It is then refueled and remains there awaiting 
the next Orbiter fli~ht. 
The farm size that is required to deliver five fully loaded propulsion 
modules to the construction site is given in Firure 5.2-25 as a function on 
the teleoperator specific impulse. The structural efficiency of the propellant 
tanks and the weight of a sin~le "intelligent" core unit was assumed to be the 
same as for the Martin teleoDerator concept. Even for the lowest energy tele-
operator (the Martin conceDt) which has a specific impulse of 213 sec the 
entire teleoperator farm ~~ould weigh less than 18,100 kg (40,000 Ib). A single 
Shuttle flight could deliver this low energy teleoperator farm to the construc-
tion site altitude (610 km. assumed) and still allow up to 3630 kg (8000 1b) 
for any necessary auxiliary equipment and/or cradle. Higher energy teleoperator 
farms, weighing considerably less, could be delivered with much greater ease. 
Single Superteleoperator Delivery Concept 
Instead of deliverin~ each individual propulsion module to the constructed 
platform as it is launched by the Shuttle some advantage may be gained by first 
deliverin? all the propulsion modules to a low orbit and then boosting them as 
a unit to the higher construction orbit. Timing and careful mission planning 
again dominate this concept. 
The fact that the propulSion modules are assembled at a lower orbit 
altitude than the platform again introduces nodal regression into the problem. 
A chan~e in relative inclination will occur as a function of time. The boust 
to the construction orbit after all the modules have been assembled must occur 
when the t~~o orbits are nearly coplanar. Otherwise larger /:,V requirements will 
result in greater propellant wei~hts. 
Unplanned, unexDected lengthy delays in the placement of the ?ropulsion 
modules in the 1m.er orbit would result in the delay of the transfer past the 
predetermined time. Such delays of more than a few days could not be tolerated. 
The weight of a superteleoperator that would perform the transfer mission 
is shmm in Figure 5.2-26. Both a one way mission ;,here the teleoperator is 
left with the platform and a two way mission where the teleoperator is returned 
for subsequent reuse are sholYU. The one way mission /:,V, that includes 15 mps 
(50 fps) for rendezvous and dockin? comes to 159 mps (523 fps). 
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The total superteleoperator weight includes a conservative estimate of the teleoperator structure that lvould be required to keep all. the propulsion modules together. This was estimated to be 10% of the total. propulsion systen, weight or l.4,400 kg (3l.,750 lb). This weight also approximately corresponds to the maximum returnable weight for the Orbiter. With this conservatism built into the system the total superte1eoperator wS'.ight would be only 28,100 kg (62,000 1b), aHolving the unit to be placed into orbit by a single Shuttle. 
• Platform "Fly DOlm" 
In all the previously discussed concepts the propulsion modules (144,000 kg or 317,500 lb) were to be delivered to the construction site of the completed platform. This last concept reverses the technique. The completed platform which lveighs 60,500 kg (133,400 lb) is to be transferred to the lower Shuttle delivery compatible orbit. The teleoperator 'veight to accomplish this task is Sholvn in Figure 5.2-27. For the low energy teleoperator (specific impulse of 213 sec) the required weight is only 4990 kg (11,000 1b), smallest of all the concepts. 
Positive transfer control ;70uld be achieved by using the platform gUidance unit. Rendezvous and docking lvould be performed by the Orbiter. 
Two critical aspects for this delivery mode still need to be evaluated. The first of these is the effect of atmospheric drag on the payload platform and the subsequent requirements of orbit altitude maintenance while the five propulsion modules are being deli",,:'ed by the Orbiter. 
Representative orbj.t decay effect is sho,vn in Figure 5.2-28. For various ballistic coefficients (W/CDA) ,the time the altitude would decay 10% is shown as function of orbit altitude. Five Orbiter flights would take approximately eight weeks. 
If orbit-keeping, i.e., orbit altitude maintenance is required during this period, additional propellant will be necessary. The propellant required to maintain altitude is shown in Figure 5.2-29. Data are shown for ballistic co-efficients of 1 and 25 psf and are based on a mission duration of 8 weeks and a specific impulse of 300 sec. The addition of these propulSion modules during the delivery porcess will tend to increase the ballistic coefficient. The average value for the platform confiruration studied here is approximately 27 psf. 
The second potential area of concern is the drug effect during the lmv thrust transfer to geosynchronous orbit. The 10'ver altitude would result in further degradation of the already low thrust-to-weight ratio. However, this too could be overcome by additional propellant. 
Delivery Concept Summary 
The most promissing of the delivery concepts and some of the sensitivities with respect to propellant type (specific impulse) have been discussed in the preceding cactions. 
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A summary showing the total number of Shuttle flights that would be re-
quired to deliver a total of 5X28,800 = 144,000 kg (SX63,500 = 317,500 lb) of 
propulsion modules to the constructed platform has been prepared in Table 5.2-3. 
In this summary only low technology, monopropellant teleoperator concepts are 
included. 
The Direct Shuttle Delivery Concept and the Individual Teleoperator 
Delivery Concept each require seven Shuttle flights. There exists, however, 
a possibility that for a higher energy individual teleoperator delivery concept 
one of the Shuttle flights could be eliminated. 
All other concepts require six Shuttle flights. With the exception of the 
Self Deliv:ry mode where six individual propulsion modules are to be delivered, 
the remain~ng concepts require five Shuttle flights to deliver the five propul-
sion modules to orbit and then one additional flight to deliver the teleoperator 
hardware. Improvements in specific impulse will not change this ratio. 
In the platform fly-down <:oncept the teleoperator weight represents only 
23% of'the Shuttle capability to 610 km (330 nmi) altitude. It is possible 
therefore that the teleoperator delivery could be combined with one of the 
construction materials delivery flights. 
The platform fly-down concept could also be expanded to consider an 
approach in which the platform RCS subsystem could be enlarged sufficiently 
to a1101' the platform to fly itself down to the Shuttle delivery orbit. Since 
the platform must have orbital maneuvering capability in order to perform 
stationkeepiag as part of its GEO mission, it would already have the functional 
ability to perform thi3 maneuver. This platform self fly-dOl.n concept 1.ould 
likely be the most efficient of all the identified techniques in terms of total 
1.eight to orbit. Also, it is likely that the increased weight of the RCS 
modules would have little impact on the construction delivery operations since 
most construction missions tend to be volume limited. In addition to its 
likely high logistiCS efficiency the platform self-fly-down concept would also 
offer the man in-situ advantages of the direct shuttle delivery approach. Thus, 
the platform fly-down concept appears to be a leading candidate for serious 
consideration of propulsion delivery methods. 
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Table 5.2-3. Alternate Delivery Concept Summary 
NUHBER PAYLOAD HT. AUX. EQUIP. ~IT. DELIVERY CONCEPT SHUTTLE KG (LB) KG (LB) FLIGHTS 
DIRECT SHUTTLE DELIVERY 7 20,600 (45,400) I ,180 ( 2,600) 
SELF DELIVERY 6 24,000 (53,000) 5,440 (12,000) (1) 
INDIVIDUAL TELEOPERATORS 5 28,800 (63,500) 680 ( I,SoO) 
(THREE DELIVERED) 1 13,500 (29,700) 4,200 ( 9,300) 
(THO DELI VERED) 1 9,000 
I 
(19,800 ) 2,812 ( 6,200) 
TELEOPERATOR FARM 5 28,800 (63,SOo) 680 ( 1,500) 
1 18,100 (40,000) 3,630 ( 8,000 
SUPERTELEOPERATOR S 28,800 (63,500) 680 ( 1,500) 
1 28,100 (62,000) 1,360 ( 3,000) 
PLATFORM FL Y-DoHN 5 28,800 (63,500) 680 ( 1,500) 
1 4,990 (11,000) (3) 16,800 (37,000) (3) 
NOTES: (1) I NCLUDES THE "I NTELL I GENT UN I T REQU I RED FOR PROP. MODLS. 
(2) IF THIS CONCEPT IS SELECTED, TELEOPERATOR ALTITUDE HILL HAVE TO BE 
REEVALUATED. 
(3) TELEOPERATOR IS ONLY 23% OF SHUTTLE CAPABILITY. 
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5.2.2 Advanced Storables 
Satellite Systems DIvlsiQn 
Space Systems Group 
~I'" Rockwell "'''~ International 
The applicability of other than cryogenic propellants has been analyzed 
for the large structure platform delivery from the low earth construction 
orbit to the geosynchronous equatorial mission orbit. In particular, the use 
of space storable liquid propellants was evaluated. 
5.2.2.1 Technology Considerations 
'fhe cryogenic propellants, L02-LH2, discussed in the previous sections, 
represent the high end of the energy spectrum for chemical propulsion. The 
cryogenic propellants, however, besides having a very 1010 bulk density, are 
also difficult to store for long periods of time because of the inherent 
extremely low storage temperature requirements «-300°F). Propellants that 
remain in liquid form at higher temperatures (>+60°F) are considered space 
storable. Most common in this class of propellants is the combination of 
nitrogen-tetroxide as the oxidizer and one of the hydrazines as the fuel. 
There is considerable experience being developed in handling these propella~ts. 
For example, the Space Shuttle OMS engines use nitrogen-tetroxide and mono-
methylhydrazine as propellants. The specific impulse for the OMS is 313 sec. 
The theoretical maximum for this propellant combination is approximately 
340 sec. In general, as illustrated in Figure 5.2-30, the storable propel-
lants have a lmoer energy content than the cryogenics, but they do have a 
much higher bulk density. High bulk density will result in lower tank volume 
for a given propellant weight and, thus, will represent smaller and ligher 
tank structure (i.e., higher structural e.fficiency). Structural efficiency 
factors based on projection from existing hardware techniques and design 
considerations are illustrated in Figure 5.2-31. Based on typical bulk 
densities for storable propellants (Figure 5.2-30), theoretically feasible 
structural efficiency factors ,ange benoeen 0.92 and 0.94. However, addi-
tional structural penalties may be incurred if the vehicle is expected to 
perform additional or unusual tasks. These conditions can generally be 
accounted for by a structural efficiency factor decrease of 0.01 to 0.02. 
In practice, the more conservative app.roach to structural efficiency 
seems prudent. For this reason it was assumed that only 0.88 to 0.92 struct-
ural efficiency will be achieved for advanced storable propulsion conce:>ts. 
Similarly, the reasonably achievable specific impulse range was taken to be 
313 to 340 sec. 
The effect of one propulsion system parameter, burn time, as affected by 
mission-related parameters, thrust-to-~yeight ratio, and required mission vel-
ocity is illustrated in Figure 5.2-32. Missions with lower average thrust-to-
weight ratio will require thrusters "ith longer operating times. NASA Lewis 
Research Center is currently sponsoring studies on low-thrust, long-duration 
engines using cryogenic propellants~ Engine run times are shmvn in Figure 
5.2-33 for the thrust range of interest in the study. Engine characteristics 
using storable propellants probably would be expected to fall in the same 
general range. For example, the Shuttle OMS engine [26,700-N (6000-lb) thrust] 
is designed for 30 minutes continuous operation, while in Figure 5.2-33, the 
22,200-N (5000-lb) engine is expected to operate continuously for one hour. 
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Figure 5.2-33. Accumulative Engine Run Time 
It should be noted that extremely long burn tirees can be expected to be 
achieved only by the lm.er thrust enl'i.nes. Thus, to match engine operation 
time "ith the required burn time to achieve the missioll objectives, cluster-
ing of low-thrust engines to increase the average thrLst-to-"eight ratio or 
tandem operation of higher thrust engines "ith lm.er engine operation times, 
might have to be considered. 
5.2.2.2 Propulsion Module Sizing 
The mission velocity requirement is the unique missi~n parameter that 
dominates the, overall sizing analysis. The impulsive transfer velocity 
requirements, representative of thrust-to-weight ratios equal to or greater 
thaa one, are sho"n in Table 5.2-4. For transfer from a 1m. earth orbit 
(~500 km) to a geosynchronous orbit "ith a 28.5-degree plane change included 
in the maneuver, the smallest mission velocity required is approximately 
4120-4270 mps (13,500-14,000 fps), depending on the actual details of the 
mission contemplated. 
The effect of lo"er average thrust-to-weight ratio is to increase this 
requi.rement as illustrated in Figure 5.2-34. For example, for an average 
thrust-to-"eight ratio of 0.001 this increase is nearly 1200 mps (4000 fps). 
For even lower thrust-to-"eight ratios, representing primarily electric pro-
pulsion systems with continuous thrust during the transfer, the additional 
velocity requirement can be as high as 1740 mps (5700 fps) [~Vtotal = 
6000 mps (19,700 fps)]. 
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Table 5.2-4. Impu1sive~V Requirements for LEO-to-GEO Transfers 
No Plane Split Optimum Plane Split 
Parking orbit (circular) 
Altitude, km (nmi) 351.88 611.16 351. 88 611.16 
(190) (330) (190) (330) 
In·,lination (degrees) 28.5 28.5 28.5 28.5 
Transfe.' orbit (elliptical 
Perigee altitude, km (nmi) 351. 88 611.16 351. 88 611.16 
(190) (330) (190) (330) 
Apogee a1t '.tude, km (nm:L) 35,786.2 35,786.2 35,786.2 35,786.2 
(19,323) (19,323) (19,323) (19,323) 
Inclination (degreas) 28.5 28.5 26.3 26.3 
Final orbit (circular) 
Altitude, kill (nmi) 35,786.2 35,786.2 35,186.2 35,786.2 
(19,323) (19,323) (19,323) (19,323) 
Inclination (degrees) 0 0 0 0 
IWI ':parking orbit to tr: J.sf er orbit) 2411.58 2340.25 2435.32 2363.72 
mps (fps) (7912) (7678) (7990) (7755) 
t;,V2 (transfer orbit to final orbit) 1827.28 1811.43 1778.51 1761. 74 
mps (fps) (5995) (5943) (5835) (5780) 
t;,V 3 Total, mps (fps) 4238.85 4151. 68 4213.86 4125.47 
(13,907) (13,621) (13,825) (13,535) 
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The importance of specific impulse and thrust-to-"eight ratio on a KSC-
launched equatorial geosynchronous mission is illustrated in Figure 5.2-35. 
The 4270 mps (14,000 fps) mission velocity is representative of impulsive 
transfer (T/I'I2. 1) while the 6000-mps (19,700-fps) figure corresponds to 
thrust-to-weight ratio less than 10- 3 • It should be noted that for storable 
propellants (313 ~ Isp ~ 3£,0 sec), the pay10ad-to-initial vehicle gross weight 
ratio approaches zero (i.e., either there is no payload or the stage weight 
is infinite) for the higher mission velocities. Thus, extremely low thrust-
to-weight missions are not feasible •• ith single-stage storable propellant concepts. 
A technique that may be used to decrease the effect of the 1m. thrust-to-
•• eight ratio on the totd1 mission velocity requirement is to perform a multi-
perigee burn maneuver. This type of maneuver is illustrated in Figure 5.2-36. 
Instead of performing a single long perigee burn to raise the apogee to the 
desired GEO mission altitude, a number of successive perigee burns can be 
performed, each one raising the apogee by some nominal amount. The effect of 
this type of maneuver on the require J mission velocity is shm.n in Figure 3.2-34. 
The velocity loss is the additional velocity that is required above the 
impulsive (T/IV 2. 1) mission velocity as previously expressed in Table 5.2-4. 
Thus, for example, at an average thrust-to-•• eight ratio of 0.001 an eight-
perigee burn maneuver has the same above impulsive velocity requirement as a 
single perigee burn mission •• ith an average thrust-to-"eight of 0.075. The 
velocity losses in this instance have been reduced by 1000 mps (3300 fp"). 
Thus, "ith the multi-perigee burn technique, average thrust-to-Ioeight ratios 
as 10.0 as 0.001 are quite feasible for the storab1-e che,ilical system since the 
mission velocity requirement could be reduced to 4270-4570 mps (14,000 to 
15,000 f:ps). 
For a large structures platform loeighing 60,500 kg (133,400 1b) and 
a geosynchronous transfer mission velocity of 4270 mps (14,000 fps), a carpet 
plot illustrating the effects of specific impulse and structural efficiency 
factor on total propulsion module Height is shmm in Figure 5.2-37. Of 
particular interest is the region representative of storable propellant 
stages (0.88 ~ II ~ 0.92 and 313 s.. Isp "- 340 sec). The combination of II ~ 0.92 
and Isp ~ 31,0 sec results in a 218,000-kg (480,000-lb) propulsion module size. 
At the more conservative valm,s of II ~ 0.88 and lsp~ 313 sec, the propulsion 
module size has grolm to 349,000 kg (770,000 lb). These t.w propulsion module 
concepts, plus a third versIon representing a midpoint value, loill be further 
evaluated as to the number of Shuttle flights required for the various propul-
sion module delivery modes. 
The effect of the mission velocity on the storable propulsion size is 
illustrated in Figure 5.2-38. A carpet plot, relating the storable propellant 
characteristic region for various mission velocities,:is shotvn. Thus, for 
example, the tlOO higher propulsion module "eights choE,en for further analysis 
and discussion can also represent missions with greatee than 4270 mps velocity. 
Hmoever, as shmm in Table 5.2-5, the ~tr\lctural efficiency and specific 
impulse values .oould be different. 
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Figure 5.2-37. Parametric Sizing for Advanced Storable Propulsion 
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Table 5.2-5. Advanced Storable Propulsion System Size 
Primary Mission Potential Alternate Mission 
Propulsion Mission LlV = 4267.2 mps Mission LlV = 4572 mps Mission "V = 4876.8 mps Module Weight (14,000 fps) (15,000 fps) (16,000 fps) 
kg (lb) A* Isp A Isp A ' Isp 
217,723.2 (480,000) 0.92 340 - - - -
272,154 (600,000) 0.90 325 0.912 340 - -
349,264.3 (770,000 0.88 313 0.88 335 0.905 340 
* . . _ P-ropellant weight 
Structural eff~c~ency factor, A - Propellant weight + structural weight 
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5.2.2.3 Propulsion Nodul .. Delivery Concept Comparison 
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The various propulsion module delivery concepts that could be used to deliver the necessary propulsion modules to the completed large structure platform in its construction orbit Here discussed in considerable detail in Section 5.2-1. Hm,ever, for reader convenience, the general te~hnique used to calculate the number of Shuttle flights is repeated here. 
For the purpose of estimating the number of Shuttle flights required, the propulsion modules, the teleoperator farm, and the super-teleoperator Here assumed to be divisible into various but identically sized units, each matched to the Shuttle capability. To estimate the number of units for any particular element (propulsion module, teleoperator, etc.) the total Height of the payload in question Has divided by the Shuttle capability to that altitude. The number of flights or units then corresponds to the next highest integer number. Hhere the payload Height «as already evenly divisible by the Shuttle capability, one additional flight "as assumed to account for any cradle or other auxiliary equipment requirements. 
Thus, for example, a teleoperator farm "eig!:ing 29,000 kg (64 ,000 Ib) at a 610-i<m (330-nmi) altitude ,']ould require tHo Shutt] e flights for its delivery, since the Shuttle can deliver and rendezvous at that altitude only a 2l,800-kg (48,000-lb) payload. In the comparison of Table 5.2-6, this then Hould appear as 29,000/2 = 14,500 kg payload "eight and 21,800 - 14,500 = 7300 kg as potential auxiliary equipment «eight per flight. It is recognized that more optimum payload distributions are possible, particularly "here smaller teleoperator deliveri,es Can be combined «ith other "piggy back" pay-loads to more completely utilize the Shuttle capability. 
Tables 5.2-6, 5.2-7, and 5.2-8 present the Shuttle delivery requirements for storable propulsion concepts ranging from the advanced (Isp = 340 sec) to current technology (Isp = 313 sec). In these three tables, note that the number of flights required to deliver the propulsion modules are listed separ-ately (above for each case) from the number of flights to deliver the teleoperator devices. 
For the platform flydmm technique, as the number of flights to dell.v8r the propulsion modules increases, additional care should be taken for orbital lifetime calculations. A compromise delivery altitude may be required in Hhich the platform and Shuttle "meet" at a slightly higher, longer-life orbit. This reduces the Sh'Jttle delivery performance, but gives the desired orbit life to assure safe completion of the overall propulsion delivery operation .. Another option tvould be to perform orbit makeup maneuvers tvith the platform betHeen propulsion delivery flights. Still another possibility ,",ould be to deliver SOme of the propulsbn modules prior to completion of the platform construction. 
The combined number of Shuttle flights that are required to successfully perform the propulsion module delivery operations are shm," in Table 5.2-9 for all of the delivery concepts.' Included in this comparison are the data for the cryogenic propulsion modules (from Table 5.2-3) . Since the storable propulsion modules are approximately tHice as heavy as the cryogenic 
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Table 5.2-6. Delivery Requirements for Advanced Storable Propulsion--Isp = 340 sec 
ADVANCED STORABLES 
Isp = 340 SEC ~V = 4267.2 mps (14,000 fps) 
A = 0.92 WpROP MOD = 217,723.2 kg (480,000 lb) 
NO. OF PAYLOAD I1E IGHT AUX. EQUIP. WEIGHT SHUTTLE 
FLIGHTS KG (LB) KG (LB) 
DIRECT SHUTTLE 11 19,776.5 (43,600) 1995.8 (4400) DELIVERY 
SELF-DEll VERY 8 27,215.4 (60,000) 362.9 ( 800) INDIVIDUAL 8 27,215.4 (60,000) 2268.0 (5000) TELEOPERATORS 2 17,962.2 (39,600)* 5624.5 (12,400) TELEOPERATOR FARM 8 27,215.4 (60,000) 2268.0 (5000) 2 14,514.9 (32,000) 7257.4 (J 6,000) SUPERTELEOPERATOR 8 27,215.4 (60,000) 2268.0 (5000) 2 21,318.7 (47,000) 8164.6 (18,000) PLATFORM FL YDOWN 8 27,215.4 (60,000) 2268.0 (5000) 1 4,989.5 (11,000) *,., 16,782.8 (37,000) 
*FOUR TELEOPERATORS PER FLIGHT 
**MAY BE COMBINED WITH A CONSTRUCTION FLIGHT 
'", 
ALTITUDE 
Kt1 (NMI) 
611.16 (330) 
611.16 (330) 
351. 88 (190) 351.88 (190 
351.88 (J 90) 611.16 (330 
351 .88 (J 90) 
351.88 (J 90) 
351.88 ·(190) 6i6.16 (ng) 
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Table 5.2-7. Delivery Requirements for Advanced Storable Propulsion--Isp = 325 sec 
ADVANCED STORABLES 
Isp = 325 sec AV = 4267.2 mps (14,000 fps) 
A = 0.90 HpROP MOD = 272,154.0 kg (600,000 lb) 
NO. OF PAYLOAD HEIGHT AUX. EQUIP. HEIGHT ALTITUDE 
SHUTTLE 
FLIGHTS KG (LB) KG (LB) KM (NMI ) 
DIRECT SHUTTLE 
DELI VERY 13 20,955.9 (46,200) 816.5 ( 1800) 611.16 (330) 
SELF-DEL I VERY 10 27,215.4 (60,000) 317.5 ( 700) 611.16 (330) 
INDIVIDUAL 10 27,215.4 (60,000) 2,268.0 (5000) 351. 88 ( 190) 
TELEOPERATORS 2 17,962.2 (39,600) * 5,624.5 (12,400) 351 .88 (190) 
1 8,981.1 (19,800)** 2,812.3 (6200) 351 .88 (190) 
TELEOPERATOR FARM 10 27,215.4 (60,000) 2,268.0 (5000) 351.88 (190) 
2 18,143.6 (40,000) 3,628.7 (8000) 611.16 (330) 
SUPERTELEOPERATOR 10 27,215.4 (60,000) 2,268.0 (5000) 351.88 (190) 
2 26,671.1 (58,800) 2,812.3 (6200) 351 .88 (190) 
PLATFORM FLYDOHN 10 27,215.4 (60,000) 2,268.0 (5000) 351.88 (190) 
1 4,989.5 (11,000)*** 16,782.8 (37,000) 611.16 (330) 
"FOUR TELEOPERATORS PER FLI GHT 
**THO TELEOPERATORS PER FLIGHT 
***MAY BE COMBINEO ~IITH A CONSTRUCTION FLIGHT 
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Table 5.2-8. Delivery Requirements for Advanced Storable Propulsion--Isp = 313 sec 
ADVANCED STORABLES 
Isp = 313 sec nV = 4267.2 mps (14,000 fps) 
A = 0.88 WpROP MOD = 349,264.3 kg (770,000 1b) 
NO. OF PAYLOAD WEIGHT AUX. EQUIP. WEIGHT ALTITUDE SHUTTLE 
FLIGHTS KG (La) KG (LB) KM 
DIRECT SHUTTLE 17 20,547.6 (45,300) 1,224.7 (2,700) 611. 6 DELI VERY 
SELF-DELIVERY 13 26,852.5 (59,200) 635.0 (1 ,400) 611.16 
INDIVIDUAL 13 26,852.5 (59,200) 2,630.8 (5,800) 351.88 TELEOPERATORS 3 13,471.6 (29,700)* 4,218.4 (9,300) 351.88 1 17,962.2 (39,600) ** 5,624.5 (12,400) 351.88 
TELEOPERATOR FARM 13 26,852.5 (59,200) 2,630.8 (5,800) 351.88 3 14,651.0 (32,300) 7,121.4 (15,700) 611.16 
SUPERTELEOPERATOR 13 26,852.5 (59,200) 2,630.8 (5,800) 351. 88 3 22,815.6 (50,300) 6,667.8 (14,700) 351.88 
PLATFORM FL YDOWN 13 26,852.5 (59,200) 2,630.8 (5,800) 351.88 1 4,989.5 (11,000P** 16,782.8 (37,000) 611.16 
*THREE TELEOPERATORS PER FLIGHT 
**FOUR TELECPERATOR; ?ER FI.I GHT 
***MAY BE COMBINED WITH A CONSTRUCTION FLIGHT 
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Table 5.2-9: Delivery Concepts Comparison for Advanced Storable Propulsion Systems 
NUMBER OF SHUTTLE FLIGHTS--CONSTRUCTION ALTITUDE, 610 KM (330 NMI) 
CRYO ADV. STORABLES 
PROPULSION MODULE WEIGHT PROPULSION MODULE WEIGHT 
144,014.8 KG 217,723.2 KG 272,154 KG 349,264.3 KG (317 , 500 LB) (480,000 LB) (600,000 LB) (770,000 LB) 
DIRECT SHUTTLE DELIVERY 7 11 13 17 
SELF-DELIVERY 6 8 1 13 
INDIVIDUAL TELEOPERATORS 7 10 ; 17 
TELEOPERATOR FARM 6 10 12 16 
SUPERTELEOPERATOR 6 10 12 16 
PLATFORM FLYDOWN* 6 9 11 14 
*ONE OF THE FLIGHTS MAY BE COMBINED WITH A 
CONSTRUCTION FLIGHT 
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Space Systems Group 
... , ... Rockwell p.~ International 
modules, they (the storables) require approximately twice as many Shuttle flights to accomplish the delivery. 
The sensitivity to the types of delivery technique increases "ith both the total weight of the propulsion modules and delivery orbit altitude (construction orbit). For example, for a total propulsion mod'Jle "eight of 14,500 kg (320,000 lb), or less, there exists only a single flight difference betlVeen the various delivery techniques at !J = 610 km (330 nmi). A~ the 363,000-kg (800,000-lb) level, the difference is four Shuttle flights. 
It can also be noted that the direct Shuttle delivery and the individual teleoperator delivery techniques consistently require more Shuttle flights. The self-delivery and the platform flydown techniques always require the fewest number of Shuttle flights. 
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5.2.3 Solid IUS Propulsion Concept 
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Although not usually considered a prime candidate for use with light weight, 
large area space structures, an IUS based solid rocket propulsion concept was 
briefly investigated as part of the orbit transfer analysis. According to 
current plans the IUS will be an operational stage somewhat before the 1990 
time period of interest to the study. Thus, it represents an available, fully 
developed propulsion stage. This availability and attendant IDly-cost potential 
prompted this feasibility analysiS. 
5.2.3.1 IUS Motor Features 
Figure 5.2-39 summarizes the important physical features and performance 
characteristics of the solid rocket motored IUS. Examination of the performance 
characteristics for the large and small motors shows the small motor to produce 
almost 60 percent less peak thrus.t, thereby making it potentially more attl~ac­
tive for boosting the relatively fragile light weight structure associated with 
space constructed systems. However, ,vhile the thrust level of the small motor 
is attractive from a T/W standpoint its relatively small propellant load 
(2720 kg or 6000 Ib) compared to the large motor (9710 kg or 21,400 lb) makes 
it unattractive as an element in the orbit transfer system. For space projdcts 
of the size class considered in the study (or larger) it would require a pro-
hibitively large numb"r of small motors as "final" stages to gain any real 
reduction in peak T/W's. Thus, the IUS derived propulsion systems considered 
here are based on the use of the large motor. 
As shown in the figure these motors may be off-loaded up to 50 percent in 
order to match mission /W requirements. This provides a continuous relation-
ship bet,veen t:N, number of stages and percent off-load. If less than 50 percent 
off-load were provided gaps would appear in the /W versus payload curve '!yhere, 
for example, one stage could not provide enough ~V and two stages off-loaded to 
the maximum would provide too much ~V. 
This figure, then, summarizes the important characteristics of the solid 
motor "building block" used in synthesizing IUS. based orbit transfer propulsion 
systems. 
5.2.3.2 IUS Propulsion System Considerations 
Figure 5.2-40 depicts an IUS derived orbit transfer propulsion systemmaae 
up of the large solid motor building blocks described above. Propellant off-
loading will be reqUired to match propulsion performance with mission ~V require-
ments. Two Off-loading possibilities exist, (1) uniform off-loading of all 
motors used in the perigee burn and different but uniform off-loading of all 
motors used in the apogee burn, and (2) off-loading only the final burn motors 
used in the perigee and apog~e ~V's. Use of the "uniform" off-loading concept 
will reduce the number of motor loading conditions reqUired in ~he system 
inventory. If only the final burn motors for each ~V impulse (perigee and 
apogee) were off-loaded, then, full stages ,vou1d be reqUired in addition to the 
two different off-loaded configurations. Thus, the uniform off-loading concept 
requires only two 10adin~ conditions instead of three, which should reduce 
propUlsion system integration costs. 
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TWO STAGE CONFIGURATION 
LARGE MOTOR 
MAX THRUST,LB 
AVG THRUST,LB 
IfP,SEC 
BURN TIME, SEC 
PROPELLANT WEIGHT,LB 
DRY WEIGHT W/SUBSYST,l5 
TOTAL WEIGHT, lB 
DIAMETER,IN 
lENGTH,IN. 
• CURREflTL Y IN DEVELOPMENT, Will BE AVAilABLE 
621190 
43455 
295.4 
145.4 
21400 
2917 
24317 
91 
117 
• OTHER VERSIONS INCLUOE: TWIN STAGE, THREE STAGE & FOUR STAGE 
• 50% PROPEllANT OFF·lOAD CAPABILITY 
• SINGLE GIMBAllEO NOZZLE, EA STAGE 
• SECOND STAGE HAS RCS, G&C,AVIONICS & EPS 
Figure 5.2-39. IUS Motor Features 
SMALL MOTOR 
25800 
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o AV-1401JO FPS, ONE WAY GEO 
• BURN TIME 9 MINUTES PERIGEE, ""3 MINUTES APOGEE 
,. T IW B.B T{J 1.4 
.. PROPELLANT OFF·LOADED fOR PERIGEE & APOGEE AV REO 
• TVC/STEERING: SINGLE OMIlI·AXIAL GIMBAllEO NOZZLE,±4 DEG 
o PROPULSION "STACK" LOCATEO Ol/LONGITUDINAL AXIS THROUGH CG 
• AFT & FORWARO SKIRTS PROVIDE INTERSTAGE STRUCTURE 
Figure 5.2-40, Example Solid Motor Stacking Arrangement 
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Satellite Systems Division 
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.41~ Rockwell ".~ International 
The number of motors required as a function of weight transported to GEO is shown in Figure 5.2-41. This curve represents the theoretical minimum number of motors required. Depending upon staging, motor stacking arrangements, and off-loading match-ups with perigee/apogee 8V's the actual number of motors could be aa much as 2 or 3 more than the number indicated by the curve. 
Based on a platform weight of 60,500 kg (133,000 lb) at least 24 large solid motors would be needed. It is unlikely that such a large number of motors could be integrated into a single long stack. The use of multiple stacks appears to be more promising. Parallel firing of dual stacks would nearly double the T!W ratio, but could provide 3-axis steering while avoiding some of the stage integration problems associated with extreme lengths. With a single stack an additional RCS type system Iqould be required to provide roll control. The use of four stacks, firing only two at a time, would probably be better. It would further simplify the length problem and at the same time preserve the three-axis steering capability. Dual firing would produce values of (T/l'!) max. approaching 0.9. This is approximately 4 to 5 times greater than the optimum for cryo stages and would result in increased platform weight and in turn more propulsion system Iqeight. System weight penalties (over that for cryo concepts) would fall in the range of 3000 to 5000 kg (6000 to 10,000 Ib) as estimated from Figure 5.2-6. More important than the Iqeight imoact, T/W's above the 0.3 range lqill introduce complexities in the local structural arrange-ments for l:ounting/installation of large modules. They will also require thick-er cap gages than are possible in current beam machine concepts. 
The use of odd numbers of stacks (3, 5, etc.) could reduce the peak T/W to values between 0.4 and 0.5. This could be achieved by employing symmetrical stack arrangements around a central stack position. The outer stacks could be fired in parallel pairs and the final b~rn performed by the central stack to minimize peak T/W's. This would soften the T/W impacts and further reduce the length requirements. However, it would not eliminate the cap gage problem and would require the supplemental RCS system for roll control during the single motor firing intervals. 
Thus, stack arrangements which are technically feasible could probably be developed, but they would pose challenging problems to both the structural design of the platform project system and to the beam machine development. Corresponding challenges could be expected for erectables, probably in member sizing. Increases in structural member sizes as well as increases in the number of member types are likely, both of which could affect packaging and construc-tion logistics. ' 
In addition to complications in the design and construction of the project system the large numbar of modules to be delivered l.i11 increase operational costs. The size characteristics of the IUS large motors are not optimumly matched to the shuttle delivery performance. The Shuttle can carry more than two motors, but not three. Thus, delivered in pairs at least 12 Shuttle flights would be reqUired, double that needed for the delivery of cryo stages. 
Overall, the single main attribute of the IUS propulsion concept, its existing development and availability must be Iqeighed against the following considrrations to determine its applicability to the LEO to GEO transport of large a_aa space systems. 
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Satellite Systems DIvisIon 
Space Systems Group 
-41~ Rockwell 
., .. ~ International 
Complexities in the design and construction of the project system. 
Po~sible supplemental developments in the construction equipment, i.e., beam machine cap gages. 
Increased operating costs due to the need for more Shuttle delivery flights. 
Stack requirements beyond the current tl.O motor units Hill require development funding Hhich I.ill partially erode the development cost advantage of the IUS over a nel. cryo or storable stage. 
Thus, although the use of IUS solid motors is probably technically feasible on an indiVidual proj ect basis, parti.cularly for projects sorneHhat smaller than the platform system considered here, its cost effectiveness as a basic LEO to GEO transportation element for large space systems is doubtful. As a general purpose propulsion concept its high operational costs I.ould soon overcome its low procurement cost. 
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5.2.4 Solar Electric Propulsion 
Satellite Systems Division 
Space Systems Group 
.... 1 ... Rockwell ".~ International 
The applicability of very low thrust solar electric propulsion (SEP) to 
the large structure platform delivery from the low earth construction orbit 
to the geosynchronous equatorial mission orbit was also briefly analyzed. 
In particular, the use of 50-cm mercury ion thrusters was evaluated for this 
mission. Sensitivities as to argon and xenon thrusters were also evaluated. 
The chief factors related to missions using solar electric propulsion 
systems are the trip time and the electric power requirements. The latter 
could easily exceed subsequent GEO mission requirements. The trip time, on 
the other hand, could be excessively long from both mission and economic 
standpoints. However, th" comparatively smaller propulsion system weight is 
high~y attractive. 
5.2 .l'.l Technology Considerations 
The employment of solar electric thrusters for transfer of payloads between 
LEO and GEO in the 1985 to 1995 era is envisioned as a two- or three-step trans-
ition. That is, the propellant technology is expected to evolve from mercury, 
to possibly xenon, to argon. The reasons are that, although mercury is an 
attractive propellant with respect to thrust and ease of storage, it is expens-
be, undesirable with respect to atmospheric pollution, and requires heating 
for earth orbital missions. Xenon and argon are cryogenic materials but appear 
to present fewer technical problemse Xenon is non-toxic but expensive; argon 
is practically free, non-toxic, and very abundant. 
Xenon behaves much like mercury, producing a little less thrust for the 
sam" input electrical pm.er, as shown in Figure 5.2-42. Argon produces still 
less thrust per watt, but argon thrusters ca~ be operated at much higher cur-
rent densities (and, hence, temperatures) and therefore at higher power. For 
.Large sy~tems, this considerably reduces the number of thrusters, and therefore, 
reduces complexity. The grid lifetime question (or problem) must be solved, or 
the erosion rate empirically determined as a function of beam power, before an 
operation"1 philosophy can be firmly established. For transporting massive 
payl.oads, ,he philosophy of employing a relatively few, large thrusters at 
high currents, with sufficient redundancy to compensate shortened thruster 
lifetimes seems to yield a payoff in payload, reliability, and cost (economics 
of scale). 
Currently, the 30-cm-diaNeter mercury ion bombardment thruster is the only 
candidat~ that can provide primary propulsion for GEO missions in the mid-
eighties. As of now, a single unit has been operated continuously for over 
300 days before failir:g in 1975. Continu",,_~ n"~ration for t'"C' years (17,532 hr) 
is the NASA goal which may be realized by mid-·j'ion. \;C' .. em thruster was tested 
in the last decade, but high-powered solar array" were not available. Now, with 
the help of the Space Shuttle, multi-kilo"att and megSlvatt arrays "ill be 
realized in the 1980's, and the 50-em thruster "ill probably be preferred. 
Even larger thrusters are feasible but currently the molybdenum rolling ",i,lls 
are limited to sheets of 60-cm 1;vidth. A thruster of one-meter active djameter 
appears to be a reasonable size for large LEO-to-GEO stages "'ith million-kg 
payloads in the late 1990's. For a 100,000-kg payload in 1990, a 50-cm thruster 
is believed to be conservative. It is the size selected here for the large 
communications platform mission. 
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The benefits derived from ter.hnological advances, in general, relate to 
higher electrical efficiency, coupled with reduced mass, cost, and trip time 
(Reference 1). Ifhen realized, the technological advances can lead to larger 
thrusters that operate at higher thrust densities (References 1 and 2). This 
yields a reduced number of thrusters and, therefore, a higher s?stem reliability 
(Reference 3). 
Solar Arrays and Concentrators 
For pm1er sources in the 1985-1995 era, gallium aluminum arsenide solar 
cells, with lightweight solar concentrators, promise significant improvements 
in primary power sources for electric propulsion concepts. During the early 
operational period, gallium aluminum arsenide solar cells may become available 
in quantity and, when employed with solar concentrators, can be made to provide 
continuous annealing in addition to providing more pm1er. This reduces the 
average cell radiation damage to no more than approximately 20% and possibly 
10% for short trip times. Because of the decrease in cell damage, the solar 
concentrator, when used with gallium aluminum arsenide cells, could provide 
the same pm1er as silicon cells with only about !,5% of the weight. 
The efficiency of silicon (Si) and gallium aluminum arsenide (CaAIAs) 
solar cells as a function of radiation fluence level is shown in Figure 5.2-43. 
The results of experiments at Rockwell on CaAIAs solar cells have indicated 
that for annealing teoperatures of approximately 125°C to 150°C, some of the 
tested cells recover from the degradation effects. Therefore, it may be 
possible for the cells to operate continuously at temperatures above 125°C 
to 150°c and experience very little «15%) radiation degradation. Projected 
cell efficiencies are shown in Figure 5.2-44 as a function of operating 
temperature. 
In this study, silicon cells without concentrators l1ere used for baseline 
system sizing. 
Power Processor Mass 
It appears (Reference 1) that thruster beam and discharge pOl1er may be 
obtained directly from the solar arrays. Since this constitutes about 95% of 
the power, it represents a considerable savings in system cost and mass through 
reductions in power processing mass, loJ'aste heat radiators, and solar array 
pm1er (or trip time). In the baseline case considered here, it l10uld eliminate 
about 77 .4% of the pm1er processor mass (saving about 3137 kg). 
Hotvever, in this study, a more near-term approach 'tvas used and the pmver 
processor mas waS estimated (Reference 2) to be 84.4 kg per thruster for a 
pm1er processor input pm1er of 35,979 H. This yields 4051 kg for the total 
array of 48 thrusters. 
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for 
7)t :>< VB/(VB + 150) 
:>< 0.8888 , 
VB = 1200 volts 
= net accelerating voltage 
The total thruster beam pOlver is therefore 
= 1,350,885 H 
where js = the total beam current for N thrusters. 
Thruster Characteristics 
Each thruster is assumed to have 
three grids. Front diameter ~60 em. 
an active diameter of 50 cm and to have 
Thruster mass is given approximately by 
Mt :>< 0.1156 D
l
•
35
, kg (D in em) 
:>< 22.73 kg, 
(1) 
IVhere the coefficient in Equation (1) lVas adjusted from an equation in Refer-ence 2 to account for the three grids. 
The beam current cannot be so high that excessive grid erosion takes place, thereby excessively shortening thruster lifetime. The plots in Figure 5.2-45 shmv regions where excessive erosion occurs for mercury and argon thrusters. The beam pOlver per thruster, based on 48 thrusters operating at mission initiation, is 28,143 1". Based on a private communication toJith Vince K. RalVlins, EPL, NASA/LRC, it is not unreasonable for the 1990 era to assume a total extraction voltage of 4000 V. Further a ratio, R, of 0.3 is entirely feasible lVith a three-grid system as assumed here. 
The corresponding grid temperature is 1030 K for Hg. The net accelerating voltage, VB' lVas therefore found from the relation 
VB = 4000 R 
= 1200 V 
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Beam current is therefore 
J B
t 
= 2B,143/l200 
= 23.45 amperes, 
The total beam current from the four thruster arrays is therefore 
J B = 1125.7 amperes 
which is shared by 48 thrusters. TIle specif{c impulse is determined by 
(2) 
where M = molecular weight 
and nu = 0.94 propellant utilization 
A beam divergence loss of 0.95 is used in most of the references which 
further reduces Isp. Equation (2) then becomes 
I I = 1344.77 nu4' JVB/M 
sp 
= 3091.B sec. (Rg) 
In this treatment, Isp will refer to the uncorrected beam (Isp = 3254 sec). 
The silicon solar cells degrade with trip time between LEO and GEO. For 
the case considered here (lBO days exposure) the average power is 61% of begin-
ning of life (BOL) power (Figure 5.2-46). 
• Thrust 
An average thrust, F, can be used for the mission. Thrust, F, is given 
by: 
F = 2PBnur,h Isp 
= 2 x 1200 x 1125.74 x 0.94 x 0.95/9.806 x 3254 
= 75.6 Newtons 
and F = 0.61 x 75.6 
= 46.1 Newtons 
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propellant flow rate is given by 
if = 45.1 
g IspY 30313.29 
1.5208 It 10-3 kg/sec 
.... 1 ... Rockwell 
., ... International 
The burnout mass, mf, "as estimated in the parametric study to be 
97,740 kg. The propellant required is given by 
where 
and 
Thus 
Mp = M
f 
(eAV/glspY_1) 
AV = 5,959 mIs, (2 percent margin) 
IspY - 3091.3 s, 
g = 9.!l05 m/s2 
Mp = 0.21763 Mf 
= 21,271 kg 
Thrust duration -5 • = 1.1571 It 10 Mp/Mp 
= 161.9 days 
Trip time = 179.9 days 
Total thrust as a function of solar array BOL pm.er is shown in 
Figllre 5.2-47. The average thrust over the mission duration (corresponding 
to the BOL pm.er) is also shOlm. 
FigUl 2 5.2-48 shOl's a curve of total trip time (10% in the earth's 
shadOl') versus solar array BOL pm,er. The dashed line shows the selected 
baseline case. 
5.2.4.3 Propulsion System Sizing 
The solar electric propulsion systems are characterized by very 101' average 
accelerations, i.e., thrust-to-weight ratio less than 10-4 • These systems rep-
resent the long transfer time continuous burn spiral trajectories illustrated 
in Figure 5.2-49. From previous analysis, the mission velocity for ' ." earth 
orbit to geosynchronous orbit transfer "ith a 28.5-degree plane change has been 
calculated at 5.97 lon/sec (19,580 fps). From a 610-km (330-nmi) altitude, up 
to approximately 5000 Ion (2700 nmi) altitude essentially a tangential thrust 
spiral characterizes the trajectory. Inclination through this phase remains 
essentially constant (28.5 - 24 degrees). Thereafter, the thrust vector is 
directed to accomplish more of the plane-change rotation. This flight phase 
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combines the spiral trajectory with the required plane change. A representa-
tive spiral trajectory altitude profile is illustrated in Figure 5.2-50. 
The electrical power required to run the solar electric thrusters is generated 
by appropriately large solar array system. The power available at any time 
depends on solar illumination and the efficiency of the solar cells in the 
array, as discussed in Section 5.2.4.1. 
o· 
/ 
/ 
/ 
L 
~ '2fJS" - 7,Dr -o 
o 0.2 D •• 0.6 c .• 1.0 
FLIGHT flM£ HAC nON, t,'tr 
Figure 5.2-50. Spiral Trajectory Profile to GEO 
The characteristic of a low inclination spiral is that a considerable 
portion of each spiral revolution lies in th .. earth's shadm". The occultation 
period depends both on the altitude and the relative location of the sun with 
respect to the orbit plane. The maximum occultation tiI!le as a function of 
altitude is shmm in Figure 5.2-51. The maximum occultation time results when 
the sun is in the orbit plane (sun to orbit plane angle, S = 0°). At all 
other S-angles the occultation time is 10l"er. The sun S-angle for orbit 
plane inclinations of 28.5° or lower cannot exceed 52°. Maximum 13 equals the 
orbit inclination plus 23.4°. During occultation periods the SEP cannot be 
used and, hence, the total trip time by necessity increases. For the purposes 
of this investigation it is assumed that the trip time increase of 10% over 
that time,if the entire'spiral were to be in sunlight, is typical. This con-
servative estimate should also account for any thruster preheating require-
ments before the various pOl<er-on flight phases. 
The efficiency of the solar cells in the array depends on the length of 
time the solar arrays spend in the electron and proton radiation belts that 
must be traversed by the spiral trajectory. For nonreflective silicon cells 
with lO-mil cover slides the percentage of pOl<"r-gathering capacity remaining 
after the transfer to geosynchronous orbit is sho,m as a function of trip 
time (Figure 5.2-46). Based on technology considerations, the 50-cm mercury 
ion thrusters were selected as the baseline solar electric propulsion system 
for the 1990 time·period. The general characteristics of the jO-cm mercury 
ion thrusters used in subsequent analysis are sho,m in Figure 5.2-52. System 
differences introduced by, say, the 100-cm thrusters ,<QuId be negligible. 
Thruster grids with very close spacing have only been developed for the 30-cm 
thrusters. Hence, extrapolating grid sizes larger than 50-cm diameter is 
still questionable. 
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THRUSTER DIAMETER (ACTIVE) 
THRU:TER DIAMETER (FRONT) 
POWER CONDITIONER EFFICIENCY 
THRUSTER ELECTRICAL EFFICIENCY, 
GRID TEMPERATURE 
ACCELERATOR VOLTAGE 
SCREEN (ANODE) VOLTAGE 
R (THREE-GRID SYSTEM) 
BEAM CURRENT 
BEAM POWER 
BEAM DIVERGENCE FACTOR 
PROPELLANT UTILIZATION 
EXHAUST VELOCITY 
VB 
nT = VB + 150 
VA 
VB 
Vb 
R = (VG + Va) 
JB 
PB 
nu 
SPECIFIC IMPULSE (UNCORRECTED BEAM) 
SPECIFIC IMPULSE (CORRECTED) 
Isp 
Isp' 
THRUST 
MASS 
"." 
~-'-~"' ~ b. ---";~. ,.,-..... ,.. -SiI\S~ ...... ,~~ 
MERCURY 
50 em 
60 em 
0.88 
0.8888 
1030 0 K 
2800 V 
1200 V 
0.3 
<" 
23.45 AMPERES 
28.140 WATTS 
0.95 
0.94 
33.945 km/sec 
3254 sec 
3091.8 sec 
1.575 N 
22.73 kg 
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The number of mercury-ion thrusters and, hence, the thrust levels that 
can be developed depend on the power available to the SEP system. This 
relationship is illustrated in ~igure 5.2-53. The BOL specific thrust cor-
responds approximately 0.044 N/kH. 
The average thrust and the end of life (EOL) thrust levels depend on the 
mission flight time through the radiation belts. The relationships shmm cor-
respond to the range of TIl?' s and flight times required for delivery of the 
62,000-kg communication platform to its geosynchronous orbit. 
For the total pOl.er levels considered (less than 3000 kH), the average 
thrust-to-weight ratios fall considerably below the 0.001 value. These SEP 
missions, as discussed previously, then represent the spiral geosynchronous 
transfer trajectories. The mission de1ta-V is approximately 5.97 km/sec 
(19,580 fps). Taking solar array degradation and earth shadowin time into 
account the trip time from 1m. earth orbit to the geosynchronous orbit is 
shmm in T'igure 5.2-54 as a function of the 1l0L solar array power. The corres-
ponding end of transfer, i.e., the pOl.er available at the beginning of the GEO 
mission is also illustrated. 
Reduced trip time means higher thrust electric propu 1.sj.on systems and, 
hence, much higher pOl.er requirements. The communication platform would also 
arrive in the geosynchronous orbit ~vith very large excess electrical power 
capabilities. For example, for a total trip time of six months, the beginning 
of life power required is 1730 kH and corresponds to approximately 850 kH 
beginning-of-mission (geosynchronous orbit) power. This value is considerably 
in excess of the 165 kH BOL po,.er required for the platform. Some excess 
power, hotvever, could be justified for gro'vth, but such excessive pmver also 
represents a much higher cost element to the project. 
On the other hand, with the beginning of geosynchronous mission pm.er 
of only 165 kH, the corresponding trip time to the geosynchronous altitude 
would be approximately 550 days (18 months). Since the communication platform 
represents a very large investment, such long tJ.~ip times could represent a 
significant delay in revenue generating operations. Hence, the relative cost 
of excessive pot.;rer versus potential loss of revenue due to long trip times 
must be evaluated. 
For the SEPS, the mass of the solar arrays, 'nr~ng, slip rings, and other 
electrical items associated t'lith the system above the basic communication 
payload requirements is sho,m in Figure 5.2-55 as the SEPS inert weight. The 
mercury propellant required for the mission is also shmm along with the total 
SEP weight (m~rcury plus inert) that must be delivered to the communication 
platform in its LEO construction orbit. 
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Since the SEP system postulated here is an integral part of the platform, only the direct Shuttle delivery mode can be considered. An alternative to this concept could be an independent reusable Solar Electric Propulsion Orbital Transfer Vehicle (SEP OTV). The SEPS characteristics and delivered i,eight to the platform are shoim in Figure 5.2-56 for three representative geosynchronous trip times (6, 12, and 18 months). The number of Shuttle flights required for the delivery of the SEP related equipment range from one to three, depending on the construction orbit altitude of the communica-tion platform and the SEPS weight/trip time. 
TRIP TIME (MONTHS) 18 12 6 AVERAGE ACCELERATION (10-5 G) 1. 41 2.12 430 POWER BOL, LEO (KW) 435 760 1660 POWER BOL, GEO (KW) 165 335 845 NUI1BER OF THRUSTERS 10 18 40 TOTAL SEP WEIGHT (KG) 29,000 35,000 52,000 
DIRECT SHUTTLE DELIVERY 
NO. FLTS TO 611.16 KM (330NMI) ALTITUDE 2 2 3 NO. FLTS TO 351.88 KM (190 NM I) ALTITUDE 1 2 2 
Figure 5.2-56. SEPS Characteristics and Delivered Weight to Platform 
5.2.4.4 Hybrid PropUlsion 
A very cursory analysis i,as performed for [he use of " hybrid propulsion system to deliver the large structure platfrom from a lo,.,-altitude construction orbit to geosynchronous orbit. The hybrid system consists of higher thrust-to-Height chemical stages chat are used to deliver the platform together Hith a smaller solar electric propUlsion stage to some intermediate changeover altitude. The SEP system then performs the remainder of the mission. This type of flight profile is illustrated in Figure 5.2-57. The main advantage of such a propulsion system combination is the smallc~ pOHer requirements for the SEP as Hell as lOi,er chemical propulsion module weights. 
The characteristics of the optimum changeover orbit and the corresponding SEP ~V requirements are sho,m in Figure 5.2-58 as a function of the velocity tha. is available from the chemical stages. 
For illustrative purposes, a cursory analysis Has performed to show the effect of the combined hybrid stage ",eights on total transfer trip time. The basic single technology propulsion systems that Here taken as the corner points are: 
SEP only-365-day trip time-Height ~ 35,000 kg (77,000 lb) Cryogenic stages only-weight ~ 144,000 kg (317,500 lb Storable stages only-weight ~ 272,000 kg (600,000 lb) 
The sizing and delivery of these stages Here derived in the previous selections. 
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l~ith the hybrid system it can be assumed that the SEP portion of the trajectory "ill dominate the trip time calculations because of the extremely 10" average acceleration of the SEP (2.12xIO-s g for the case considered here). 
The total hybrid stage "eight, including separate chemical and SEP ele-ments, along Hith the resulting trip time are sho,m as a function of the mission velocity provided by the chemical ,tages in Figure's 5.2-59 and 5.2-60 for cryogenic and storable chemical stages, respective.1v. The combined «eight shmm in these figures is indicative of the total propul~.ion ... "dule «eight that must be delivered to the construction orbit. 
Of possible interest is the storable/SEP combination that approximates the «eight of the cryogenic propulsion system. The trip time of such a system is approximately half of ·,.,hat an all-SEP system «ould be. In addition, the smaller SEP "ith corresp011dingly smaller solar array requirement s could prove to be more economically attractive because it ,;QuId be closer to required GEO levels. 
The hybrid propulsion concept could be attractive if utilization of exist-ing chemical stages (or stages sized to other missions) becomes important. 
5.2.4.5 References 
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The preceding discussions have individually developed the main s~z~ng 
features and governing parameters along "ith Shuttle delivery requirements for 
four basic types of propulsion. The purpose was to explore their suitability 
for use in the orbit transfer of large area space systems. Figure 5.2-61 
summarizes the principal comparative factors. Based on these results, an 
advanced cryo stage appears to offer the most prlm"se as a general-purpose 
orbit transfer vehicle for use "ith large area space systems. Properly 
designed project systems can easily function "ith moderate thrust loads 
imposed by cryo stages. Use of multiple nozzles, judicious staging and/or 
possible throttling can keep the peak thrust loads dmm. Control frequencies 
for thrust steering can be adequately separated from structural bending fre-
quencies for proper stability "ith"ut excessive /::'V penalties. 
The higher thrust loads necessary with the IUS solid motor introduce 
complications into the design and co',struction of the project system. Also, 
its lm<er Isp performance, like that of the advanced storable, requires 
significantly more propulsion system "eight than the cryo and, thus, many 
more Shuttle flights for delivery. 
Solar electric propulsion requires very large (and costly) solar arrays, 
resulting in excess electrical pm;er over that neeeded for GEO mission opera-
tions. It also requires long trip times-sjx months or longer-which can lead 
to significant investmer.t cost increases for space projects like the advanced 
communications platform treated here. The extra trip Lime over a cryo OTV 
concept would defer the revenue generating phase of its operations. With 
the 1300-plus transponder capacity of the example platform, this revenue 
deferral could represent tens and possibly hundreds of millions of dollars. 
Hmvever, if solar electric propulsion ,..,ere to become available through con-
tinued development in support of other programs such as SPS, particularly 
with advances in technology and performance to improve its C"-ost effectiveness, 
it could be a serious candidate for o)-bit transfer of large area space systems. 
The advanced cryo concept still appears to offer the most promise. The 
need for a manned OTV capability seems inevitable. Because of its "ide per-
formance margin over other types of propulsion, and its trip time compatibility 
"ith manned OTV requirements, the cryo concept is felt to be the strongest 
candidate to fill the manned OTV need. Actually, it can do both jobs, the 
transfer of large area space systems and the transport of manned DTVls to 
GEO and other high-energy missions_ Thus, it is the logical choice of the 
propulsion concepts considered. Other propulsion concepts can probably be 
developed, "hich "ould be less costly on anyone given project, but a~ a 
general-purpose OTV serving both manned and unmanned applications, the advanced 
cryo concept offers the most in terms of performance and versatility. 
In addition to the propulsion concept assessments in the 1-'receding discus-
sion, different propulsion deliveIY techniques \lere briefly investigated. Fig-
ure 5.2-62 summar:i.zes the comparative factors of the four basic delivery concepts 
investigated. The platform flydown approach is a clear favorite. It offers 
major performance advantages over the other approaches (f""est Shuttle flights 
for propulsion delivery) and permits manned participation in the pro1-'ulsion 
installation process. 
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Direct Shuttle delivery to the construction orbit imposes performance 
penalties due to the sharp drop in payload capability above 370 km (200 nmi). 
Propulsion self-delivery requires greater stage complexity and costs in order 
to individually perform the precision rendezvous and docking with the space 
platform in its construction orbit. Teleoperator approaches require either 
multiple teleoperators, grouped in "farms," or in-space refueling of a single 
teleoperator along l~ith additional complexities. 
Thus, the platform flydown approach is identified as the prime candidate 
for propulsion delivery. Other project systems constructed at different 
orbit altitudes could require further consideration of some of the other 
delivery approaches, but the flydol~ concept appears to be a serious contender 
for all missions l~here the construction orbit is substantially above the 
maximum payload altitude of the Shuttle [370 km (200 nmi]. 
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The principal issues associated with the design of the primary construc-
tion fixture for the construction and assembly of large area spacecraft will 
be discussed here. The appendix will also discuss the generic issues associ-
ated with all space construction projects, and illustrate the design concepts 
developed for the three particular construction projects: (1) the Satellite 
Power System (SPS) Test Article, (2) the Space-Fabricated Communications Plat-
form, and (3) the Erectable Communications Platform. The design of these 
fixtures will be based on construction being accomplished from the Shuttle 
orbiter as the construction facility. The influence of construction from a 
space base will be addressed as a separate issue in another report--Potentials 
and Implications for a Space Construction Facility. 
Five principal construction fixture requirements have been identified 
and described, and are listed below: 
1. Support the construction project during fabrication and assembly 
2. Provide translation capability 
3. Provide orbiter revisit capability 
4. EVA provisions 
5. Packable for orbit transport 
Three construction fixture design issues have been identified and their 
influence on the design and operation of the fixture has been described; 
these issues are: 
1. Orientation of the construction fixture "ith the orbiter 
2. Construction and assembly effort in the vicinity of the fixture 
3. Single versus multiple beam builders. 
The three construction fixture baseline configuration concepts have been 
described for each of the three construction projects. The principal construc-
tion fixture requirements and the trades performed to select the baseline 
fixtures have also been described. The final construction fixture design 
will be the result of an integrated, overall, construction process and is 
part of the construction analysis iterative process as illustrated in 
Figure A-I. 
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Figure A-I. Construction Analysis Iterative Process 
CONSTRUCTION FIXTURE REQUIREMENTS 
There are certain fundamental requirements that must be considered for 
all primary construction fixtures used for large area spacecraft/platform 
construction and assembly. Unique construction support equipment may be nec-
essary to augment the primary construction fixture in order to accomplish 
particular tasks. These unique equipment items are dependent on the particular 
method of construction or assembly associated with individual construction 
projects. Therefore, these items are discussed in the Data Base Methods Des-
cription. 
Figure A-2 lists the fund .. mental construction fixture requirements. The 
principal function of the construction fixture is that of a master tool. The 
fixture provides the precise location of all of the primary structural members 
and must secure the members in their correct location during the assembly pro-
cess. In this role the construction fixture also acts as a mounting base to 
which the construction support equipment is attached. 
The primary construction fixture should also have the capability to trans-
late the construction project through the fixture. This capability permits 
flexibility in 'the selection of construction methods. This issue will be'dis-
cussed in the following section on Fixture Issues. The translation 'capability 
must allow project translation in various stages of completion. Consequently, 
the construction process must be determined in order to develop the approximate 
fixture configuration. 
With the Shuttle Orbiter as the construction base the capability for 
orbiter revisit is required. Stabilization of the fixture/project to permit 
orbiter revisit maneuvers and attachment may be required, but is dependent on 
the particular construction project and its configuration at the revisit period. 
In addition to the physical attaching provisions the utilities services inter-
faces for electrical power, data and control must also be provided. 
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All of the construction fixtures must have provisions for EVA contingency operations. The contingency provisions are of particular importance for those automatic and semi-automatic construction methods. EVA provisions, of course, are provi.ded for construction operations >:hat utilize the EVA mode. 
Interface provisions to accept electrical power for the operation of the various construction device and illumination is necessary. Feedback and con-trol circuit interfaces is also necessary in order to operate, control, and monitor the construction operations. 
Probably the most demanding design requirement is that of packaging the construction fixture to fit within the orbiter payload bay. This requi.rement applies for both construction from the orbiter or construction from a space base. This requirement may demand the fixture to be folded; portions removed and assembled in orbit, or sections attached only as required for a part:1.cular assembly sequence. 
A.3 CONSTRUCTION FIXTURE ISSUES 
During the course of this study, certain operational issues were add',tes-sed that influence the design concept arrangement of the primary construction fixture. These issues concern, 1) the orientation of the construction/ assembly fixture in relationship to the oroiter, 2) the location of the con-struction/assembly work station in the vicinity of the fixture, and 3) serial or parallel operations. A discussion of each of these issues follows. 
Orientation of Fixture 
Certain orbiter operational constraints exist which must be addressed when the orbiter is utilized as the construction facility. These constraints influence the location of the construction fixture and influence the direction of construction for the project being assembled. The principal issues addres-sed in this orientation trade study are 1) locate the fixture and project to provide clear access to the payload bay, 2) locate the construction operation within the reach envelope of the RMS, 3) locate for maximum direct visibility from the orbiter cabin, 4) locate to clear the orbiter for project translation during construction, and 5) locate the fixture and the project 80 as to mini-mize orbiter radiator ShadOWing. 
In order to deliver the construction project components to their proper location for assembly the payload bay must be clear and the R}!S must be free to transport the components to their proper location. Consequently, the con-struction fixture interface with the orbiter is limited to either end of the payload bay. The location in the aft end of the payload bay may be more de-sirable because there is no possible interference with the RMS operation with, however, some sacrifice in reach. 
Direct visibility from the orbiter crew cabin aft and overhead windows is desirable in order to verify general clearances during the fab and assembly operations. However, detail installations will probably require T.V. augmen-tation to verify the particular operations. Fixtures located in the aft end 
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of the orbiter are more capable of being viewed from the aft crew cabin windows than fixtures located in the forward end of the payload bay. Fixtures located in the forward end of the payload bay tend to obscure the vision of operational activities as well as payload bay activities. Payload bay visibility is nec-essary for the RMS operation of transporting project components or performing subtasks within the payload hay. 
The capability to translate the construction project through the fixture in either direction has been determined to be a desirable feature. This capability allows greater flexibility in the determination of the construction sequence. It also permits flexibility in the payload manifest, thus, providing the best packaging density. It also allows for unscheduled maintenance activi-ties. Probably the most important feature of this capability is that it per-mits the const,,·'.ction operations to be performed in the immediate vicinity of the construction fixture and orbiter. This concept will be discussed in greater detail in the Location of the Construction/Assembly Effort Section. 
The translation capability, however, incurs complexities in the design and operation of the constructior. fixture. For the space-fabrica~ed type of structures, such as represented by the SPS test article or commuoications platform tri-beam configuration, the structure supporting device must have the capability to "step over" the cross beams during the translation operation. The location of the project must allow the translation motion to clear the orhiter for all of the project configurations resulting from the assembly sequence. This requirement may dictate the size of the fixture depending on the distance the construction proj ect must be located at~ay from the orbiter to permit clearance for translation. 
Translation of erectable type stractures as represented by the erectable communications platform is different than that of the space-fabricated struc-tural arrangements. Since the erectable structure does not have continuous longitudinal beams as the space-fabricated structure does, the translation must be accomplished in steps rather than a continuous motion. The steps would be in increments of the pentahedral base dimension. This concept re-quires a translation device and a device to hold the structure while the translation device releases the structure and returns to its starting posi-tion. 
Heat rejection from the orbiter is a critical function and, therefore, precautions must be taken to obtain the maximum heat rejection capability of the orbiter system. This concern requires that during construction from the orbiter, the orbiter radiators are not shadowed by the construction fixture or the construction project. This shadowing will reduce the radiation capa-bility and may require the orbiter to use the water boiling auxiliary heat rejection system. 
Location of the Construction/Assembly Hork Station 
From this study the desirability to perf~rm the construction operations in the immediate vicinity of the construction fixture rather than performing operations at some distance from the fixture/orbiter was determined. By keeping 
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the l;ork stations close-in to the area to be worked, tile number and complexity of construction support devices can be minimized; the parts storage area (the orbiter payload bay) is close; and direct visibility from the orbiter crew cabin is possible. Lighting of the area and the installation of auxiliary T.V. viewing is more easily accomplished in this location. The T.V. cameras located on the forward and aft bulkheads of the orbiter payload bay can be utilized when the construction operations remain close to the construction fixture. The safety'; operations in this location is enhs.nced due to the proximity for assistance if required and because of the more d~rect monitoring of the acti-vities. 
Serial or Parallel Operations 
Performing construction operations, particularly the fabrication and assembly of the primary structure, can be accomplished in a serial mode or in a parallel mode. The selectad method has a significant effect on the constr-uction fixture configuration.. 
For space fabrication and assembly operations the serial mode would utilize one beam builder while the parallel mode would utilize multiple beam builders sireultaneously. For instance, the longitudinal members of the SPS Test Article could be fabricated by utilizing two beam builders operating simultaneously. This operation method l;ould eliminate the device required to move a singl~ beam builder from one position to the other. A third beam builder could generate the transverse members. If all three were operated simultaneously, the total structure could be completed during the initial translation of the platform structure. 
Erectable structure assembly can utilize a subassembly mode in a paral-lel operation. Subassembly stations can be assembling a cluster of struts and unions while the assembly of a similar cluster is being assembled into the basic structure. The additional subassembly station facility minimi:oes the number of individual strut/union members supporting and locating devices necessary on the construction fixture to locate and hold each member in its proper relationship. 
A trade study considering such issues as cost, fabrication and assembl} time, complexity of the construction fixture, etc., is required in order to select a preferred serial or parallel construction method. 
A.4 CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS 
As examples of the implications of the construction fixture issues a dis-cussion of the baseline construction fixtures developed for ench of tho study construction projects l;ill follow. 
SPS T~st Article 
The configuration of this construction project (Figuro.! A-3) consist" space-fabricated laader type structure 215m long and 20m wide to t;hich ar at tached 25 solar array blankets. RCS modules are installed on the ends , 
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two cross beams. Solar electric propulsion modules provide the orbit transfer 
propulsion. 
LENGTHI 215M 
WIDTH: 2'0,1,\ 
W£IGHTI 83,300 U 
fMIN I a,IiIO Hz 
, 
kCS (' PLAQS) 
SOlAItARUY 
Figure A-3. SPS Test Article General Arrangement 
In conjunction \.,ith the construction fixture design concept, a baseline 
construction sequence was developed (Figure A-4). Hith this sequence and the 
construction project configuration/definition, a baseline construction fixture 
was identified (Figure A-5). The issue concerning the location of the fixture 
in r~lationship to the Shuttle orbiter was then addressed. Figure A-6 summar-
izas the location trade and six principal evaluation factors. The constructioll 
sequence requires a translation ability which drives the location in relation-
ship to the orbiter and to the fio ~ure configuration. Retaining clear access 
to the payload bay and providing !. • .Lnimum shadm<ing of the orbiter rad i 1 tors 
also influence the location of the fixture and construction project orientation. 
~-CD ·-:3.UILD STRUCTURE ~ ~~~ 
~~ ~-- " Ii' .IN5TALtRCSMODULES. 
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fll(ltJRE 
<D -INSTAll SOLAR 
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CD ·'NSJ,l.ll SYSTEMS EQUIPMENT HOUSING, 
ROTAII.V JOINT & MY ANlENNA 
CD -CHeex-ouT SYSTEM OPfRAT/ON 
Figure A-4. Construction Sequence 
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Maintaining the construction activities '>ithin the rurs envelope is des-irable because i~ permits transport of items from the payload bay to the construction ",ite without the necessity to provide a special piece of equip-ment to pe.£orm this function. It also permits the opticn to use a cherry picker on the end of the ID!S as an assembly mode. Visibility from the cre" cabin is desirable as an overall monitoring method, but can be augmented with T.V. coverage. The "y" axis orientation "as selected for the baseline arrange-ment because of the simplicity of the construction fixture and because of the direct visibility from the cre" cabin. However, the "z" axie orientation per-mits the ~onstruction operations to be performed "ithin the reach envelope of the orbiter rum "hich cannot be 'lchieved "ith the "y" axis orientation. This capability permits the construction operation via a "cherry picker" attached to the ID!S a feasible method. Consequently, during the development of alter-nate methods for performing the various construction functions the "z" axis orientation "ill also be considered. 
The translation capability incorporated in the construcUon fixture per-mits the operations to al"ays be performed in the vicinity of the fixture. This arrangement satisfies the second of the construction fixture issues. 
A single beam builder was utilized for the construction effort of this project. As previously mentioned, the trade bet"een single or mUltiple beam builders requires a total integrated concept for evaluation. 
Preliminary analysis has indicated that construction in a free drift (gravity gradient) mode is feasible and, therefore, no attitude control during construction "ould be necessary if the analysis is correct. Attitude control for the rendezvous and docking maneuver has not been established. If attitude control is required for rendezvous and docking, the construction fixture would then be capable of achieving this requirement. 
Advanced Communications Platform - Space-Fabricated Concept 
The configuration of the space-fabricated communications platform (Figure A-7) consists of a tri-beam structure to which sixteen various sized antennas are mounted. A deployable type solar array is mounted on one end of the structure "hile a thrust structure accommodating five 10" thrust chemical propulsion modules is mounted on the opposite end of the structure. 
The constructi.on sequence established for this concept is lliustrated in Figure A-B. The development of the basic construction fixture (Figure A-9) required a number of trade studies. Figure A-IO illustrates the essence of the trade performed to address the issue of the construction project translation. 
The translation capability involves a fixture concept that will provide support to the construction project during translation and be attached to the construction facility, i.e" the orbiter, 
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Figure A-ID. Translation Trade 
The internal fixture concept illustrat~d in Figure A-IO, is the ml.nl.l1lum 
sized fixture that could be utilized to support a construction project. 
Howsver, the support of the ~ixture to the facility requires a complex arrange-
ment that would permit the passage of a transverse member through the support 
structure during the translation activity. 
The external fixture, hot<ever, requires no special arrangement to permit 
translation to occur. However, the fixture must completely surround the con-
struction project thus maldng a very large unit that I<ould be difficult to 
transport and assemble on orbit. 
The modified external fixture concept utilizes features of the other tl<O 
concepts. The external portion of the fixture permits translation of the 
construction project by utilizing articulating project support arms that per-
mit the transverse members to pass through the fixture. A removable cross 
member of the fixture provides support for the beam builder and other struc-
ture constructio,," support devices. After the structure is complete the cross 
member is removed thus permitting the project translation to occur. 
The modified external fixture concept was selected for the construction 
of the space-fabrica.ted tri-beam advanced communications construction proj ect. 
The location of the fixture in relationship to the orbiter is illustrated 
in Figure A-H. Except for the direct visibility blockage in this location, the 
other location issues are acceptable such as the R}ffi reach envelope, clear 
payload bay, etc. Having achieved the payload translation capability, the 
construction activity 1<111 be accomplished in the vicinity of the fixture. 
Figure A-12 summarizes the tradeoff concepts that were developed to uti-
lize one beam builder to perform the construction operation. Three concept 
arrangements are il~ustrated for fabricating the longitudinal beams and three 
for the fabrication of the cross beams. 
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Figure A-l2. Beam Builder Operations Trade 
The beam builder, in order to fabricate the longitudinal members, must fabricate the beams at the fixture location that secures the members to the fixture in their proper final location. The three concepts sholVll illustrate three methods of repositioning the beam builder. The RMS can place it on the fixture at the proper location for each longitudinal beam; the beam builder can be mounted on a track that will guide the beam builder to the proper posi-tion; and the beam builder can be mounted to a rotating arm that positions the beam builder in the proper location. 
Before selecting a concept for positioning the beam b,·i.lder to fabricate the longitudinal beams, a similar option trade must be done for the beam builder location to fabricate the transverse beams. Three concepts ere illus-trated. The remote location places the beam builder on the side of the fix-ture. The completed transverse members are then transported to their proper assembly location. The track concept guides the beam builder as illustrated. The transverse beams in this concept are fabricated in the location where they will be used. The folded arm concept utilizes the rotating arm concept for fabricating longitu~inal members. A hinge joint in the rotating arm allows the beam builder to locate between the longitudinal members. The transverse members are generated parall~l to the longitudinal beams and are then trans-
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ported to their proper assembly position. The foldp.d arm concept is only feasible "hen the tri~beam section is sufficiently large to permit the beam builder to clear the longitudinal members. 
The selected arrangement must be an integrated arrangement that 1.s advan-tageous for the fabrication of both members. Figure A-13 illustrates an integrated fixture concept that "as developed for the construction of a tri-beam type structure. The final fixture concept for thiR project can only be determined after all of the construction functions have been investigated and an integrated construction process has been developed. 
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fAD. ARRANGEMENT 
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Figure A-13. Integrated Construction Fixture Concept 
Advanced Communications Platform - Erectable Structure 
The erectable structure concept of the communications platform (Figure A-14) is similar to the space-fabricated concept. The structure consists of tapered tubes joined to form pentahedral units. These units are joined to form the basic structure and "outrigger" type supports are added to accommodate the RCS modules. A similar type of outrigger structure provides the support for the solar array panels and the 101" thrust chemical propulsion pods. 
The construction sequence is illustrated in Figure A-15. As previously mentioned, the translation capability of this type of structure must be accom-plished in steps because there are no continuous longit~dinal members. This unique condition significantly influences the basic construction fixture. 
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A trade study concerning the location of the fixture/project in relation-ship to the orbiter was performed and is summarized in Figure A-16. Five evalu-ation factors were used to select a preferred baseline orientation. The dominant evaluation factors were the translation capability and the RMS reach envelope. The "z" axis ori!:ntation is the only one of the three concepts that provides the translation capability and is mainly within the reach envelope of the RMS. Direct visibility from the crew cabin for the Z axis orientation is very marginal and the visibility of construction activities will most likely need to be accomplished "ith the use of T. V. cameras. The "y" axis orienta-tion tends to block the orbiter payload bay access. The construction project in the "y" axis orientation creates greater orbit radiator shadoWing than the construction fixture support boom of the "z" and "X" axis orientation arrange-ments. 
The "z" axis orientation arrangcment '''''S selected as the baseline con-struction fixture arrangement. This concept permits the construction opera-tions to be performed within the RMS reach envelope, thus minimizing the com-plexity of the fixture. 
The upper portion of Figure A-17 illustrates the baseline fixture configu-ration that was developed for the construction of the erectable antenna platform concept. The fixture consists of a 2 guide rail arrangement that permits a platform translation cradle to translate the construction project in steps. However, during the analysis of the construction operations alter-native methods, the assembly of the thrust structure and the Res module support structure was interfering with the outboard guide rail. In order to eliminate this interference and to reduce the extreme reach required of the RMS, the revised fixture baseline configuration illustrated in the lower portion of Figure A-I? was developed. The revised fixture utilizes a Single gUide rail and adds a rotation of the platform translation cradle to bring the platform within the RMS reach envelope for all sections of the construc-tion project. However, the final fixture configuration can only be deter-mined after an integrated construction procedure and operations has been determined. 
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REVISED FIXTURE BASELINE CONFIGURATION 
Er~ctable Platform Construction Fixture 
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